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Abstract

This PhD thesis concerns resin-injection pultrusion (RIP), a low-cost and con-
tinuous process to mass-produce fibre-reinforced polymer composite profiles.
The thesis follows a clear trend in modern manufacturing engineering (Industry
4.0) that is to exploit simulation models to analyse processesing steps. This work
represents the state of the art of simulating material flow in RIP processes.

The thesis first presents pultrusion in a societal and economic context, fol-
lowed by a short overview of related literature. Then, the conservation equations
that govern the material flow (mass, momentum, or energy) are derived and ap-
plied to RIP processes. The theoretical background is given with a focus on
steady-state modelling of the coupled physics (multiphysics) that take place in-
side the pultrusion die. The impregnation flow is considered to be single-phased
and characterised by Darcy’s law. To analyse flow-induced fibre compaction,
resin flow in a compliant porous medium is introduced as well. In this rela-
tion, the thesis also presents material characterisation methodologies to measure
permeability and compaction behaviour. To model the resin flow front, both Eu-
lerian (that utilise a level-set) and arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods
are introduced. Nonisothermal flow in a compliant porous medium is presented,
and finally, a steady-state and Eulerian approach is introduced to model process-
induced stress and deformation.

Numerical and experimental results are presented in seven appended public-
ations that reflect different aspects of the material flow in RIP processes. First,
a new level-set method to model the resin flow front is presented. It is demon-
strated how the framework tracks the flow front itself and can advance it with
CFL-sized time. Using this level-set method, it is shown how RIP processes can
utilise permeable areas to improve impregnation flow. Then, experimental ma-
terial characterisation of pultrusion-specific glass fibre rovings is conducted. The
experiments show that texturised rovings are more permeable and less compliant.
Following this study, experimental and numerical analyses of the material flow
in an industrial pultrusion line are conducted. It is demonstrated that the heating
configuration, together with the strongly convective flow near inlets, give phase
transitions that are both concave and convex-shaped. In addition, it is shown that
fibre compaction remains largely unaffected by the magnitude of the injection
pressure in the pultrusion line. Finally, in a theoretical case study, it is demon-
strated that a steady-state, Eulerian approach enables 9-35 times faster compu-
tation times compared to the existing methods for analysis of process-induced
stress and deformation.
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Resume (in Danish)

Denne PhD afhandling omhandler resininjektionspultrudering (RIP), som er en
billig og kontinuerlig proces til at masseproducere fiberforstærkede polymer-
kompositprofiler. Afhandlingen følger en tydelig trend i moderne fremstillings-
teknologi (Industri 4.0), som er at udnytte simuleringsmodeller til at analysere
procestrin. Dette arbejde udgør det nyeste indenfor simulering af materialeflowet
i RIP processer.

Afhandlingen starter med at præsentere pultrudering i en samfundsmæssig
og økonomisk kontekst, fulgt af et kort overblik over relateret litteratur. Derefter
er bevarelsesligningerne, der bestemmer materialeflowet (masse, momentum og
energi), udledt og anvendt til RIP processer. Den teoretiske baggrund er givet
med et fokus på stationær modellering af den koblede fysik (multifysik), som
finder sted inde i pultruderingsformen. Imrægneringsflowet er betragtet som
enkeltfaset og karakteriset af Darcy’s lov. For at analysere flowintroduceret fiber-
komprimering er også flow i et eftergiveligt porøst materiale introduceret. I
denne sammenhæng præsenterer afhandlingen også materialekarakteriserings-
metodologi til at måle permeabilitets- og komprimeringsopførsel. Til at model-
lere resin flow fronten er både Euleriske (der anvender et level-set) og arbitrære
Euleriske-Lagrangiske metoder introduceret. Til sidst er ikke-isotermisk flow i
porøse medier præsenteret, og en stationær og Eulerisk metode til at modellere
procesintroduceret spænding og deformation introduceret.

Numeriske og eksperimentelle resultater er præsenteret i syv vedlagte pub-
likationer, der reflekterer forskellige aspekter af materialeflowet i RIP processer.
Først er en ny level-set metode præsenteret. Det er demonstreret, hvordan dette
framework følger selve flow fronten og kan flytte den med CFL-størrelse tids-
skridt. Ved at bruge denne level-set metode er det vist, hvordan RIP processer
kan anvende permeable områder til at forbedre imprægneringsflowet. Derefter
er eksperimentel materialekarakterisering af pultruderingsspecifikke glasfiber-
rovings udført. Eksperimenterne viser, at teksturerede rovings er mere permeable
og mindre mekanisk eftergivende. Efter dette studie er eksperimentelle og nu-
meriske analyser af materialeflowet i en industriel pultruderingslinje udført. Det
er demonstreret, hvordan varmekonfiguration sammen med det stærke konvek-
tive flow nær resinindløbne giver fasetransformationer, der både er konkav- og
konveksformede. Yderligere er det vist, at fiberkomprimering forbliver stort set
upåvirket af størrelsen på injektionstrykket i pultruderingslinjen. Til sidst i et
teoretisk studie er det demonstreret, at en stationær, Eulerisk fremgangsmåde
muliggør 9-35 gange hurtigere beregningstid sammenlignet med eksisterende
beregningsmetoder for analyse af procesintroduceret spænding og deformation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter provides background for the topic of the thesis ”Numerical model-
ling of the material flow in the resin injection pultrusion process”. The chapter
starts by reflecting on why pultrusion is an important process to the fibre rein-
forced polymer (FRP) industry as a whole. Then, it gives a brief overview of
related literature that has been published about the topic, and finally, it outlines
the objectives and structure of the thesis.

1.1 The age of composite materials

Throughout time, our technological achievements have been enabled by materi-
als. This applies to the new inventions of tools, equipment, and appliances made
from stone, bronze, and iron. During the last century, many inventions have
used compositions of materials with different physical properties. Common ap-
plications of such composite materials include FRPs, where two sometimes less
attractive materials can enable unique applications and unseen performance when
combined. While no one knows what the future is yet to present to us, there is
no indication that such composite materials will not continue to facilitate new
achievements in, e.g. the transportation (aerospace, automotive), renewable en-
ergy (wind turbine blades), architecture (construction), and medical (equipment
and implants) industries. This trend and prosperous future for composites have
led to the (unofficial) saying that we now live in the ”the composite age”.

Manufacturing of composite materials involves a number of steps to process
the constituents into a compound material. To prepare an FRP composite, first,
the fibre material must be saturated with the polymer (often referred to as the
matrix or resin). In this step, a pressure gradient enables the transport of the
liquid polymer into the fibre material, filling the void space between fibres. The
impregnation step is followed by heating and cooling that control polymerisation
(curing of thermosets) or crystallisation (solidification of thermoplastics) of the
polymer. Depending on the processing steps and the desired application, the end-
product is finalised with post-moulding steps such as cutting, painting, coating,
assembly, etc.

FRPs can be manufactured using a number of well-established manufactur-
ing technologies, such as hand lay-up, filament winding, injection moulding,
vacuum-assisted resin transfer moulding, compression moulding, pultrusion, and
more. Although FRPs have during the last century matured to a global $90 billion
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2 Introduction

industry and is (was) projected to outpace global projected near-future world GBP
growth by a factor of three1 [1, 2], FRPs are still considered as a ”new” material
in some industries. Compared to conventional materials such as plastics, steel,
and concrete, FRPs involve a higher production cost and an increased manufac-
turing complexity. These drawbacks present a significant barrier for adoption in
new industries, as composites can appear as an ”exotic” type of material. Today,
the growth of low-cost manufacturing methods like pultrusion is exceeding FRP
market growth [3], which helps to lower the barrier for future adoption.

1.2 Processing of fibre reinforced thermoset polymers
using the resin-injection pultrusion process

Pultrusion was first introduced in early variants in the 1950’ies with the work
of W. Brandt Goldsworthy in the USA on polyester resins and Ernst Kühne in
Switzerland on epoxy resin [4]. Today, pultrusion is one of the most energy-
efficient and cost-competitive methods for the manufacture of composite mater-
ials. As the name implies, pultrusion is a compound word of the terms ”pull”
and ”extrusion”. Opposed to extrusion processes where the profile is produced
by pushing material through a die, a pultrusion process advances the profile by
pulling it. Pultrusion is a continuous process that is limited to the manufacture of
FRP profiles with a constant cross section.

Figure 1.1: Pultruded profiles with various complex shapes: I-,U-, and L-profiles,
planks, and hollow square profiles (courtesy of Fiberline composites).

Resin-injection pultrusion (RIP), which is the focus of this thesis, is a state-
of-the-art pultrusion concept compatible with both thermoset and thermoplastic
polymers reinforced with glass, carbon, aramid, and different types of natural
fibres. Fig. 1.2 shows a modern industrial RIP line and Fig. 1.3 illustrate a pul-

1This was based on The World Bank [1]’s projected pre-COVID world GDP $-growth of 2.5%
in 2020, and MarketsandMarketsTM [2]’s projections of an average 7.8% $-growth towards 2024
for the world-wide composite industry.
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it 3

trusion die used for a RIP process. While RIP processes may vary by design, the
process includes the following substeps [4]:

• The raw material is drawn from fibre creels or racks. Depending on the
required application of the profile, rovings (tows of individual fibres), mats,
and fabrics enter the profile layup.

• Then, the material passes a number of guides that organise and shape the
layup into the desired cross-sectional shape and ply plan.

• The organised fibre material now enters the pultrusion die. In the first
part of the pultrusion die, the resin system saturates the dry fibre material.
Further into the pultrusion die, active heating promotes curing. Depending
on the die and profile design, the dry fibre material may pass a pre-heating
step before entering the die. Similarly, cooling can be applied to the first
part of the die to limit resin cure before impregnation is complete.

• A pulling mechanism advances the process by continuously pulling the
solidified profile out of the die. Outside the pultrusion die, the profile is
subject to convective cooling to the ambient surroundings. Finally, the
profile is cut into desired lengths.

In some RIP processes, the impregnation chamber is tapered to allow impreg-
nation of the fibre reinforcement at a lower injection pressure. Other pultrusion
concepts include resin-bath pultrusion (RBP), open-mould RIP, pre-preg pultru-
sion, commingled yarns pultrusion and more.

1.3 Pultrusion is an important FRP manufacturing
process – and we need to simulate it

Before we narrow the focus to the actual topic of the thesis that is ”Numerical
modelling of material flow in the resin-injection pultrusion process”, some back-
ground for the work is provided. In this section, we see pultrusion in a broader
context and discuss why it is an important manufacturing process to the FRP in-
dustry. In addition, we reflect on the possibilities that numerical modelling has
to offer, also with respect to computerisation in a broader Industry 4.0 (I4.0) per-
spective.

1.3.1 Flexibility, applications, and economics

Pultrusion tooling and equipment require moderate to high capital expenditure
(CAPEX) compared to other FRP manufacturing technologies [6, 7]. On the
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Figure 1.2: An example of a complete pultrusion line. The profile is drawn from left to
right. (courtesy of Fiberline composites). This figure was adapted from Sandberg et al.
[5] (Publication H).

Figure 1.3: Schematic of a pultrusion die with build-in injection chamber. In the figure,
the profile is drawn from the left to right. Active heating and cooling are applied to the
outer surfaces of the die to control polymerisation. The resin is injected through an inlet,
where it is distributed through a manifold to the circumference of the profile. This figure
was adapted from Publication E.
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other hand, as Starr [4] notes, Pultrusion is the only truly continuous processing
technique for the moulding of reinforced plastics. Being a fully continuous pro-
cess, and usually highly automated, pultrusion is not a labour-intensive manu-
facturing technology. While other FRP manufacturing processes may rely on the
use of vacuum bags, resin flow mats, and bleeders, such disposable items are
not needed in a pultrusion process. These benefits contribute to a low operating
expenditure (OPEX), which is one of the reasons why pultrusion is an industry-
leading manufacturing technology in terms of production output and cost (see
also Fig. 1.4).

To produce FRP profiles with a constant cross section, pultrusion is a flexible
manufacturing process as it is compatible with virtually any polymer and rein-
forcement type. Furthermore, it provides good and consistent quality, with tight
dimensional tolerances. Pultruded composite profiles, in particular, find great ap-
plication as high-performance load-carrying profiles in, e.g., the aerospace, mar-
ine, automotive and wind energy industries. Pultruded composite profiles are also
commonly used as non-structural components in facades for buildings or window
frames due to excellent fire-resistance, corrosion and insulation properties when
appropriate resins are used.

×Hand lamination

×Vacuum-assisted RTM

×Resin transfer moulding (RTM)

×Automated tape laying (ATL)

×Compression moulding

×Filament winding

×Pultrusion
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Figure 1.4: The pultrusion process compared to other FRP manufacturing concepts. This
figure was adapted from [7–10].

1.3.2 Health, safety, and environment (HSE)

Uncured thermoset resin systems such as poly- and vinylesters, polyurethane, and
epoxies are harsh chemicals that pose a serious risk to the blue-collar workers that
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are handling the materials [11]. Even minimal physical exposure or inhalation of
volatile solvents can cause irritation of airways, skin, and eyes while prolonged
exposure can lead to lasting effects such as eczema or asthma. In some severe
cases, exposure can even cause cancer or damage the nervous system, a viable
foetus, or human reproduction. Therefore, one must always consult the relevant
safety guidelines and take adequate safety precautionary measures before hand-
ling the materials.

Open-mould processing of adhesives, hand-layups during manual repairs, or
applying gelcoat spray, for example, is part of some production cycles and tech-
nologies (usually in post-moulding steps). While appropriate precautionary ac-
tions limit HSE risks to blue-collar workers, open-mould processing is associated
with greater risk for exposure compared to closed-mould processing. In recent
years, serious cases from the Danish wind turbine blade industry have caught
the public eye as some blue-collar workers have experienced serious health con-
sequences from handling epoxies, isocyanates, and polyester resins [12, 13]. It is
worth noticing that the companies in these cases may have taken all required pre-
cautionaries, but such incidents serve as a reminder and underline the importance
of the matter.

RIP processes enable closed-mould production, which inherently limits HSE
risks related to resin exposure for blue-collar workers. Furthermore, as the profile
solidifies inside the pultrusion die, evaporation of volatile solvents is limited or
can be reduced by appropriate local ventilation. The consistent quality of pul-
truded profiles also limits post-mould work from repairs. For some applications,
pultruded profiles can even be prepared with non-toxic thermoplastic polymers.
Choosing this type of material eliminates resin exposure and can, in some cases,
offer recyclability by remelting and remoulding of pultruded profiles [14].

While the end-applications of pultruded profiles may involve exposure to
chemicals in the assembly step, it is clear that the pultrusion process offers sub-
stantial benefits from an HSE perspective. These benefits are of utmost import-
ance to the safety of blue-collar workers handling the materials and the future
growth of the FRP industry.

1.3.3 A mature process ready for the next level

I4.0 concerns an ongoing industrial revolution that is currently taking place among
developed industries around the world [15, 16]. A central aspect of I4.0 is to ex-
ploit different aspects of computerisation in manufacturing processes. A vital
element of this is to develop digital twins that serve as ”cyber”-companions to
the physical manufacturing systems. Such cyber-physical systems are enabled
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by computer-based algorithms and simulation models that ultimately allow for
self-optimisation, self-configuration, self-diagnosis of processes. The benefits to
industry are increased productivity, higher quality, shorter time to market, and
less trial and error in development phases. Since pultrusion is already a highly
automated process, one could argue that it is, in fact, very well-suited for the
computerisation that I4.0 has to offer.

While the processing steps in RIP appear conceptually simple, the physics
that take place inside the pultrusion die occur away from human sight and may
not be well understood. A key challenge is the material flow that comes with
inherent complexity due to multiple interactions (e.g. impregnation and species
flow, heat-transfer, phase-changes, and build-up of residual stresses) which com-
plicates analyses. As we will see in the thesis, numerical models that are based
on the actual physics are relatively complex, and the simulation time is far slower
than real-time. As such, this type of high-fidelity modelling cannot act as the
”cyber”-companion we seek in an I4.0 context. Nevertheless, high-fidelity mod-
els can generate the data needed to establish fast physics-based reduced-order
models or data-based machine learning models (see, e.g., [17–19]). Therefore,
high-fidelity models can provide much more value than the traditional case-by-
case predictive analysis in an I4.0 context. Developing models that are capable
of accurately predicting the material flow in RIP processes, which is the topic of
the thesis, is thus very important to take pultrusion to the next level.
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1.4 A short overview of related literature

Over the last 40 years, approximately 400 papers have been published in sci-
entific journals and conference proceedings about pultrusion. Of the 400 papers,
less than 20% concerns resin-injection pultrusion2. While each of the appended
publications reviews related literature in-depth and highlights how our contribu-
tions complement the research field, this section gives a short overview of the
current literature.

1.4.1 Thermo-chemical modelling

Back in 1986, Han et al. were the first to introduce numerical modelling of pul-
trusion processes [20]. In their only work, they employed a 2D finite differ-
ence method to analyse the coupled thermal and autocatalytic curing kinetics to
predict heat-transfer and resin conversion (degree-of-cure) of epoxy resins in an
RBP process. In 1993, a simpler and faster approach for such coupled thermal-
chemical analysis (TC) was suggested in Batch and Macosko [21]. Batch and
Macosko’s approach was based on modelling a single cross section of the profile
that followed the profile-advancing pulling. Over the next 35 years, the work
by Han et al. and Batch and Macosko have been the foundation for a number
of studies that concerned TC analyses. These include various thermoset resin
systems (polyester [20, 22], epoxy [23], polyurethane [24], polypropylene [25],
vinylesters [26]), thermoplastics [27–34], as well as alternative materials and re-
inforcements such as flax fibres [35–37] and non-oil soy-based resins [38].

1.4.2 Including impregnation flow

The first experimental observations of RIP concepts were reported in early papers
by Dubé et al. [39] (1995) and Cho et al. [40] (1996). The following 25 years,
many aspects of injection-pultrusion have been studied.
Several researchers have studied the impregnation step isolated [41–45], but early
efforts were focused on multi-physical models describing both the impregnation
flow, heat-transfer, and cure [46–48]. The numerical models of the impregnation
step in RIP have led to a number of publications about the effects of process
conditions and design. These studies have concerned geometrical configuration
of the injection chamber (effects of tapering, size, and detached configurations
[49–52]), location(s) and size(s) of resin inlet(s) [53], as well as other process

2This statement is based on a web-of-science search on titles that included “pultrusion” and
“injection pultrusion” on the 23rd of September, 2020
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parameters such as the profile-advancing pulling speed [54], resin viscosity [55],
permeability [56], and part geometry [57]. Studies have also included various
resin systems, thermosets [46–48] and thermoplastics [58–60], and analyses of
the profile-advancing pulling force [61, 62].
Some researchers have also looked into the effects of fibre compaction [63, 64].
However, as we outline in Publication F, these studies must be considered as
early efforts since their approach and assumption do not reflect the established
literature on flow-induced fibre compaction in composite processing.

1.4.3 Thermo-chemical-mechanical modelling

Thermo-chemical-mechanical (TCM) modelling of pultrusion processes, in which
process-induced stress and deformation in the composite part are analysed, was
first introduced by Baran et al. in 2013. The idea behind Baran et al. [65]’s orig-
nal work was very closely related to Batch and Macosko [21]’s approach for TC
simulations. Baran et al. suggested to use the thermal and cure history that the
profiles experiences during the process, and simply perform a local mechanical
analysis on only a 2D cross section that followed the profile-advancing pulling
speed of the profile. The method was later expanded to 3D by replacing the cross
section with a part of the profile [66]. Besides a square bar that served as a case
study in [65, 66], researchers have studied process-induced stress and deforma-
tion of pultruded L-shaped and rectangular hollow profiles [67, 68], aerodynamic
NACA airfoil profiles for vertical axis wind turbine blades [69], and thick com-
posite rods [70]. In the referred work, [67, 68, 70], the authors reported process-
induced deformations and cracks observed from industrially pultruded profiles,
and recently, residual stresses in pultruded profiles have been investigated by use
of digital-image-correlation and hole-drilling experiments in [71, 72].

1.4.4 Other contributions

Several studies on ”alternative” pultrusion concepts have also been conducted.
While it is out of the scope of this thesis, the following work is worth highlight-
ing: pultrusion of out-of-die UV-cured profiles [73, 74], powder-impregnated
profiles [32, 75], microwave-assisted curing [76–78], pultrusion of fabric-cement
composites [79], pultruded profiles reinforced with carbon-nanotubes [80], and
in-line pultrusion of bent profiles [81].
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1.5 Research objectives and outline of the thesis

The goal of this thesis is to advance the state of the art for modelling RIP pro-
cesses. The objective of the thesis is to analyse selected aspects that govern the
material flow, namely:

1. Resin flow during the impregnation step. Here, the focus is on modelling
the resin flow front (the background for Publications A and B), material
characterisation (Publication C), and flow-induced fibre compaction (Pub-
lication F).

2. Heat transfer and resin cure. This relates to the coupling and interaction of
resin flow, heat-transfer, and cure (Publications D and E), including flow-
induced fibre compaction (Publication F).

3. Process-induced stress and deformation in the composite part. This con-
cerns coupled thermo-chemical-mechanical analysis, with a focus on util-
ising Eulerian methods (Publication G).

The thesis is composed of four chapters and seven appended publications.
The main purpose of the thesis is to introduce and provide background for the
appended publications. The thesis goes into more detail about some of the more
theoretical aspects that could not be included in the individual publications, but
as such, the thesis cannot be read on its own; it is a supplement to the appended
publications. The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 introduced the background for the work by presenting pultrusion
and composite manufacturing in a societal and economic context,
and giving a short overview of related literature;

Chapter 2 gives the theoretical background for the appended publications;

Chapter 3 provides an overview as well as short summaries of the appended
publications;

Chapter 4 summarises the conclusions of the thesis and gives an outlook and
recommendations for future work.

As the thesis structure indicates, results will only be presented in the individual
papers.



Chapter 2
Theoretical background
Parts of this chapter are based on Publications A, C, E, F, and G.

This chapter is meant to give the reader additional theoretical background for
the seven appended publications. The chapter has been used to derive the gov-
erning equations, and to discuss some of the many assumptions that are applied
in the numerical models.
The chapter starts by describing the processing of fibre-reinforced polymers in
conceptual terms, and then the process model is introduced. After that follow five
sections that cover resin flow (Sec. 2.2), flow-induced fibre compaction (Sec. 2.3),
aspects about modelling the flow front (Sec. 2.4), heat-transfer as well as resin-
cure (Sec. 2.5), and finally process-induced stress and deformation (Sec. 2.6).
The theoretical derivations start with the relevant conservation equation (mass,
momentum, or energy). Subsequently, constitutive laws and material behaviour
are introduced to achieve the governing equations as they have been solved in the
appended papers. In Secs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6, a short description of possible
material characterisation methods follows the theoretical derivations. Finally, in
Secs. 2.8 and 2.9, a brief overview of the numerical implementations as well as
experimental measurements that were conducted at an industrial pultrusion line
are presented.

2.1 Introduction to process modelling of RIP

As an introduction to the process model (Sec. 2.1.3) and the underlying theory
(Secs. 2.2-2.6), this section provides a brief conceptual explanation of the pro-
cessing steps that take place in RIP processes. Subsequently, in Sec. 2.1.3, the
process model that is the basis for the seven appended publications is presented.

2.1.1 Processing of the thermoset resin system

During curing, a thermoset polymer evolves from a liquid to a solid with a 3D
network of cross-linked polymer chains. In this transformation, an exothermic
chemical reaction takes place at which heat is released, and the density of the
catalysed polymer increases (hence shrinking). Since cross-linking (”setting”) is
normally thermally-activated, this type of resin system is referred to as a ”ther-
moset”. To accelerate the cure reaction, external heat is normally applied in RIP
processes.

11
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The state of a thermoset resin system can be derived from the temperature, T ,
and the degree of cure, α. Here, α ranges from 0 to 1, which corresponds to an
uncured (α = 0) and fully cured resin system (α = 1).

Chemorheology describes the cure and temperature-dependent constitutive
behaviour of the resin system. For a thermoset polymer, this behaviour is split
into three phases.
In the first phase, the viscous phase, the polymer chains are mobile, and the mo-
bility of the polymer chains is characterised by the viscosity of the resin system.
Initially, with the application of heat, the viscosity drops, which gives a process
window suitable for impregnation. Towards gelation, the viscosity rises as the
mobility of the polymer chains decreases when bonds start to form. The gelation
point is defined as the point where viscosity rapidly increases, and the resin sys-
tem starts to support loads without flowing.
After gelation, the resin system is in the rubbery phase. As a result of the bonds
formed between polymer chains, straining the resin system introduces a lasting
stress state. In loose terms, some may refer to this as the point where the resin
system starts to gain ”memory” as the response is no longer only viscous but also
elastic. This material behaviour is viscoelastic, which means that the resin system
both behaves like a liquid and solid.
Upon further curing, the temperature reaches the cure-dependent glass-transitio-
ning temperature (vitrification), T = Tg. Here, the resin system has now de-
veloped to a solid with a 3D network of cross-linked polymer chains. At this
point, the mechanical properties of the thermoset have been fully developed.
After cool down, the process is complete. Fig. 2.1 exemplifies how the tem-
perature, degree-of-cure, glass-transitioning temperature, and viscosity develop
throughout a RIP process.

2.1.2 Injecting the resin system

As the resin system flows into the fibre reinforcement, the fluid experiences res-
istance from passing the fibres. One can see this as the individual fibres exert
drag force, that in turn causes the resin pressure to fall and introduces a fibre
stress state in the fibre bed (the network of fibres in a layup that forms a skeleton-
like structure). Therefore, flow-induced fibre compaction also takes place during
impregnation. Fig. 2.1 exemplifies how the resin pressure, fibre stress, and fibre
volume fraction develop throughout a RIP process.
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Figure 2.1: While the governing physics and process conditions are introduced in the
subsequent sections and appended publications, this figure exemplifies the capabilities
of process modelling and how relevant process variables develop inside a RIP die (with
length LD).
In the figure, the fibre material enters the pultrusion die at an elevated temperature, Ten.
Once saturated with resin (impregnated), the temperature rises, and due to the exothermic
heat-reaction, it can increase beyond the temperature of the profile/die interface. As the
temperature increases, the viscosity drops (typically <1 Pa·s for thermosets). Upon fur-
ther heating, and as the resin cures, the viscosity increases several magnitudes towards
gelation. After die-exit, as curing continues, the temperature decreases. Here, the inter-
sect between the temperature and glass-transitioning temperature, Tg, indicates vitrifica-
tion.
Upon die-entrance, the pressure, p, increases from atmospheric pressure, patm, towards
the inlet pressure, pin, near the inlet location. The resulting through-thickness pressure
gradient affects the fibre volume fraction; in the profile centre, it increases, and near the
edge (the inlet location), it decreases.
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2.1.3 Process model

Variations of the process model that is the basis for the appended publications is
shown in Fig. 2.2. For reference, the boundary conditions that are associated with
the model are listed in Table 2.1. The model is composed of the pultrusion die,
as well as the dry and saturated fibre material. Here, the flow front splits the dry
and saturated fibre material. The model, the boundary conditions, the underlying
theory, and assumptions will be discussed in the following Secs. 2.2-2.6.

Please note that throughout the thesis, ( ),i denotes partial differentiation wrt.
the i-coordinate. In tensor equations, i, j, k, and l, may take values 1, 2, and 3 fol-
lowing a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, and Einstein’s summation convention
applies to repeated indices.

2.2 Fluid and impregnation flow

The governing equations for the impregnation flow describe the motion of the
resin as it saturates the fibre material (a porous medium). In this section, we
elaborate on the many assumptions that are needed to arrive at Darcy’s law that
governs single-phase flow in porous media. In addition, we discuss aspects of
characterising the permeability of rovings.

2.2.1 Darcy’s law

In 1856, the French engineer Henry Darcy laid the foundation for what is today
known as Darcy’s law [82]. Darcy studied water flow through beds of sand,
and his studies showed that the volumetric discharge (the superficial velocity,
qi = (1 − V f )vi) is proportional to the pressure drop over a distance (the pressure
gradient p,i):

qi =
Ki j

µ
p, j (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), the gravitational body force has been omitted, and Ki j is the per-
meability tensor. The permeability is a measure of a porous material’s (i.e. the
fibre material) ability to transmit fluid. For fibre materials that are used in pultru-
sion processes, it is common that the entries of the permeability tensor are in the
order of 10−12 − 10−9 (cf. Publication C).
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2.2.1.1 Assumptions

In Appendix A, we discuss how the full Navier-Stokes equations that are the
universal set of partial differential equations to describe fluid flow reduces to
Darcy’s law written as Eq. (2.1) when relevant assumptions and limitations are
applied. In summary, these are:

• The fluid flow is creeping (defined as pore-averaged Reynold’s number is
well below one, ReD � 1);

• The fluid behaves as a Newtonian flow;

• The fluid and fibre material are incompressible (the densities remain con-
stant);

• Only one single-phase fluid saturates the fibre material, referred to as a
slug-flow approach.

As discussed in Appendix A, we can estimate a pore-averaged Reynold’s num-
ber of approximately ReD ≈ 0.01 . . . 0.001 based on the process-conditions and
fluid properties in Publication E. According to Advani et al. [83, in Sec. 1.3.2],
thermosets are relatively insensitive to shear (hence Newtonian). While the basis
for the thesis is that compressibility of the constituents is not considered, Secs.
2.3-2.5 consider flow-induced fibre compaction in which the fibre volume frac-
tion is allowed to change (the focus of Publication F). Finally, Sec. 2.6 con-
siders process-induced stress and deformation induced by thermal expansion and
chemical cure shrinkage, but we do not couple these effects back to fluid flow,
heat-transfer, and cure following common practice [41–47, 84, 85].

2.2.1.2 Slug flow approach

The assumption of a single-phase fluid that saturates the fibre material corres-
ponds to a sharp transition between the saturated and dry (unsaturated) fibres.
Consequently, the zone right behind the flow front is considered fully saturated.
This assumption is often referred to as a ”slug-flow” approach (see, e.g., Michaud
[86]). The assumption is in particular poor for reinforcements that exhibit dual-
phase or multiphase flow, which is, for example, the case for woven or non-crimp
fabrics that have a bimodal distribution of fibres and pore space [86].

In pultrusion processes, however, the profile layup can be composed of single
rovings that are not woven or bound by back-threading. In fact, this is the case for
the layups considered in all the appended publications. In such layups, rovings
can be densely packed, and there will be no periodic arrangement of pore space
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due to a weave pattern or retainment from fibre back-threading. Consequently,
there will not be a strongly bimodal distribution of pore space and fibres. One
could argue that such a fibre architecture is very similar to non-woven mats, such
as chopped fibre mats (CFM). As it can be seen in reported impregnation exper-
iments by [87], random fibre mats (and CFM), in particular, exhibits slug-flow
behaviour. While this does not provide unconditional evidence that flow in a
layup of rovings can be characterised as slug-flow for all process conditions, it
supports the assumption of a sharp flow front that is already widely applied in the
literature about impregnation flow in RIP (for rovings, non-woven, woven, and
non-crimp fabrics) [41–47, 84, 85].

2.2.1.3 Assessment of capillary pressure

In addition to flow induced by an externally applied pressure, capillary action
facilitates flow. This contribution would enter the pressure gradient in Eq. (2.1)
as the pressure difference right before and after the flow front. This capillary
pressure is driven by the surface tension of the resin system and the contact angle
towards the fibre reinforcement. However, as Caglar et al. [88] states, with ref-
erence to [86, 89, 90], the capillary pressure typically ranges from few to tens of
kPa. In RIP processes, where the resin is easily injected at 10 bar (c.f. Publica-
tion B,D-F), the magnitude of the capillary pressure represents less than 1% of
the resin pressure. Therefore, the capillary pressure is neglected throughout the
thesis.

2.2.2 Characterisation of permeability

To estimate the permeability of fibrous materials, there exist many empirical
equations. Adapted from Carman [91], the Gebart relations [92] for estimating
the permeability of a bank of aligned cylinders (i.e. fibres) are widely used for
unidirectional fibre reinforcements:

K11 ≈ 8
53

(1 − V f )3

V2
f

R2
f , K22 ≈ 16

9π
√

6



√
Va

V f
− 1



5
2

R2
f (2.2)

where K11 is the permeability along the fibre direction and K22 = K33 denotes
the direction transverse to the fibres. In Eq. (2.2), Va is the theoretical maximum
fibre packing of hexagonal stacking of cylinders, Va = π/(2

√
3). Since Eq. (2.2)

assumes that all fibres follow the x1-direction, off-diagonal terms in the permeab-
ility tensor, Ki j, are set to zero. Similar to other empirical equations, e.g. Cai and
Gutowski [93] or Van der Westhuizen and Prieur Du Plessis [94], Eq. (2.2) shows
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that the permeability increases with fibre volume fraction, V f , and decreases with
fibre radius, R f . Since there exist no empirical relations for all possible fibre
architectures, the permeability must often be determined experimentally.

Experimental characterisation of permeability is normally conducted by mon-
itoring the fluid flow in a controlled injection test. Here, a test fluid (e.g. a silicon
oil with known viscosity) is injected into a sample of the fibrous material. This
type of experiment is typically conducted in a special mould where the mould
walls and cavity thickness control the fibre volume fraction as well as the shape
and topology of the flow front. By using closed-form solutions of Darcy’s law,
the permeability can be estimated based on how the front flow position devel-
ops and the resin pressure builds up. This approach is commonly referred to as
an ”unsaturated permeability test” since the material characterisation is conduc-
ted while the saturated zone still expands. For more information about this type
of characterisation, please see the recent international benchmark exercises for
linear injection tests [95, 96] and radial injection tests [97].

2.2.2.1 Experimental characterisation of fibre reinforcements used in
pultrusion processes

In pultrusion processes, some of the design freedom that can be utilised to optim-
ise the layup for impregnation can be found in applying texturisation to rovings
of fibres. While the permeability has been characterised for a variety of materials
and fibre architectures in the literature (see, e.g., some of the efforts in the recent
benchmark exercises, [95–97]), the effects of applying texturisation to rovings
have not been investigated.

While the conventional permeability cells for linear and radial injection tests
[95–97] have typically been developed to characterise the permeability of mats
and fabrics, Bezerra et al. [98, 99] have developed a setup specifically for rov-
ings. In the setup, between 50-100 rovings are drawn from individual bobbins
and aligned in a permeability cell using perforated plates. In Publication C, we
developed a new approach to characterise the permeability of a layup prepared
from rovings. In this setup, a ply-like sample was prepared by drawing a single
roving from one bobbin back and forth between two perforated plates. Then,
we applied a small amount of powder soluble (FILCO 661MG020, Coim) to the
edges of the sample, and the edges were heated and clamped. This preparation
approach gave a ply-like sample, which made it possible to characterise the rov-
ings in a permeability cell designed for radial injection test of fabrics and mats.
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2.3 Flow in a moving fibrous material and flow-induced
fibre compaction

In resin-injection pultrusion, the fibre material is moving throughout the process;
the fibre material moves with the profile-advancing pulling speed, (v f )1 = vpull,
but it also deforms when the resin is injected. Since resin and fibre velocities may
diverge, it is important to distinguish between the two components. In this thesis,
subscripts ( )r and ( ) f refer to the resin and fibres, respectively.

Adapting Eq. (2.1) that expresses Darcy’s law in terms of the volumetric dis-
charge, Eq. (2.3) presents Darcy’s law for the resin velocity, (vr)i, relative to the
fibre velocity, (v f )i [100, 101]:

(vr)i − (v f )i =
Ki j

µ(1 − V f )
p, j (2.3)

The following two subsections derive the pressure equation as well as the
constitutive and equilibrium conditions that apply for flow in a compressible por-
ous medium.

2.3.1 Mass conservation and the pressure equation

Mass conservation of the fibre and resin imply that divergence of the velocity field
must be in balance with the change of fibre or resin volume fraction (porosity):

V̇ f + V f
(
(v f )i

)
,i

= 0 (2.4)

d(1 − V f )
dt

+ (1 − V f )((vr)i),i = 0 (2.5)

Eqs. (2.4-2.5) represent the Lagrangian approach, where the rate of change of
a physical quantity, (̇ ) = d( )/dt , is associated with a material point in space.
Since fluid flow generally involves a large degree of bulk motion, fluid mechanics
typically instead relies on Eulerian approaches that relate the rate of change to a
fixed point in space. Here, a rate of change of a physical quantity that moves with
velocity, vi, along a streamline is found by using the material derivative:

(̇ )i = ( )i,t + vk( )i,k (2.6)

where ( ),t denotes partial differentiation wrt. time. Utilising the material derivat-
ive to obtain an Eulerian formulation, Eqs. (2.4-2.5) can be rewritten:

(V f ),t +
(
V f (v f )i

)
,i

= 0 (2.7)

(1 − V f ),t +
(
(1 − V f )(vr)i

)
,i

= 0 (2.8)
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Since (1 − V f ),t = (−V f ),t, Eqs. (2.7-2.8) can be combined into a single conser-
vation equation:

(
V f (v f )i

)
,i

+
(
(1 − V f )(vr)i

)
,i

= 0 (2.9)

This derivation implies that the density of the resin and fibres remain constant, but
it allows the fibre volume fraction to change. By inserting Darcy’s law, Eq. (2.3),
into the mass conservation equation, Eq. (2.9), a second-order partial differential
equation is obtained for the pressure equation:

(v f )i,i =

(
Ki j

µ
p, j

)

,i
(2.10)

which corresponds to Eq. (5) in Hubert et al. [100]. Alternatively, one may utilise
Eq. (2.4) and replace (v f )i,i = −V̇ f /V f to obtain Eq. (9) in Simacek and Advani
[45].

The undeformed configuration moves in the x1-direction with the profile-
advancing pulling speed, vpull. Thereby, in this configuration, the streamlines are
all parallel to the x1-axis and attain the velocity, vpull. By utilising the material de-
rivative in Eq. (2.6), the fibre velocities may be related to the fibre displacements,
(u f )i, in the Eulerian frame:

(v f )1 = vpull +vpull
∂(u f )1

∂x1
, (v f )2 = vpull

∂(u f )2

∂x1
, (v f )3 = vpull

∂(u f )3

∂x1
(2.11)

Since we seek stationary solutions, the temporal term in the material derivative,
Eq. (2.6), was set to zero.

In Eq. (2.10), fibre deformation enters as a source term that introduces resin
flow. When the fibre material is considered to be rigid, the source term cancels
out. This is also the case if the fibre material moves with a bulk velocity that does
not introduce deformation, for example, the profile-advancing pulling speed.

2.3.2 Stress equilibrium and strain state of the fibre bed

Stress equilibrium of a fibre material that is saturated with unsolidified resin is
established by splitting the total stress of the system into the fibre stress, (σ f )i j,
and the pore-averaged resin pressure, p:

σi j = (σ f )i j − δi j p (2.12)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta (δi j = 1 when i = j, otherwise δi j = 0). This
relationship is commonly referred to as Terazaghi’s principle [102]. Stress equi-
librium (similar to Eq. (A.1), but with mass inertia neglected) implies that the
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divergence of the stress tensor must be in balance with any source terms:
(
(σ f )i j − δi j p

)
, j

+ fi = 0 (2.13)

Eqs. (2.12,2.13) are based on the concept that the fibre bed (the porous material)
is compressible, while the resin (the liquid) and the individual fibres are incom-
pressible. Terazaghi’s principle is often presented with an analogy to a dash-pot
that holds a compressible fibre bed saturated with an incompressible fluid (Fig.
2.3). This figure intuitively illustrates how the applied stress (here denoted as
the total stress, σ) is split between the spring (the fibre bed, σ f ) and the liquid
pressure (the resin pressure, p) depending on the flow that may take place. This
principle is captured in Eq. (2.13), which states that a pressure gradient in the
resin pressure is converted to a fibre stress gradient.

Figure 2.3: Dash-pot analogy that illustrates how load-transfer between the incompress-
ible resin (the oil in the dash-pot) and the compressible fibre bed (the spring) depends on
fluid flow.

The displacement of the fibre bed is related to the strain state, (ε f )i j, through
a constitutive relation:

(σ f )i j = (L f )i jkl(ε f )kl (2.14)

where (L f )i jkl is the stiffness tensor of the fibre bed, and the strain state can be
approximated by a small strain theory (Cauchy’s strain):

(ε f )i j =
1
2

(
(u f )i, j + (u f ) j,i

)
(2.15)

2.3.3 Estimating the fibre volume fraction from the strain state

When the fibre material deforms (defined by the strain state, (ε f )i j), the local fibre
volume fraction changes. If we start by representing the undeformed volume as
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V0 (the reference configuration taken as the fibre volume fraction upon enter-
ing the pultrusion die), and the associated volume change as ∆V = V − V0, the
volumetric expansion follows the relation:

∆V
V

= (1 + (ε f )11)(1 + (ε f )22)(1 + (ε f )33) − 1 ≈ (ε f )ii (2.16)

The approximation implies that higher-order terms are neglected, corresponding
to an assumption of small strains. Following Eq. (2.16), the fibre volume fraction
can be expressed with respect to the initial fibre volume fraction and the current
strain state:

V f =
V f 0V0

V
=

V f 0

1 + (ε f )ii
(2.17)

2.3.4 Characterisation of compaction behaviour

Deforming a bed of fibres, either unsaturated or saturated with a liquid resin,
involves different micromechanics than a solidified composite material. For a so-
lidified composite, rule-of-mixtures that follow the upper and lower bounds by
Voigt [103] and Reuß [104] provide simple estimates of the solidified compos-
ite’s elastic properties. For the fibre-bed itself, the load-displacement response
is governed by bending of individual fibres and their ability to redistribute in the
fibre skeleton [93]. Accordingly, the associated micromechanics models for a
fibre bed is based on the waviness and contact points of individual fibres (see,
e.g., Cai and Gutowski [93]).

The load-displacement response for a fibre-bed is often characterised as a
nonlinear relationship between stress and volume fraction (σ = σ(V f )). Choos-
ing V f as a strain-like measure in this constitutive relation is advantageous for,
e.g., material characterisation since V f is independent of the initial or starting
configuration of the fibre-bed. The relation is typically measured by subjecting a
sample to compression in a universal testing machine; see Publication C.

In addition to nonlinear strain-stress behaviour, it is also well-known that a
fibre bed exhibits both inelastic and time-dependent behaviour. These effects
include irreversible deformation [105, 106] as well as viscoelastic effects [107,
108], and repeated loading and unloading yield a hysteresis with cyclic softening
[109, 110]. Furthermore, the resin system or test oil may lubricate the fibre mater-
ial, which helps fibres to redistribute. While some researchers have reported that
the latter effect is small [101], the resin system or test oil generally increases
compliance of the fibre bed and decreases time-dependent effects [108, 110].
In the referred works, however, the developed constitutive relations, as well as
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experimental characterisation methodologies, have been limited to 1D. A one-
dimensional model reduction is insufficient to model the material flow in pultru-
sion processes, but it is outside of the scope of this thesis to develop and validate
new multi-axial constitutive relations for the deformation of fibre-beds.

2.3.5 Populating the stiffness tensor

Acknowledging the deficiencies discussed in Sec. 2.3.4, the limited literature
on the topic lacks any sound empirical evidence to support a complex, mul-
tiaxial constitutive law. Therefore, we adapt the approaches by Hubert et al.
[100], Haghshenas et al. [111] and Amini Niaki et al. [112], and employ a simple
orthotropic and linear model to characterise the stiffness tensor of the fibre ma-
terial, (L f )i jkl (unsaturated or saturated with liquid resin):



σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ13
σ23


f

=



E1 0 0 0 0 0
E2 0 0 0 0

E2 0 0 0
G12 0 0

sym. G12 0
G23


f



ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε12
2ε13
2ε23


f

(2.18)

where the elastic constants (E1, E2, G12, G23) must be estimated using a mi-
cromechanics model, empirical relation, or experimental characterisation. In
Publication F, we discuss how to estimate linear moduli based on compaction
testing.

The basis for constructing the stiffness tensor as Eq. (2.18) is that all off-
diagonal terms can be set to zero. When all the fibres are oriented in the x1-
direction, there is no coupling between shearing and normal strains (e.g. L1112,

L1113, . . . ). Furthermore, as also noted by Hubert et al. [100] and reflected in the
observation in [93] and Publication C, the fibre bed typically does not exhibit
expansion or contraction in directions that are perpendicular to the direction of
loading. This implies that the off-diagonal terms that couple normal strains (e.g.
L1122, L1133, . . . ) must be zero or very small. At the same time, the constitutive
behaviour characterised by the stiffness tensor in Eq. (2.18) is not truly trans-
versely isotropic. For this to be the case, one must be able to rotate (L f )i jkl with
any angle about the x1-axis without changing the entities. For this to be the case,
L2323 must enter in the off-diagonal coupling of the in-plane normal strains L2233
(see e.g. Table 8 in Haghshenas et al. [111] or Sec. 5.10.1 in Slawinski [113]).
However, again acknowledging these deficiencies, the limited literature on the
topic lacks evidence to support a more complex, multiaxial constitutive law.
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2.4 Modelling the resin flow front

The resin flow front splits the dry and saturated domains, and a special numerical
scheme must be incorporated to handle this. This section gives an overview of
the Eulerian approach that has been used in Publications A, B, and D, and the Ar-
bitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach that has been used in Publications
E and F.

2.4.1 Eulerian approaches

In Eulerian approaches, the grid or mesh remains fixed throughout the simulation.
Here, cells or elements are assigned a filling degree that describes the fraction
of resin that occupies the pore space of the fibre material. Cells or elements
where the resin completely occupies the pore-space are assigned S r = 1, while
cells or elements that contain no resin are assigned S r = 0. As a result of the
assumption of saturated flow, only cells or elements that are split by the flow
front are assigned a saturation degree in the range 0 < S r < 1; see Fig. 2.4.

In Eulerian approaches, a free-surface modelling technique is needed. In
composite processing, the finite element/control volume method is a popular
choice to simulate how the impregnated zone expands [41–44, 114, 115], but
other generic Eulerian free-surface methods such as the level-set and volume-of-
fluid methods have found application in literature [116, 117]. In this section, the
level-set method is briefly introduced since it was utilised in Publications A, B,
and D.

In the level-set approach introduced by Osher and Sethian [118], the free
surface is described using a signed distance function, φ. This function holds
the absolute distance to the flow front, while the sign of the function identifies
whether a point is occupied by resin or air. The flow front location is transported
by subjecting the signed distance function to advection:

φ̇ + v̄iφ,i = 0 (2.19)

Here, the velocity, v̄i, describes the velocity of the phase that occupies the given
cell or element. As φ is advected in the velocity field, it loses its property of
being a signed distance function. This property needs to be reestablished by
redistancing φ using a special reinitialisation algorithm [119–121]. Publication
A explains this step in detail and discusses how to utilise the level-set method in
liquid composite moulding processes.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the fully Eulerian and arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
methods to resolve the flow front. Both approaches allow the displacement of the fluid
and grid/mesh to diverge, but in Eulerian approaches, the grid/mesh remains fixed, while
the grid/mesh is adapted to the flow front in the ALE method.

2.4.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)

Instead of resolving the flow front by the fraction of fluid that occupies individual
cells, the ALE method works by adapting the grid or mesh to the flow front (see
Fig. 2.4). ALE can often be implemented by solving a variational problem (solv-
ing a set of classical PDEs), which means that a general-purpose finite element
program, for example, often can accomplish this task. On the other hand, com-
pared to general Eulerian methods, ALE approaches cannot handle changes in
the topology of the flow front. In Publications E and F, when modelling RIP pro-
cesses at steady state, we found this feature not to be needed anyway. We refer to
Donea et al. [122] for a general description of ALE methods.

As the name ”Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian” implies, the approach is to
combine the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. Here, the grid or mesh is al-
lowed to move relative to the motion of the material, but at the flow front, the
grid or mesh expands in its normal direction with the velocity, vn:

vn = (vr)ini (2.20)

where ni is the surface normal at the flow front and (vr)i is the resin velocity.
At steady state, the flow front is a rest. When this condition is fulfilled, the

normal velocity in Eq. (2.20) becomes zero. To find the mesh configuration of
the flow front where this condition is fulfilled, a penalty approach was utilised
in Publications E and F. Once the mesh displacement of the flow front has been
found, it enters as a Dirichlet boundary condition in an anisotropic Laplace equa-
tion that is solved for the mesh displacement, Xi:

(
−Ci jX, j

)
,i

= 0 (2.21)

This ALE approach is described in detail in Sec. 2.2.4 and Appendix C of Pub-
lication E.
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When the analysis is limited to steady state, the only step of the ALE method
is to find the mesh configuration according to Eqs. (2.20-2.21), since at steady
state, the conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy remain un-
changed.

2.5 Heat-transfer, resin cure, and chemorheology

The heat-transfer, resin cure, and chemorheology are three highly coupled phe-
nomena that are of immense importance in the processing steps in RIP. Chemorhe-
ology essentially governs whether the viscosity of the resin is low enough to
achieve complete saturation of the profile, and at the same time, it indicates
whether the resin system has become set.
This section starts by deriving the governing equations of heat-transfer and cure,
then it discusses aspects of material characterisation of the resin system’s cure-
kinetics and chemorheology behaviour.

2.5.1 Energy balance and the local temperature equilibrium

As a starting point, we consider the conservation of thermal energy per volume,
ET :

ρĖT + ρET vi,i + (qT )i,i = S T (2.22)

here, (qT )i is heat flux, and S T is a term that holds generation and other heat
sources. To obtain an Eulerian formulation, the material derivative, Eq. (2.6), is
inserted into the temporal term:

ρ(ET ),t + ρ(ET ),ivi + ρET ui,i + (qT )i,i = S T (2.23)

In this form, the second term holds the convective fluxes that are associated with
the bulk transport of energy, and the third term is an absorption term. These terms
can be combined, which gives a (conservation) convection-diffusion-reaction equa-
tion:

ρ(ET ),t + (ρvi(ET )),i + (qT )i,i = S T (2.24)

To model heat-transfer in a composite material, the heat balance (Eq. (2.24))
is written for the fibres and resin separately:

(1 − V f )ρrcpr(Tr),t +
(
(1 − V f )ρrcpr(vr)iTr

)
,i

+ ((KTr)i j(Tr), j),i = S Tr + KTic(T f − Tr) (2.25)
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V fρ f cp f (T f ),t +
(
V fρ f cp f (v f )iT f

)
,i

+ ((KT f )i j(T f ), j),i = KTic(Tr −T f ) (2.26)

here, cp is the heat capacity and T is the temperature. In Eqs. (2.25-2.26), the
heat flux is composed of heat conduction (qT )i = (KTr)i j(Tr), j, where (KTr)i j is
the volume-averaged heat conductivity tensor. Furthermore, the source term, S T ,
was split into heat transfer between the two phases, denoted by the interstitial
heat transfer coefficient, KTic, and heat generation for the resin phase, S Tr. The
heat generation of the resin phase is given by:

S Tr = (1 − V f )HTρrRr (2.27)

where Rr is the reaction rate and HT is the total heat generated upon complete
cure. These terms characterise the reaction and cure kinetics of the resin system
and will be discussed in Sec. 2.5.3.

Although early literature about nonisothermal flow in composite processing
has discussed how to characterise and model the interstitial heat transfer between
the resin and fibres, [123, 124], state-of-the-art literature, incl. [125–127], as-
sumes that the fibres and resin are in thermal equilibrium, T f = Tr. This assump-
tion appears widely accepted, since the slow processing speeds and the scale of
the fibres and resin allow for temperature redistribution in the resin and porous
medium. When this assumption applies, the conservations equations, Eqs. (2.25-
2.26), can be combined:

(
(1 − V f )ρrcpr + V fρ f cp f

)
T,t +

[(
(1 − V f )ρrcpr(vr)i + V fρ f cp f (v f )i

)
T
]
,i

+ ((KT )i j(T ), j),i = S Tr (2.28)

At steady state, temporal terms vanish, and the superficial velocities are diver-
gence-free ((1 − V f )(vr)i),i = (V f (v f )i),i = 0 (Eqs. (2.7-2.8)). Applying this, as
well as contant density and heat-capacity, Eq. (2.28) can be simplified:

(
(1 − V f )ρrcpr(vr)i + V fρ f cp f (v f )i

)
T,i + ((KTr)i j(T ), j),i = S Tr (2.29)

which corresponds to the energy conservation equation used in Publications D, E
and F. Eq. (1) in Publication E shows how Eq. (2.29) is adapted to the dry and
saturated fibre material, as well as the pultrusion die.

The effective or volume-averaged thermal conductivity tensor, (KT )i j, de-
pends on the fibre architecture as well as the heat conductivity of the fibres
and resin system. For unidirectional fibres, which is the fibre-architecture used
throughout the thesis, ROMs based on arithmetic and harmonic means (corres-
ponding to resistors in parallel and series, or in fact, the bounds by Voigt [103]
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and Reuß [104]) are typically used:

KT 11 = (1 − V f )KTr + V f KT f (2.30)
1

KT 22
=

1 − V f

KTr
+

V f

KT f
(2.31)

here, off-diagonal terms are set to zero. For the effective thermal conductivities
normal to the fibres, KT 22 in Eq. (2.31) provides a lower-bound as it assumes all
fibres are connected in parallel. Accordingly, KT 11 (Eq. (2.30)) may be used for
an upper bound of KT 22, assuming that all fibres are connected in series. There
exist more accurate estimates for the transverse thermal conductivity, for example
by assuming a square packing of fibres [128], but the relations in Eq. (2.30) are
the most commonly used in literature.

For the derivation of energy equations (Eqs. (2.29-2.30)), it must be noted
that several terms have been omitted. These terms include energy associated with
thermal expansion, viscous dissipation, and radiation. While radiative heat trans-
fer effectively may enter through the approximation of the total heat flux to the
ambient surroundings through the heat transfer coefficient (see note (5) in Table
2.1), the literature in composite processing does generally not consider the other
two listed effects. For the processing of thermoset polymers, including pultru-
sion processing, the resin velocity is low, and the exothermic heat generation
high, which help justify these assumptions.

Theoretical papers in the field of nonisothermal flow in liquid composite
moulding processes sometimes consider a velocity-dependent, nonlinear diffu-
sion effect called dispersion [125, 127]. This effect essentially seeks to capture
implications of local deviations in temperature, degree-of-cure, and velocity that
are neglected when applying volume-averaging (for some references on volume-
averaging, see Appendix A). Nevertheless, similar to other papers about noniso-
thermal flow in RIP (e.g., [46, 47]), we do not consider dispersion in this work.

2.5.2 Species equation

Since the resin is still mobile in its initial stage of curing, the transport of cure
degree by the bulk velocity of the resin must be considered. The starting point is
a conservation equation, where the cure rate, α, enters as source term:

d(1 − V f )α
dt

+ (1 − V f )α(vr)i,i = (1 − V f )Rr (2.32)
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By applying the material derivative (Eq. (2.6)) to the temporal term, and limiting
the equation to steady state, Eq. (2.32) reduces to:

(vr)iα,i = Rr (2.33)

2.5.3 Characterisation of cure kinetics and chemorheology

2.5.3.1 Cure kinetics

The heat flow from the exothermic cure reaction of the resin system is both cure-
and temperature-dependent. The cure rate can be characterised by letting the resin
system react in a differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) system that measures
the heat flow, dH/dt, while controlling the temperature of the resin sample. When
the total heat generation is known, the cure degree can be found by the ratio
between the accumulated heat and to the total heat reaction:

α =
1

HT

∫ t

0

dH
dt

dt (2.34)

From Eq. (2.34), the cure rate is found using the relation Rr = dα/dt (Eq.
(2.32) for V f = 0 and the sample at rest (vr)i = 0). In Publications E and F,
a typical autocatalytic cure kinetic equation with an Arrhenius-type temperature-
dependence was used to characterise the cure-rate:

Rr = A0 exp
(−EA

RT

)
αm(1 − α)n (2.35)

where A0 is a pre-exponential factor, EA is the activation energy, R is the uni-
versal gas constant, and m and n are reaction components. Eq. (2.35) was found
suitable to characterise the pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin system in Pub-
lications E and F, since the exothermic heat reaction did not exhibit any inhibition
time or additional peaks. To fit a relation such as Eq. (2.35), the resin system is
characterised by testing virgin samples in different isothermal and dynamic tem-
perature programs. In the isothermal scans, the temperature is kept constant while
in the dynamic scans, the resin sample is subjected to a controlled temperature
ramp. For reference, the unappended Publication M describes in detail the test-
ing methodology. Figure 9 in Publication E illustrates examples of measured and
model-fitted cure rates and cure degrees.

2.5.3.2 Chemorheology

The chemorheology behaviour of the resin system provides information about the
temperature- and cure-dependent viscosity. Before gelation, this behaviour of the
resin system can be characterised using a temperature-controlled rheometer.
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The rheometer used to characterise the chemorheological behaviour in Pub-
lication E and the unappended Publication M utilised rotational oscillation. Here,
the resin system was tested between two circular aluminium plates. The plates
rotate with an angular amplitude that follows a sine curve. During testing, the
rheometer controlled the temperature while the degree of cure was found by
integration of Eq. (2.35). The measured torque-response to the applied amp-
litude represents the complex viscosity. Since the true rheological behaviour of
the resin system is viscoelastic, the stress response to the applied amplitude is
delayed. This delay gives information about the phase angle that describes the
ratio between the viscous (the loss modulus that is associated with the real part
of the complex viscosity) and elastic responses (the storage modulus associated
with the imaginary part). The norm of the complex viscosity can be identified
as the apparent viscosity [129], which is the characteristic viscosity employed in
Publications E and F. In these papers, the chemorheological model by Kim and
Macosko [130] was used:

µ = µ0 exp
( Ea

RT

)( αg

αg − α
)(a+bα)

(2.36)

where µ0 is a pre-exponential exponent, Ea is the activation energy, αg is the
degree of cure at gelation, and a and b are exponents. Figure 10 in Publication E
illustrates examples of measured and model-fitted viscosities. Finally, it is noted
that in publication E as well as the unappended Publication M, the resin gelation
was assumed to occur when the storage modulus exceeded the loss modulus [131,
132].

2.6 Process-induced stresses and strains in the
composite part

When processing polymers, stress and deformation develop due to process-indu-
ced strains. These strains are associated with the thermal and cure histories that
the composite part experiences during the processing steps. While the mechanical
behaviour of the fibre reinforcement is typically considered to remain constant
within normal process conditions, phase changes of a thermoset resin system
must be described with an appropriate constitutive model.

The ”cure-hardening instantaneously linear elastic” (CHILE) approach intro-
duced by White and Hahn [133] and Bogetti and Gillespie [134] is a simplified
approach to describe the constitutive mechanical behaviour of a fibre-reinforced
polymer composite during processing. The CHILE model is an incremental linear
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elastic model in which the elastic modulus of the resin system changes instantan-
eously with cure. CHILE models can be enriched with a temperature-dependent
term that describes thermal-softening of the resin system [135]. CHILE mod-
els are sometimes referred to as pseudo-viscoelastic models, as the instantaneous
resin modulus reflects the time span or frequency it was measured at. Com-
pared to true viscoelastic models, CHILE models are incapable of predicting
time-dependent constitutive mechanical behaviour of composite parts during pro-
cessing [136–138]. Nonetheless, the numerical framework to determine process-
induced stress and deformation in this thesis was based on the CHILE approach
as it remains popular in the composite industry and research [65, 66, 68, 69, 139–
141] (pultrusion processes included) due to its reasonable simplicity in imple-
mentation and material characterisation. We refer to Baran et al. [138] for an
extensive review of TCM modelling of composite manufacturing processes.

2.6.1 Simplifications of the mechanical model

In addition to the simplified constitutive CHILE model, the mechanical modelling
of the processing steps is associated with a number of assumptions.

While the cure and temperature states govern the mechanical response, we do
not consider the thermal expansion, chemical cure shrinkage, or process-induced
deformations to ”couple back” to the flow or energy equations. This is related
to the assumption of incompressibility of the resin system, as well as the more
manageable computations achieved by using a one-way coupling to the mechan-
ical analysis. In addition, all streamlines are now assumed to follow the x1-axis,
and only the profile-advancing pulling speed contributes to the velocity v1 = vpull

given that:

• the analysis is limited to steady state. Thereby, the temporal term in the
material derivative (Eq. (2.6)) can be omitted;

• the pultrusion die is straight. Alternatively, any process-induced stress and
deformation that may take place in a non-straight part of the die are negli-
gible (e.g. through a section where the die tapers);

• any process-induced deformation can be described by a small strain the-
ory (Cauchy’s strain/stress), and equations are solved in the undeformed
configuration;

• in resin-injection pultrusion processes, any process-induced stress and de-
formation that takes place near inlet ports are negligible due to the low cure
state of the resin. As such, the displacement/velocity of the resin system
and fibres does not diverge;
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The listed assumptions reflect the current state-of-the-art for TCM simulation of
pultrusion processes [65, 66, 68, 69].

2.6.2 Modelling methods for TCM simulation of pultrusion
processes

As briefly discussed in Sec. 1.4.3, TCM modelling of pultrusion processes was
first introduced by Baran et al. [65] in 2013. The idea behind Baran et al. [65]’s
original work was to utilise the concept that was applied by Batch and Macosko
[21] in 1993 to obtain a 2D-reduction for the thermo-chemical analysis. In TCM
modelling of pultrusion, this approach allowed Baran et al. to perform a segreg-
ated quasi-static transient mechanical analysis by using a conventional mechan-
ical framework in the Lagrangian frame (the 2D cross-section that follows a ma-
terial point of the profile), while the thermo-chemical analysis was carried out in
an Eulerian frame (the full profile, as in conventional thermo-chemical methods).
Later in 2015, the approach was extended to full 3D by replacing the cross section
with a part of the profile (Baran et al. [66]). The two approaches are illustrated in
Table 2.2(a-b).

Baran et al. [65]’s original work laid the groundwork for TCM simulation of
pultrusion. The approach, however, relies on interpolation between two separ-
ate domains, and as we demonstrate in Publication G, the needed intermediate
time stepping in a quasi-static analysis is in this relation an inefficient approach
for iterating towards a stationary solution in 3D. To overcome these drawbacks,
we will in the following sections and Publication G present a new numerical
framework that expresses the process-induced stress and deformation in the same
Eulerian frame as the temperature and cure degree fields (Table 2.2(c)).

2.6.3 Process-induced strain rates

Following Publication G, the process-induced strain rate was considered as an
additive decomposition of the thermal expansion and chemical cure shrinkage
that the resin system exhibits during cross-linking: ε̇ pr

i j = ε̇ch
i j + ε̇th

i j . The rate of
process-induced thermal expansion is related to the rate of temperature change,
and the effective thermal expansion coefficients, αth

i j , of the composite part:

ε̇th
i j = αth

i j Ṫ = αth
i j vpull

∂T
∂x1

(2.37)

In Eq. (2.37), the material derivate (Eq. (2.6) with temporal terms omitted) was
inserted to obtain the spatial gradient of the temperature (Ṫ = vpull ∂T /∂x1 ). The
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Table 2.2: Methodologies behind the current state-of-the-art 2D-3D and 3D-3D TCM
models (a-b) that couple the Eulerian and Lagrangian methods. (c) illustrates the main
principle behind the new method in Publication G in which displacements rates are de-
termined in the Eulerian frame and accumulated along streamlines of the material flow.
This table was adapted from Publication G.

(a) 3D Eulerian-2D
Lagrangian method,

Baran et al. [65]

(b) 3D Eulerian-3D
Lagrangian method,

Baran et al. [66]

(c) 3D Eulerian method,
Publication G

thermal expansional coefficients, αth
i j , are listed in Appendix B.2 (Eqs. (B.10-

B.11)).
The process-induced strain rate introduced by chemical cure shrinkage is re-

lated to the cure rate:

ε̇ch
r =

3
√

1 + Vshα̇ − 1 =
3
√

1 + Vshvpull ∂α/∂x1 − 1, ε̇ch
i j = αch

i j ε̇
ch
r (2.38)

where the material derivative was utilised to obtain the spatial gradient of the
degree of cure and Vsh is the volumetric shrinkage of the resin after complete cure.
The coefficients, αch

i j , relating the isotropic resin shrinkage and the anisotropic
shrinkage, are listed in Appendix B.2 (Eqs. (B.12-B.13)).

2.6.4 Constitutive relations and equilibrium conditions

The CHILE model used to characterise the resin modulus in Publication G in-
cluded cure-hardening as well as thermal softening. The resin modulus was
described with a three-stage model (two constant moduli and one intermediate
linear phase), following the relation [65, 66, 135]:

Er =



E0
r T ∗ < TC1

E0
r + (T ∗ − TC1)/(TC2 − TC1)(E∞r − E0

r ) TC1 ≤ T ∗ ≤ TC2

E∞r T ∗ > TC2

(2.39)
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In Eq. (2.39), TC1 and TC2 are the temperatures for the onset and completion
of the glass transition, and T ∗ represents how far the temperature is from the
instantaneous resin glass transition temperature (T ∗ = Tg − T ), which is given by
a Di Benedetto equation [65, 142]:

Tg − Tg0

Tg∞ − Tg0
=

λα

1 − (1 − λ)α
(2.40)

where Tg0 and Tg∞ are the glass transition temperatures of the uncured and fully
cured resin system, and λ is a fitting parameter.

In Publication G, the stress rates, σ̇i j, were considered to be related to the
strain and displacement rates through a conventional constitutive relation:

σ̇i j = Li jkl(ε̇kl − ε̇ pr
kl ), ε̇i j =

1
2

(u̇i, j + u̇ j,i) (2.41)

where the elastic part of the strain rate tensor was found via an additive decom-
position of the total strain rate and the process-induced strain rates ε̇e

kl = ε̇kl − ε̇ pr
kl .

The entries of the instantaneous stiffness tensor, Li jkl, were based on the self-
consistent field micromechanics (SCFM) for a transversely isotropic profile. The
entries of Li jkl are given in Appendix B.2.

Equilibrium was based on stress rates rather than total stress since the numer-
ical framework was based on the incremental constitutive CHILE model:

σ̇i j, j = 0 (2.42)

In Eq. (2.42), body forces and mass inertia were omitted. An implication of
the formulation in Eq. (2.42) is that rate-measures must be accumulated along
streamlines to obtain the total measures of process-induced stress, strain, or de-
formation. This step is detailed in Sec. 2.3.1 in Publication G, but in summary,
the accumulated thermal strain along a streamline, for example, may be obtained
by solving the following convective-type equation:

vpull

∂εth
i j

∂x1
= ε̇th

i j (2.43)

For reference, Secs. 2.4.2-3 in Publication G discuss how to include pulling-
force induced tractions from die-wall contact as well as an initial compressive
stress state perpendicular to the pulling direction.
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2.6.5 Characterisation of resin modulus

Dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA) can be used to characterise the resin
modulus. In DMA, a test specimen is subjected to a sine-wave shaped dis-
placement. Typically, specimens are tested in a tensile or bending configuration,
whereby DMA is suitable for characterising the temperature- and cure-dependent
mechanical behaviour after resin gelation. Similar to rheometers that utilise os-
cillatory testing, the measured load-displacement response reflects the complex
modulus. The modulus can then be split into the viscous response (the loss mod-
ulus associated with the real part of the complex modulus) and elastic responses
(the storage modulus associated with the imaginary part).

Once Tg has been found by fitting a suitable equation, such as a Di Benedetto
equation (Eq. (2.40)), a CHILE model as Eq. (2.39) can be fitted. For this, we
refer to the unappended Publication M, where resin specimens with controlled
residual cure were tested in DMA using different temperature sweeps.

2.7 Reflections on intregrated flow-stress models

The mechanical model outlined in Sec. 2.6 does not take the interaction between
resin flow and process-induced strains into account; we know that these phenom-
ena occur concurrently, but the resin pressure, fibre-stress, or any deviations in
fibre volume fraction induced by resin flow, does not enter in our strain and stress
analyses. As discussed at the end of Sec. 2.6.4, we have, however, in Publication
G introduced a method to include a compressive stress state that can reflect the
build-up of resin pressure. Nevertheless, we must consider this approach as in-
complete, since it does not consider the fibre-stress or deviations in fibre volume
fraction, nor can it be seen as an integrated flow-stress approach.

In recent papers, authors Haghshenas et al. and Niaki et al. [111, 112, 143,
144] have introduced new numerical frameworks for integrated flow-stress ana-
lyses in composite processing. Here, the authors seamlessly consider the load
transfer between the fluid and solid stages, as the unsolidified resin and fibres are
processed into a homogenised composite material. The authors incorporated the
full viscoelastic behaviour of the resin system, including how the micromech-
anics of the composite varies during solidification (analogous to going from Eq.
(2.18) to Eq. (B.1)).

One could argue that pultrusion, being a continuous process in which resin
flow and process-induced strains occur simultaneously, poses the optimal con-
ditions to adapt such a numerical framework. Furthermore, following our new
approach in Sec. 2.6, the process-induced strains are now already associated with
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the Eulerian frame, which simplifies integration to the fluid model. Neverthe-
less, such analyses have not been within the main objectives of this thesis, but we
would like to highlight it as a strong suggestion for future work.

2.8 Numerical implementation

The governing equations for resin-flow, fibre-compaction, heat-transfer, resin
cure, and process-induced stress and deformation (Secs. 2.2-2.6) have been solved
for a number of pultrusion configurations. The solution schemes involve numer-
ical discretisation using both in-house coding of finite volume (FVM) schemes
(Publications A, B, and D) as well as custom implementations of the continuous
Galerkin finite element method (FEM) in the commercial simulation software,
COMSOL Multiphysics R© 5.4 [145] (Publications E, F, and G). Relevant details
of the implementation are described in the individual papers.

2.9 Experimental measurements

To support the findings in Publications D, E, and F, experimental temperature
measurements were conducted at an industrial pultrusion line. In Publications E
and F, the experimental findings were further supported by material characterisa-
tion studies of a polyurethane resin system and texturised glass fibre reinforce-
ment.

The experiments were conducted by passing thermo-couples into the pro-
file layup before it entered the pultrusion die. One thermo-couple was placed
close to the edge of the profile and one near the centre of the profile. After the
completion of the experiments, the lengthwise position was identified by char-
acteristic points that showed up in the temperature measurements. For example,
the temperature readings showed a rapid temperature response when the thermo-
couple reached the resin flow front, inlet, and entrance/exit to the pultrusion die.
From these set-points, the distance was found by correlating the elapsed time and
profile-advancing pulling speed. After cool down, the profiles were cut, and the
transversal locations of the thermo-couples were confirmed upon inspection of
the cross-section.





Chapter 3
Summary of appended papers

This chapter starts by presenting an overview of the seven appended publications,
and subsequently, summaries that are extended versions of the abstracts are given.

Overview

Publications A-C concerned impregnation flow. Publication A presented a new
numerical framework for simulation of LCM using the level-set method in an
FVM framework. Using the numerical framework developed in Publication A,
Publication B explored how the use of flow-enhancers (highly permeable regions)
can enhance resin flow in a theoretical case study of a RIP process. Publication C
concerned experimental material characterisation (permeability and compaction
behaviour) of texturised glass fibre rovings for RIP.

Publications D-F concerned heat transfer and cure coupled with impregnation
flow. The work in Publication A was extended to include heat transfer and cure,
and Publication D explored this framework in a theoretical test study. Publication
E presented a new numerical framework in 3D that is based on ALE and the finite
element method. This work included an extensive material characterisation study,
and the results were validated using measurements from an industrial pultrusion
line. Publication F considered the same industrial case as Publication E, but here
flow-induced compaction of the fibre material was included.

Publication G presented a new steady-state numerical framework to model
process-induced stress and deformation in pultrusion processes. This work was
based on a theoretical case study.

Publication A: Simulation of liquid composite moulding using a finite
volume scheme and the level-set method
Sandberg, M., Hattel, J. H. & Spangenberg, J. (2019), International Journal of Multiphase Flow

118, 183–192.

In this paper, a 2D numerical framework for the simulation of impregnation flow
in porous media was developed. The framework was based on an implicit FVM
approximation of Darcy’s law, while advection of the flow front was modelled
using an explicit level-set approach. The presented framework can advance the
flow front with CFL-sized time steps without overfilling cells and without apply-
ing any artificial smoothing. The numerical framework was implemented in the
technical programming language, MatlabTM. The paper provides details about
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the different aspects of the implementation, with a focus on the advection and
reinitiation of the signed distance function that represents the level-set.

Since the work was conducted with the application of LCM in mind, we veri-
fied the numerical framework against analytical solutions, experiments, and other
benchmark cases for a variety of situations that occur in composite manufactur-
ing processes. The cases included edge effects, merging of flow fronts, and RIP.
In a benchmark example, the numerical framework achieved convergence with a
spatial accuracy between 1st and 2nd-order.

Publication B: Numerical modelling and optimisation of fibre wet-out in
resin-injection pultrusion processes
Sandberg, M., Hattel, J. H. & Spangenberg, J. (2018), Proceedings of ECCM18 - the 18th European

conference on composite materials

In this paper, the numerical framework for LCM developed in Publication A was
used in a theoretical case study of RIP. The case study was in 2D and concerned
the impregnation flow in pultrusion of a thick bar. The goal of the case study was
to investigate whether impregnation could be improved by strategically placing
highly permeable zones in the layup. The study drew inspiration from other LCM
processes (e.g., RTM and VARTM) where flow-enhancers such as resin bleeders
and flow mats are essential tools to optimise the impregnation step.

With respect to the impregnation flow, the results of the case study showed
that the pulling speed could theoretically be increased by 250-300% when highly
permeable layers were included in the outer plies of the profile (towards the resin
inlet). Accordingly, the results showed that increasing the permeability in the
centre of the profile mainly altered the shape of the flow front in the sense that
complete impregnation took place over a shorter distance.

Publication C: Permeability and compaction behaviour of air-texturised
glass fibre rovings: a characterisation study
Sandberg, M., Kabachi, A., Volk, M., Salling, Bo, F., Ermanni, P., Hattel, Jesper H., & Spangen-

berg, J. (2020), Journal of Composite Materials

This paper presents an experimental characterisation study of texturised glass
fibre rovings used in pultrusion processes, with a focus on permeability and com-
paction behaviour. As discussed in Secs. 2.2.2 and 2.3.4, there exist empirical re-
lations to characterise the permeability and compaction behaviour of some well-
defined fibre architectures. In pultrusion processes, however, rovings are some-
times texturised to alter the properties of the fibre material. Air-texturisation, for
example, is a process where fibre rovings are drawn through an air-jet nozzle,
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which creates a cluster of individual fibres and adds volume to the roving. The
purpose of this step could be to increase the out-of-plane mechanical properties
or the permeability of the fibre material.

To characterise the permeability and compaction behaviour of texturised rov-
ings, a special rig was built to prepare rovings into a ply-like sample. In sum-
mary, samples were prepared by drawing rovings back and forth between two
perforated plates. Then, a small amount of a powder soluble (FILCO 661MG020,
Coim) was applied to the edges of the layup, and samples were cut. These ply-like
samples could be tested in a conventional permeability cell designed for radial in-
jection tests. Likewise, a universal testing machine could now be used to charac-
terise the compaction behaviour. When the results of the experiments were com-
pared to conventional unidirectional rovings, the following was concluded. The
normalised permeability was approximately three times higher along the fibre
direction and 40 times higher transverse to the fibre direction. Accordingly, the
degree of anisotropy was approximately one magnitude lower. Furthermore, it
was found that texturisation decreased the compliance of the dry fibre material.
For example, at compaction pressures between 1 and 5 bar, the achieved volume
fraction was approximately 30% lower. In addition, the air-texturised rovings
exhibited a more distinct elastic response during unloading.

Publication D: Simulation of resin-impregnation, heat-transfer and cure in
a resin-injection pultrusion process
Sandberg, M., Rasmussen, F. S., Hattel, J. H., & Spangenberg, J. (2019), Proceedings of the 22nd

international esaform conference on material forming, AIP Publishing 2113, 20022,1-6.

In this paper, the numerical framework developed in Publications A and B was
extended to include heat-transfer and cure. State variables were solved for us-
ing the technical programming language, MatlabTM, and the FVM and level-set
methods were used to obtain a 2D discretisation.

Using the numerical framework, the material flow was considered in a the-
oretical case study that concerned pultrusion of a thick bar. The results demon-
strated that not only was curing initiated from the die walls, but a strong cure
reaction in the centre of the profile was achieved as well. The results were com-
pared to normalised temperature measurements from an industrial pultrusion line
that showed similar behaviour.
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Publication E: Numerical and experimental analysis of resin-flow,
heat-transfer, and cure in a resin-injection pultrusion process
Sandberg, M., Yuksel, O., Baran, I., Hattel, J. H., & Spangenberg, J., Submitted to Composites Part

A: Applied Science and Manufacturing (a minor amendment has been requested by the journal)

In this paper, a new numerical framework for the simulation of resin flow, heat-
transfer, and cure was developed. In addition to the work that was presented in
Publication D, this framework was capable of considering unstructured meshes in
3D, advanced boundary conditions that reflect the PID-controllers of the heater
configuration, as well as a new methodology for modelling the stationary flow
front position using ALE. The implementation was conducted in the general-
purpose finite element program, Comsol MultiphysicsTM [145].

In the paper, the material flow in pultrusion of a thick bar using an industrial
RIP process was considered. While the behaviour of the material flow appeared
similar to Publication D, it was highlighted that the results in this study were sup-
ported by measurements (not normalised) from an industrial pultrusion line as
well as an extensive experimental material characterisation study. The material
characterisation study concerned the reaction kinetics and chemorheological be-
haviour of the polyurethane resin system, as well as the permeability of the glass
fibre material. While the characterisation study of the resin system is detailed
in the unappended Publication M, the fibre material was characterised using the
methodology developed in Publication C.

Publication F: Effects of fibre-compaction on resin flow in a resin-injection
pultrusion process
Sandberg, M., Hattel, J. H., & Spangenberg, J., In preparation.

In this paper, we extended the numerical framework from Publication E to include
flow-induced fibre compaction. In this work, the motion of the fibre material in-
duced by the resin pressure gradient was now considered in the mass, momentum,
and energy equations.

As we hypothesised in Publication E, resin flow induced a resin-rich area near
the inlet. Accordingly, in the centre of the profile, a fibre-rich area was induced.
The associated change in permeability impacted resin flow, and in particular in
the areas near the inlet that became more permeable. As such, we found that fibre-
compaction in RIP facilitates resin flow, since it increased the die-exit pressure
and moved the flow front upstream towards the die-exit. Furthermore, the results
showed that the compaction response of the fibre material remained largely un-
affected by the magnitude of the injection pressure. Since it is the influx (related
to the pressure gradient) of resin that governs flow-induced fibre compaction, we
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argued that this must remain true as long as the profile is fully saturated, and there
is no resin overflow.

Publication G: Steady-state modelling and analysis of process-induced
stress and deformation in thermoset pultrusion processes
Sandberg, M., Yuksel, O., Baran, I., Spangenberg, J., & Hattel, J. H., Submitted.

In this paper, a new numerical framework for modelling of process-induced stress
and deformation in thermoset pultrusion was developed. The framework was
based on a steady state and fully Eulerian approach. In addition, we demonstrate
how to model surface traction towards the die-walls and an initial compressive
stress state in the profile. The implementation follows the start-of-the-art literat-
ure on process-induced stress and deformation in RIP that neglects the injection
pressure and fibre compaction. As such, the analysis is conducted as a segregated
step after the heat-transfer and cure simulation.

The theoretical case study in this paper concerned pultrusion of a square or-
thotropic composite epoxy profile that was reinforced with unidirectional glass
fibres. In the case study, we demonstrated that the new steady-state Eulerian
framework enabled 9-35 times faster computations compared to the current state-
of-the-art, quasi-static Lagrangian-Eulerian 3D-methods. In addition to the case
study, we demonstrated in parameter studies that the surface-traction towards
the die-walls advances die-detachment and reduces die-swelling, while the ini-
tial compressive stress state had the opposite but a more pronounced effect.





Chapter 4
Closing remarks

This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the work, conclusions, and our
novel contributions related to numerical modelling of the material flow in resin-
injection pultrusion (RIP). Furthermore, based on the discussions and findings
throughout the appended papers, I give some recommendations for future work.

4.1 Conclusions

This thesis concerned numerical modelling of material flow in RIP, a low-cost,
high-output, and continuous process for the manufacture of fibre-reinforced com-
posite profiles. The theoretical foundation of the thesis was based on conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy of the material flow. The research objectives
were addressed in seven appended publications that explored different aspects of
the material flow, including impregnation flow, flow-induced fibre compaction,
heat-transfer and cure, as well as process-induced stress and strains in the com-
posite part.

In Publication A, we presented a novel numerical framework that utilised the
finite volume and level-methods to model impregnation flow in liquid composite
moulding (LCM), including RIP. Compared to the finite element/control volume
filling methods that are currently widely used to model LCM, our new method
tracks the flow front itself can advance it with CFL-sized time steps. In Publica-
tion B, we utilised this new numerical framework to study the impregnation flow
in a RIP process. With inspiration from the use flow-enhancers, for example,
resin bleeders and flow mats in LCM processes, we demonstrated the effects of
including such highly permeable areas in RIP. The theoretical case study con-
cluded that the pulling speed could be increased by 250-300% (wrt. to the im-
pregnation flow), when highly permeable layers were included in the outer plies
of the profile (towards the resin inlet). While it is common practice to utilise
such flow-enhancers in the design of LCM processes, this is the first time the
associated benefits have been documented for the use in RIP processes.

In Publication C, we completed a material characterisation study that focused
on the permeability and compaction behaviour of texturised glass fibre rovings.
While the characterisation study served as input to the subsequent Publications
E and F, documenting the effects of applying texturisation to rovings was a new
contribution to the research field in itself. In the characterisation study, when tex-
turised rovings were compared to conventional unidirectional rovings, we demon-
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strated that the normalised permeability was approximately three times higher
along the fibre direction and 40 times higher transverse to the fibre direction. In
addition, the compliance of the fibre material was decreased when texturised, and
the rovings exhibited a more distinct elastic response when unloaded

In Publications D and E, we presented new numerical frameworks for the
simulation resin-flow, heat-transfer, and cure in RIP. Here, we highlight that Pub-
lication E also introduced new methods to model the stationary resin flow front
using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method, and a new approach to
simulate the power-level of the PID-controlled heater units. The case study in
Publication E concerned pultrusion of a thick bar in an industrial pultrusion line,
from which inline temperature measurements were conducted to provide empir-
ical background for the numerical model. We observed that the heating configur-
ation, the exothermic reaction, and the strongly convective flow near inlets resul-
ted in phase transitions that were both concave and convex-shaped. This curing
behaviour is different from the established literature, and as we demonstrated, the
observed build-up in temperature could not be captured without considering the
coupling of resin flow, heat-transfer, and resin cure. While the numerical model
underestimated the initial temperature rise in the pultrusion line, the overall be-
haviour of the system was well-captured.

In Publication F, we extended the numerical framework from Publication E
to include flow-induced fibre compaction in the same case study. This contribu-
tion is the first implementation of flow-induced fibre compaction that follows the
established literature on the topic in relation to composite processing. In addition,
we considered nonisothermal flow, which is also a novel contribution. As we hy-
pothesised in Publication E, resin flow induced a resin-rich area. This area near
the inlet actually facilitated resin flow, as the flow front was moved upstream, and
the resin pressure at the die-exit was increased. Accordingly, it can be concluded
that resin flow is underestimated when fibre compaction is neglected. The results
also showed that the compaction response of the fibre material remained largely
unaffected by the magnitude of the injection pressure. As fibre compaction is re-
lated to the influx (pressure gradient) of resin, we argued in our conclusions that
this statement must remain true as long as the profile achieves full saturation and
there is no overflow of resin.

In the last appended paper, Publication G, we presented a novel numerical
framework to estimate process-induced stress and deformation in pultrusion pro-
cesses. As opposed to the existing state-of-the-art methods that utilised quasi-
static coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches, the new framework was based
on a fully steady-state Eulerian formulation. In the paper, we concluded in a the-
oretical benchmark example that the framework enabled 9-35 times faster com-
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putations. Using the framework, we also demonstrated the effects of pulling-
induced traction toward the die-walls as well as an initial compressive stress state
in the profile. In this relation, we concluded that the profile-advancing pulling
force advanced die-detachment and reduced die-swelling. Accordingly, the ini-
tial compressive stress in the profile had the opposite effect.

4.2 Suggestions for future work

Following the conclusions of the work, I give suggestions for future work related
to numerical modelling and experimental analyses of RIP.

4.2.1 Multiaxial characterisation of permeability and compaction
behaviour

Our material characterisation of the fibre material’s compaction behaviour was
based on one-dimensional testing and characterisation. While we completed two-
dimensional radial injection tests, the same applied to the permeability experi-
ments. This is because the fibre material was only compressed in the out-of-plane
direction to achieve the desired fibre volume fraction. There is more experimental
evidence needed to understand how the permeability and compaction behaviour
is affected by the multiaxial compaction state that the fibre material experiences
when “squeezed” into the die and deformed during resin flow. Also, since it is
well-known that compaction and de-compaction behaviours are different, it is
also relevant to explore the use of irreversible constitutive behaviour.

4.2.2 Modelling the constitutive behaviour of the resin system

We have looked into process-induced stress and deformation in pultrusion, but
our studies were focused on modelling aspects. We choose to rely on the current
state of the art that utilises pseudo-viscoelastic (CHILE) constitutive models, so
we could focus on developing new numerical methods. As we have discussed in
Publication G, CHILE models cannot capture the resin system’s time-dependent
viscoelastic behaviour, for example, related to stress-relaxation during cure. Ob-
viously, this is important to fully understand the mechanisms of process-induced
residual stresses. There is a need for material characterisation of pultrusion-
specific resin systems and research concerning integrating such viscoelastic be-
haviour in pultrusion models.
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4.2.3 Integrated flow-stress modelling of pultrusion

While it appears as a relatively new topic within the field of composite processing,
state-of-the-art process models of RIP do not take the interaction between resin
flow and process-induced strains into account. As discussed in the thesis, resin
flow and process-induced strains occur simultaneously in RIP. I think it is really
relevant to consider such implementation, and in particular, to obtain more com-
plete process-models that seamlessly include the interaction of all relevant phys-
ics.

4.2.4 Experimental evidence

While the topic of this PhD dissertation has been numerical modelling, material
characterisation and experimental validation have been essential parts of the work
as well. That being said, there are still many aspects of the material flow in RIP
where I see the experimental evidence as incomplete. This includes, but is not
limited to, the resin flow (including fibre compaction), and process-induced stress
and derformation. There have not been reported any studies where the inline
pressure, fibre deformation, or process-induced strains have been measured. I
think it could be promising to look into passing fibre bragg grating sensors into
the layup, or simply, embedding a number of pressure sensors in the pultrusion
die.



Appendix A
From Navier-Stokes to Darcy’s law

In this appendix, Darcy’s law is derived. The appendix starts by formulating
the Navier-Stokes equations from conservation of mass and momentum. Then,
assumptions are gradually applied to achieve the reduced Darcy’s law. Since all
the derivations in this appendix concern the liquid resin, the subscript for the resin
system, ( )r, has been dropped for brevity.

A.1 Direct modelling of flow through a porous medium:
microscale flow

In the direct modelling method for flow through a porous medium, the flow of
the liquid (the resin) in the pore space (the void space between individual fibres)
is considered using a continuum mechanics approach. We start the derivation by
considering stress equilibrium of the resin system (conservation of momentum):

σi j, j + fi = ρai (A.1)

Eq. (A.1) states that the divergence of the stress tensor, σi j, must be in balance
with any volumetric body forces. Here, the volumetric body force was split into
a source term, fi, and the product of mass density and acceleration, ρai, that
accounts for inertia.

In Lagrangian approaches, the rate of change of a physical quantity, (̇ ) =

d( )/dt , is associated with a material point in space. The Lagrangian approach
is typically seen as reserved for problems in solid mechanics since fluid flow
generally involves large bulk motion. Instead, fluid mechanics typically relies on
Eulerian approaches that relate the rate of change to a fixed point in space. Here,
the rate of change of a physical quantity that moves with velocity, vi, along a
streamline is found by using the material derivative (also given in Eq. (2.6)):

d( )i

dt
= (̇ )i = ( )i,t + vk( )i,k (A.2)

where ( ),t denotes partial differentiation wrt. time. In Eq. (A.1), the material
derivative enters when inserting the velocity into the acceleration term:

σi j, j + fi = ρ(vi,t + vkvi,k) (A.3)

The stress tensor is now split into hydrostatic (denoted with the pressure, p) and
deviatoric parts σi j = −p + σ′i j:

−p,i + σ′i j, j + fi = ρ(vi,t + vkvi,k) (A.4)
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The equilibrium condition in Eq. (A.4) is valid for both solids and fluids (incom-
pressible and compressible).

We now enforce that the resin system is incompressible, which implies the
velocity field must be divergence-free (conservation of mass):

vi,i = 0 (A.5)

In addition, we introduce the deformation rate tensor incl. the deviatoric part that
accounts for shearing of the resin:

S i j =
1
2

(vi, j + v j,i), S ′i j = S i j − 1
3

S kk = S i j (A.6)

Please note that incompressibility, Eq. (A.5), implies that S kk = 0.
Next, a constitutive relation between the deviatoric stress and the deviatoric

part of the deformation rate tensor is introduced:

σ′i j = 2µS ′i j (A.7)

where µ is the viscosity of the resin. This constitutive relation implies that the
shear stress is proportional to the shear rate. This defines the fluid as Newtonian.
In solid mechanics, Hooke’s law describes this relation using the shear modulus.

This constitutive relation together with the simplification of the deviatoric
part of the deformation rate tensor (Eq. (A.6)) is inserted back into the equilib-
rium condition (Eq. (A.4)):

−p,i + 2µ
1
2

(vi, j + v j,i), j + fi = ρ(vi,t + vkvi,k) (A.8)

where the second term further simplifies given that incompressibility applies
vi,i = 0:

−p,i + µvi,kk + fi = ρ(vi,t + vkvi,k) (A.9)

which leaves the Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian and incompressibility
fluid.

A.1.1 Creeping flow

The process conditions at which resin impregnation takes place in RIP usually
imply that the resin flows with a very low velocity. In fact, this type of flow
is normally considered as ”creeping”, defined as the pore-averaged Reynold’s
number is well below one, ReD � 1 [125]. Reynold’s number describes the ratio
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between inertial forces and viscous forces. Adapting the measure from Jouybari
et al. [146] to the fibre radius, an estimate of Reynold’s number for flow in a
porous medium is:

ReD =
2R fρv(1 − V f )

µ
(A.10)

where ρ is the density of the fluid. Based on the process-conditions and fluid
properties in Publication E, we can estimate a Reynold’s number of approxim-
ately ReD ≈ 0.01 . . . 0.001. Indeed, this Reynold’s number is well below one,
and this implies that the right-hand side of Eq. (A.9) can be omitted altogether:

−p,i + µvi,kk + fi = 0 (A.11)

which leaves Stoke’s equation for a creeping, Newtonian, and incompressible
fluid.

A.2 Flow in porous media (Darcy’s law): macroscale
flow

The micro-scale, direct modelling approach is typically unsuitable for model-
ling the impregnation flow in any full-scale applications where, for example, a
pultruded profile is normally composed of millions of fibres. Therefore, a con-
tinuum, macro-scale approach that is based on averaging the governing physical
quantities over a representative volume element (RVE) is needed. When perform-
ing the volume-averaging operations on Eq. (A.11), an additional term appears
[147, 148]:

− 〈p〉,i + µ∗ 〈v〉i,kk − µ
(
Ki j

)−1 〈v〉 j + 〈 f 〉i = 0 (A.12)

The magnitude of the extra term, µ
(
Ki j

)−1 〈v〉 j, is inverse proportional to the per-
meability tensor of the porous medium, Ki j, that is a measure of a porous me-
dium’s ability to transmit a fluid. In hydrogeology, this measure is regularly re-
ferred to as the hydraulic conductivity. The term quantifies the effective drag that
the fluid experiences when it passes the fibres during flow. In Eq. (A.12), 〈p〉 is
the pore-averaged pressure and 〈v〉 is the volume-averaged velocity1. Eq. (A.12)
is typically referred to as the Brinkman equation. It is outside the scope of this
thesis to derive the Brinkman equation by volume averaging techniques. Instead,

1This quantity is commonly referred to as the superficial or Darcian velocity
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the reader is referred to e.g. Whitaker [149] or Koefoed [150]. Throughout the
remainder of the thesis, the pore-averaged pressure will be denoted p = 〈p〉, and
the volume-averaged velocity q = (1 − V f )v = 〈v〉.

The magnitude of the entries in the permeability tensor, Ki j, depends on the
fibre architecture as well as the volume fraction of the fibrous material. For
fibrous materials that are commonly used in pultrusion processes, the results in
Publication C showed that the magnitude of the permeability is typically within
the interval 10−12 − 10−9. Consequently, the viscous term is neglectable, and Eq.
(A.12) can be rearranged to:

qi =
Ki j

µ
(p), j (A.13)

Essentially, Darcy’s law in Eq. (A.13) (also given in Eq. (2.1)) states that the
volumetric discharge (the superficial velocity, qi) is proportional to the pressure
drop over a distance (the pressure gradient p,i).



Appendix B
Effective elastic properties of transversal isotropic
composites

ROMs based on arithmetic and harmonic means (corresponding to the Voigt [103]
and Reuß [104] bounds) can be used to derive the effective elastic properties of a
composite. While these relationships provide a simple yet elegant approach to es-
timate the elastic properties, the bonds can be far apart. Therefore, simple ROMs
as a micromechanics approach are typically seen as less realistic approximations
for the constitutive behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites [134, 151].

For a polymer reinforced with unidirectional fibres, the self-consistent field
mechanics model (SCFM) for transversely isotropic composites by Hermans [152]
and Whitney [153] can be applied. Even though this method only considers a
single fibre surrounded by matrix material (resin), Bogetti and Gillespie [134]
and Zenkert and Battley [151] state that it gives a more realistic estimation than
the bounds by Voigt [103] and Reuß [104]. Finally, it is noted that this is the mi-
cromechanics model applied throughout the state-of-the-art models that consider
process-induced stress and strain in pultrusion processes [65, 66, 68–70].

The following two subsections present the entries that compose the SCFM
model. The properties are presented as given in Appendices A.1 and A.2 in Bo-
getti and Gillespie [134], with the modification that we consider the resin and
fibres to be isotropic. We refer to Hermans [152] and Whitney [153] for a theor-
etical derivation of the SCFM model.

B.1 Engineering constants for elastic properties

For simplicity, we write out the entries of the compliance tensor instead of the
stiffness tensor (the inverse of Li jkl in Eq. (2.41)):


ε̇11
ε̇22
ε̇33
ε̇12
ε̇13
ε̇23



=



1/E1 ν12/E1 ν13/E1 0 0 0
1/E2 ν23/E2 0 0 0

1/E3 0 0 0
1/(2G12) 0 0

sym. 1/(2G13) 0
1/(2G23)





σ̇11
σ̇22
σ̇33
σ̇12
σ̇13
σ̇23



(B.1)

The longitudinal and transverse moduli are given by:

E1 = E f V f + Er(1 − V f ) +
4(νr − ν2

f )k f krGr(1 − V f )V f

(k f + Gr)kr + (k f − kr)GrV f
(B.2)
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E2 = E3 =
1

1
4kT

+ 1
4G23

+
ν2

12
E1

(B.3)

where the plane strain bulk moduli of the fibre, resin, and composite follow the
relation:

k f =
E f

2(1 − ν f − 2ν2
f )
, kr =

Er

2(1 − νr − 2ν2
r )

(B.4)

kT =
(k f + Gr)kr + (k f − kr)GrV f

(k f + Gr) − (k f − kr)V f
(B.5)

and in-plane and transverse Poison’s ratios:

ν12 = ν13 = ν f V f + νr(1 − V f ) +
(νr − ν f )(kr − k f )Gr(1 − V f )V f

(k f + Gr)kr + (k f − kr)GrV f
(B.6)

ν23 =
2E1kT − E1E2 − 4ν2

12kT E2

2E1kT
(B.7)

Finally, the in-plane and transverse shear moduli are:

G12 = G13 = Gr

(
(G f + Gr) + (G f −Gr)V f

(G f + Gr) − (G f −Gr)V f

)
(B.8)

G23 =
Gr

(
kr(Gr + G f ) + 2GrG f + kr(G f −Gr)V f

)

km(Gr + G f ) + 2G f Gr − (kr + 2Gr)(G f −Gr)V f
(B.9)

B.2 Expansional coefficients

The expansion coefficients relate the temperature and cure rate to the process-
induced strain rates composed by thermal expansion as well as chemical cure
shrinkage (Eqs. (2.37-2.38)).

The longitudinal and transverse thermal expansion coefficients follow the re-
lation:

αth
11 =

α f E f V f + αrEr(1 − V f )
E f V f + Er(1 − V f )

(B.10)

αth
22 = αth

33 =

(α f + ν fα f )V f + (αr + νrαr)(1 − V f ) −
(
ν f V f + νr(1 − V f )

)
αth

11 (B.11)
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and the chemical expansion coefficients follow the relation:

αch
11 =

Er(1 − V f )
E f V f − Er(1 − V f )

(B.12)

αch
22 = αch

33 = (1 − νr)(1 − V f ) −
(
ν f V f + νr(1 − V f )

)
αch

11 (B.13)
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Abstract

In this paper, a 2D numerical framework for the simulation of flows in
porous media that are characterised by a sharp transition between the satu-
rated and unsaturated zone is presented. Using a finite volume scheme and
the level-set method, the framework is derived based on a conventional,
implicit solution of Darcy’s law for the pressure field, while the level-set
function is advected explicitly locally at the flow front. With the main
application to liquid composite moulding (LCM) in mind, the numerical
framework is verified against analytical solutions, experiments, and other
benchmark cases for a variety of situations that occur in this composite
manufacturing process. The cases include local changes in permeability
related to edge-effects, merging of flow fronts, and continuous manufac-
turing processes. It is highlighted that the numerical framework achieves
convergence with a spatial accuracy between 1st and 2nd-order; the level-set
operations only take about 20% of the total CPU time; and the propaga-
tion of the resin front can be achieved with CFL-sized time steps without
overfilling cells and without applying any artificial smoothing.

1 Introduction

Fibre-reinforced polymer composites (FRPC) can be manufactured using a vari-
ety of liquid composite moulding (LCM) techniques. Among these manufactur-
ing technologies exist e.g. vacuum infusion moulding, resin-transfer moulding,
compression moulding, and resin-injection pultrusion. While the latter process
deviates from the other by being a continuous process, the different sub-steps in
the process cycle are the same. First, the dry fibre material is placed in a mould
and the mould is secured. The fibre material is then impregnated with a polymer
(the resin), and the part is left to cure. Finally, the cured part is demoulded and
the process can be repeated.

Current research related to simulation of the impregnation step in LCM gen-
erally follows one of two concepts: Either the flow is considered to be saturated
or unsaturated. Saturated flow implies that there exists a sharp transition between
the resin (the saturated zone) and the dry fibre-material (the unsaturated zone)
during the impregnation step. Unsaturated flow, on the other hand, includes the
transient, progressive impregnation mechanisms by considering a partially satu-
rated zone as part of the impregnation step. Although saturated flow is the focus
of this paper, we briefly elaborate on unsaturated flow in order to put simulation
of saturated flow into perspective.
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Nomenclature

α Liquid volume fraction of
cell

a, b, c Line coefficients
β, χ Wendland function and pa-

rameter
d Distance to interface
d̄ Distance to interface, approx-

imation
∆x,∆y Grid spacing in x- and y-

directions
H Window function
h Distance to interface normal
K Permeability tensor
K′ Quasi-isotropic permeability
L( ) Differential operator
L,w Length and width
L2, L∞ Error norms

µ Viscosity
N Number of cells
n Time step
n Surface normal
Ω,Γ Area and contour domain
p Pressure
φ Level-set function
q Superficial velocity
r f Flow front radius
S Volume of injected resin
s Source or sink term
ψ Degree of anisotropy
θv Porosity
t, τ Time, pseudo time
u Velocity
x, y, z Spatial coordinates

One method for simulation of unsaturated flow is to consider the governing
phenomena to be dual-phased. In this method, the first phase is a saturated flow in
the pore space between tows (rovings of fibres), while the second phase concerns
the flow of resin from the pore space into the tows, see e.g. Binétruy et al. (1997),
DeParseval et al. (1997), Pillai (2004), and Patiño-Arcila and Vanegas-Jaramillo
(2018). This approach is easy to relate to the flow behaviour observed in impreg-
nation experiments of e.g. woven or non-crimp fabrics (Roy et al., 2005). Such
fabrics have a bimodal distribution of tows and pore space that generally facili-
tates dual-phase flow (Michaud, 2016). Unsaturated flow has also been described
by methodologies adopted from soil science. The progressive saturation in this
approach is related to the level of pressure and the relative permeability, through
a semi-empirical expression of the saturation behaviour, see e.g. Nordlund and
Michaud (2012) and Michaud (2016).

Common for the two approaches above is that the saturation behaviour enters
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1. Introduction

through a nonlinearity in the mass balance equation, which in certain cases can
be problematic. For example, when the partially saturated zone is short, e.g. in
layups with limited pore space and a more homogeneous fibre distribution (CSM
or CFM mats, or layups of tows/rovings in pultrusion processes), the nonlinearity
becomes strong, as saturation occurs rapidly. A strong nonlinearity is undesirable
for any numerical framework, as it increases the computational effort to achieve
convergence. In these cases, it can be more appropriate to consider the flow as
saturated, i.e. when the partially saturated zone is short in comparison to other
relevant dimensions.

There exist multiple solutions methods for the simulation of saturated flow
in LCM, but common for all methods is that a numerical scheme is needed to
advance the resin front (Bruschke and Advani, 1990; Trochu et al., 1993; Mo-
han et al., 1999; Shojaei et al., 2003; Šimáček and Advani, 2004; Trochu et al.,
2006; Soukane and Trochu, 2006; Sandberg et al., 2018). Initially developed in
the ’90s by Bruschke and Advani (1990) and Trochu et al. (1993), the finite el-
ement/control volume (FE/CV) method is still the most popular method for sim-
ulation of LCM (Patiño-Arcila and Vanegas-Jaramillo, 2018). Varying in detail,
the overall approach of the method is to apply the finite element method for the
solution of the pressure field, while the impregnated zone develops through the
filling of CVs. If overfilling of the CVs is to be avoided, the time step is con-
strained by the step-size that results in complete filling of, at least, one control
volume. The FE/CV method is the basis for the commercial software packages
PAM-RTM, RTM-Worx, and LIMS, and has been applied to a variety of applica-
tions related to LCM. For example, non-isothermal flows (Bruschke and Advani,
1994), inlet gate control and dry-spot detection (Liu et al., 1996), edge-effects
in LCM (Bickerton and Advani, 1999), compression moulding (Bickerton and
Abdullah, 2003), fibre compaction (Acheson et al., 2004), and more.

As an alternative to the FE/CV-method, general Eulerian free surface tech-
niques specify the flow front location and transport the flow front itself. This
allows for an accurate representation of the flow front location and relaxes the
threshold on the allowed time-step size. Explicit free surface solvers are gener-
ally constrained by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition, while fully
implicit free surface solvers can in principle be unconditionally stable. Today,
most free-surface techniques are based on the volume of fluid method (Hirt and
Nichols, 1981; Comminal et al., 2015) or the level-set method (Osher and Sethian,
1988), where the latter is the focus of this paper.

In the context of LCM, Soukane and Trochu (2006) were the first to intro-
duce the level-set method. They combined a level-set and the boundary element
method to simulate LCM on general unstructured meshes adapted to the flow
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front location. In Soukane and Trochu’s work, the flow front location was repre-
sented by a signed distance function and tracked using a fast-marching method.
The level-set method has also been applied in a finite element framework by Jung
et al. (2013). In their work, elements cut by the flow front were enriched using the
extended finite element method (XFEM) to handle the change of material prop-
erties in the vicinity of the flow front. While XFEM is a method for resolving
discontinuities, the numerical framework in (Jung et al., 2013) still required to
smear out the resin viscosity near the resin front.

In this work, we present a numerical framework for the simulation of LCM
based on a finite volume (FV) scheme and the level-set method. The framework
is based on a conventional, implicit solution of Darcy’s law for the pressure field,
while the level-set function is advected explicitly locally at the resin flow front.
Compared to the previous work in the field, the framework does not need to smear
out material properties in the vicinity of the resin flow front and the grid does not
need to be adapted to the flow front location.

2 Method

In this section, the governing equations incl. the numerical discretisation of the
resin flow through the fibre material are presented.

2.1 Governing equations

2.1.1 Darcy’s law

Creeping flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid through a porous medium is
governed by Darcy’s law (Darcy, 1856):

u = u f − 1
µθv

K∇p, q = θvu (1)

Throughout the paper, bold, lower-case letters are vectors and bold, upper-case
letters are matrices. ∇( ) is the gradient operator. In Eq. (1), q is the spatial Darcy
flux (volumetric discharge), u is the velocity of the fluid, u f is the bulk velocity of
the porous medium, and p is the pressure. The fluid, which will be referred to as
the resin, is characterised by the dynamic viscosity, µ, while the porous medium,
which will be referred to as the fibre reinforcement, is characterised with the
permeability tensor, K, and the porosity, θv. The permeability is depended on the
porosity, fibre diameter, and the fibre architecture of the fibre material.
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The pressure equation is derived by enforcing mass conservation, which means
that the divergence of the volumetric discharge (Eq. (1)) must be in balance with
any sources or sinks, s. Omitting θvu f , the pressure equation becomes:

∇ · q = s, ∇ ·
(
−1
µ

K∇p
)

= s (2)

As θvu f has been omitted, Eq. (2) only applies to cases where the bulk velocity
of the fibre material is constant in all directions. Such cases include e.g. resin-
injection pultrusion processes with a straight impregnation chamber, where the
bulk velocity of the porous medium u f is the profile-advancing pulling speed.
This simplification also applies to cases where the fibre bed is stationary.

2.1.2 The level-set method

As the resin infiltrates the fibre reinforcement, the domain occupied by the resin
expands. To track this development, the level-set method first introduced by Os-
her and Sethian (1988) is used. In the level-set method, the interface location is
represented implicitly by the zero-contour of a function, φ, and each sub-domain,
i.e. the domain occupied by the resin and the domain occupied by the dry fibre
reinforcement, is represented by the sign of the function, φ:



φ = 0 on Γinterface

φ < 0 in Ωresin

φ > 0 in Ωdry

(3)

The level-set function, φ, is subject to advection from the velocity field deter-
mined in Eq. (1):

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 (4)

The level-set function is usually chosen to be a signed distance function due
to its good properties for mass conservation and overall accuracy (Gibou et al.,
2018). A signed distance function holds the absolute distance to the interface
location, which is illustrated for a circular flow front in Fig. 1.

As the level-set function is advected through time-integration of Eq. (4), it
tends to lose its property of being a signed distance function. This property can
be reestablished by solving

∂φ

∂τ
+ sgn(φ) (‖∇φ‖ − 1) = 0 (5)
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φ = 0 (Γinterface)
φ < 0 (Ωresin)

φ > 0 (Ωdry)

0.99 0.37 0.00

0.37

0.00

−0.43

−1.84

−0.97

−0.97

Figure 1: Illustration of a signed distance function specifying the interface location by
the signed, absolute distance to the interface, and how the zero-contour splits the domain.

to steady state, which is referred to as reinitialisation. While conventional level-
set methods do not explicitly satisfy mass conservation near the flow front, it is
noted that this type of reinitialisation ignores the initial interface location (Russo
and Smereka, 2000) and can lead to an additional discrepancy in mass conserva-
tion. Furthermore, continued reinitialisation of this type may severely move the
interface location and, in addition, affect the contact angle towards boundaries
(Ervik, 2016). This can be addressed by constrained, iterative schemes (Hart-
mann et al., 2010), or special single-step, non-iterative schemes (Fu et al., 2017).

2.2 Numerical discretisation

The discretisation is applied on a 2D Cartesian grid, with an equidistant spacing
of ∆x and ∆y. The FV grids are staggered, such that the pressure and level-set
values share cell centres, while the spatial velocities, u, lie on the cell faces. The
FV schemes are derived for a cell, ()i, j, with neighbouring cells to the west, east,
south and north sides, denoted by ()i−1, j, ()i+1, j, ()i, j−1, and ()i, j+1, respectively.
The face values of the cells ()i, j, follow the same convention. For example, the
east face of cell ()i, j is denoted as ()i+1/2, j.
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2.2.1 Advection of the level-set

The conservation law for the advection of the level-set equation (Eq. (1)) is ap-
proximated with an FV scheme by integrating over a control volume [∆x × ∆y]:

∫

∆x∆y

(
∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ

)
dx dy = 0 (6)

Using Gauss’ theorem, Eq. (6) for cell ()i, j is rewritten as:

∂φ̄i, j

∂t
=

1
∆x

(
(uφ̂)i+1/2, j − (uφ̂)i−1/2, j

)
+

1
∆y

(
(vφ̂)i, j+1/2 − (vφ̂)i, j−1/2

)
(7)

where (̂ ) indicates that the value is upwinded and φ̄ is the cell-average of φ. For
brevity, the (̄ )-notation will be dropped. The evaluation of face-values of the resin
velocity, e.g. ui+1/2, j, will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.

To evaluate the level-set function at cell faces, a high-order, upwinded 5th-
order Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO5) interpolation scheme is
applied. In this scheme, the face value of φ is evaluated based on a wide, five-
cell stencil. The five-cell stencil consists of three, two-cell overlapping sub-
stencils. Each sub-stencil is weighted in the full WENO5-stencil based on the
local smoothness, meaning any sub-stencil that contain a jump in the level-set
function is assigned a low weight. This property is important, as it allows the nu-
merical framework to properly interpolate across any discontinuities in the level-
set function. Consequently, the framework can remain stable when flow fronts
merge or multiple flow fronts enter the WENO5 interpolation stencil. As re-
search concerning WENO schemes is extensive and well-established, we refer to
relevant literature for details about this scheme, e.g. Sec. 2.2 in Shu (2009).

The WENO5 scheme is upwinded by favouring three cells to the upwind side.
Formally, this means if u > 0, φ̂ = φ−, which favours three points towards the west
side. Similarly, if u < 0, φ̂ = φ+ is used, which favours three points towards the
east side. If u = 0, then uφ̂ = 0 no matter which direction the scheme is upwinded.

2.2.2 Reinitialisation and the narrow-band approach

The single step algorithm developed by Fu et al. (2017) is used for reinitialisa-
tion of the level-set function. This algorithm is not iterative, it does not move the
interface location (i.e. it does not affect local volume fractions), and the level-set
function is not affected by continued reinitialisation. Furthermore, it is more ac-
curate and significantly faster than comparable iterative schemes (Fu et al., 2017).
As the algorithm proposed in this paper deviates slightly from Fu et al. (2017), the
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framework is briefly outlined below. The modifications mainly relate to how the
interface is approximated at the cell-level and how ghost points around boundaries
are treated (c.f. Sec. 2.2.4).

The algorithm consists of two successive steps that are conducted for every
time increment.

1. The first step is to locate the cells that constitute the interface, which are to
be kept fixed by excluding them from the reinitialisation step. See Ω f ix in
Fig. 2. These cells are identified by the following relations:

φi, jφi−1, j ≤ 0, or φi, jφi+1, j ≤ 0, or φi, jφi, j−1 ≤ 0, or φi, jφi, j+1 ≤ 0

(8)

Eq. (8) includes cells that are split by the interface (φ changes sign over two
neighbouring cells), and neighbouring cells where one or more cell centres
coincide with the interface (φ = 0).

The cells in Ω f ix that are not completely filled, i.e. cells that are actually
cut by the interface, enter Ωcut in addition to Ω f ix. All other cells in the
level-set function are assigned large values, while maintaining the initial
sign of the level-set, prior to the next step.

2. Once all cells split by the interface have been identified, the algorithm
sweeps through cells in Ωcut. For every cell in Ωcut, the interface is ap-
proximated by a line (c.f. Fig. 2)

ax + by + c = 0 (9)

with coefficients based on the normal to the level-set, n, and the absolute
distance to the interface, φi, j:

a = −nx, b = −ny, c = nxx + nyy − φi, j, n =
∇φ
‖∇φ‖ (10)

where the gradient of the level-set function can be estimated based on cells
only in Ω f ix using central differences when possible, and alternatively one-
sided differences.

Once the interface in a cut-cell in Ωcut has been approximated by a line,
the absolute distance to the interface is estimated in target cells, Ωtar in
Fig. 2, which are the four vertical and horizontal neighbouring cells in both
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directions. The approximation of the absolute distance follows the relation
(Fu et al., 2017):

d̄ = βd + (1 − β)r (11)

where d is the distance from the target cell to the approximated interface
and r is the distance from the target cell to the interface point. Both d and
r can be calculated by simple geometrical operations. In Eq. (11), β is a
smooth Wendland function defined as (Dehnen and Aly, 2012):

β = (1 − χ)6
(
1 + 6χ +

35
3
χ

)
, χ = min

(
2h

3(∆x + ∆y)
, 1

)
(12)

where h can be determined based on geometrical operations (c.f. Fig. 2).
From Eqs. (11-12) and Fig. 2, it is noted that as h approaches 0, the estimate
of the absolute distance to the interface improves. Furthermore, when h = 0
and β = 1, d holds the true absolute distance to the interface, d̄ = d.

Throughout this step, cells in Ωtar are visited multiple times. As the best es-
timate of the absolute distance is the shortest estimated distance, the level-
set function is updated by replacing φ with sgn(φ) ·min(|φ|, d̄).

For further information about the reinitialisation scheme, please see Fu et al.
(2017).

d̄

r

h

Interface Approximated interface

Cut cell, P

Target cell, T

+

n

Interface point

Cut cells, Ωcut

Fixed cells, Ωfix

Target cells for example cut cell P , Ωtar\Ωfix

Figure 2: Illustration of how the absolute distance to the interface is approximated by the
single step reinitialisation scheme by Fu et al. (2017).

As the level-set function is only defined locally in a narrow band of the four
neighbouring cells to Ωcut, there is no need to advect φ in the full domain. In fact,
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as just cells in Ω f ix are needed to reestablish the level-set function, only cells
adjacent to Ω f ix are advected in Eq. (7). This greatly reduces the computation
time, as only a fraction of the domain needs to be advected.

2.2.3 Pressure equation and face velocities

The FV scheme of the pressure equation, Eq. (2), is established by integrating
over a control volume [∆x × ∆y] and applying Gauss’ theorem:

1
∆x


(

K1

µ

∂p
∂x

)

i+1/2, j
−

(
K1

µ

∂p
∂x

)

i−1/2, j

+
1

∆y


(

K2

µ

∂p
∂y

)

i, j+1/2
−

(
K2

µ

∂p
∂y

)

i, j−1/2

 = si, j

(13)

which is a conventional FV scheme of a Poisson’s equation for anisotropic dif-
fusion. Eq. (13) is valid for orthotropic materials with principal directions fol-
lowing the x- and y-axes. This implies that there are no off-diagonal terms in the
permeability tensor. The scheme can easily be expanded to general anisotropic
materials, see e.g. Sec. 2.1 in van Es et al. (2016).

In Eq. (13), the pressure gradient at the cell faces is evaluated by central differ-
ences and the face value of local material properties are determined by harmonic
means (see e.g. van Es et al. (2016)). Viscosity varies from cell to cell based on
whether cells are occupied by resin or air:

µi, j = µair(1 − αi, j) + (µres − µair)αi, j (14)

where αi, j = [0; 1] is the volume fraction of the resin. The viscosity of air is much
lower than the one of resin, whereby it is assigned a low value µair = 10−9µres.

Finally, the face-velocities of u are determined by Eq. (1). When there are
no off-diagonal terms in the permeability tensor, the velocity at e.g. the east face
becomes:

ui+1/2, j =

(
K1

µθv

)

i+1/2, j

pi+1, j − pi, j

∆x
+

(
u f

)
i+1/2, j

(15)

It is noted that the scheme does not smear out (smooth) the material proper-
ties over multiple cells near the interface, as only material properties in cut-cells,
Ωcut, depend on the level-set. Furthermore, if volume fractions are based on data
available within the band of fixed cells, Ω f ix, then the pressure and the associated
resin velocity will not be affected by reinitialisation of the level-set function. In
this paper, the volume fraction is calculated by geometrical operations based on
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the approximated interface in Eq. (9), which means that the volume fractions are
indeed unaffected by reinitialisation.

As an alternative to harmonic means, it is possible to evaluate material coef-
ficients at the cell faces by using the location of the interface relative to two split
cells according to Liu et al. (2000). However, we did not see an improvement in
the order or magnitude of accuracy using that approach.

2.2.4 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions in LCM are in- and outlets, together with the locations
of mould walls. The boundary conditions are applied to the FV scheme of the
pressure equation (Eq. (13)), and the advection (Eq. (7)) and reinitialisation of
the level-set function (Sec. 2.2.2).

For the pressure equation, in- or outflow boundary conditions are enforced
via a prescribed pressure (Dirichlet boundary type) or an inflow rate of resin via
the pressure gradient (Neumann boundary type). At mould walls, the pressure
gradient normal to the mould side is set to zero, which implies that no resin flows
through this boundary. This condition also applies to symmetry lines.

For the level-set function, two ghost points are included around the bound-
ary, which is sufficient if the wide WENO5 stencils are upwinded away from the
boundaries. For symmetry or periodic boundary conditions, the ghost points are
filled with copies from appropriate cells near the boundaries. For other boundary
conditions, that is inlets, outlets and mould walls, the ghost points are filled with
first-order, linear extrapolations. This method essentially extrapolates the contact
line between the resin front and the boundary to the ghost points. After appropri-
ate values have been filled into ghost-points, reinitialisation is applied. It is noted
that this approach is not stable for conventional, iterative reinitialisation schemes
(Della Rocca and Blanquart, 2014), but we saw no stability issues when using the
single-step reinitialisation scheme by Fu et al. (2017).

2.2.5 Solution algorithm and time-stepping scheme

The solution algorithm that we propose consists of solving the pressure equation
(Eq. (13)) implicitly and subsequently advecting the level-set function (Eq. (7))
explicitly. Defining L(φ) = ∂φ/∂t , and using a temporal discretisation of 2nd-
order of the predictor-corrector type, the solution algorithm is:

1. At time step n, build a system of equations and solve implicitly for pressure,
pn, (Eq. (13)) based on the interface location at time n. Calculate cell-face
velocities of cells in and adjacent to Ω f ix.
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2. Build L(φn) according to Eq. (7) and advect the level-set function:

φ̃(n+1) = φn + ∆t · L(φn) (16)

3. Repeat step 1 for φ̃n+1 and build L(φ̃n+1) to correct:

φn+1 = φn +
∆t
2

(L(φ̃n+1) + L(φn)) (17)

4. Update ghost points for φn+1 according to Sec. 2.2.4.

5. Reinitialise φn+1 according to Sec. 2.2.2.

6. Step forward in time, t → t + ∆t, n → n + 1, and repeat steps 1-5 while
t < tend.

The time step is constrained by ∆t = CFL · min
(

∆x,∆y
|u|

)
, with a conservative

choice for stability being CFL ≈ 0.5 (Osher and Fedkiw, 2006).

2.2.6 Optional modifications

Based on the numerical experiments in Sec. 3, the scheme outlined in Secs. 2-
2.2.5 performs well in the reported cases related to LCM. However, we suggest
two possible modifications that can be applied if global volume conversation is
important for a particular problem, or if the level-set function becomes flat or
steep near the interface.

Please note that if not explicitly otherwise stated, the modifications are not
applied in this paper.

Volume correction step As stated in Sec. 2.1.2, level-set methods do generally
not explicitly satisfy volume conservation near the flow front. To maintain global
conservation, an optional correction step is proposed:

Nx∑

i

Ny∑

j

(αn+1
i, j − αn

i, j)∆x∆y = ∆t∗
Ns∑

i

si (18)

The first term in Eq. (18) corresponds to the calculated change in the infused vol-
ume from time step n to n + 1 and the latter is the net in- or outflow through
sources/sinks (in- and outlets). Please note that the latter term must be accumu-
lated over any sub-steps for non-constant flow rates. The asterisk indicates that
∆t∗ is the time duration for which Eq. (18) is in balance. The correction step con-
sists of calculating ∆t∗ from Eq. (18) after a successive time step, and then adjust
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3. Numerical validations and discussion

how much forward in time the algorithm advances from n to n + 1. This is done
by replacing ∆t with ∆t∗ in step 6, Sec. 2.2.5. The correction step is demonstrated
in Sec. 3.1.3.

Steep or flat interface In certain situations, the level-set function may become
steep or flat in the vicinity of the interface as it is advected in the velocity field.
This means that the level-set loses its property of being a signed distance function
at this location. Based on the numerical validations in Section 3, this has generally
not shown to be an issue for LCM simulation. However, for cases where the bulk
velocity of the fibres is significant, this can take place and introduce oscillations
into the solution. To overcome this problem, the renormalisation step proposed
by Fu et al. (2017) is applied. The step consists of recovering the signed distance
function property of the level-set function before reinitialisation of cells in Ωtar.
This is done by replacing φ with φ/‖∇φ‖ in Ω f ix. The renormalisation step is
demonstrated in Sec. 3.4.

2.2.7 Possible extension to 3D

As it was shown in this section, the flow front location is represented by the
zero-contour of a signed distance function. If the framework were to be extended
into 3D, the flow front location would be represented by the zero iso-surface of
a signed distance function. This means the approximation of the interface would
be a surface in Eqs. (9-10) (Fu et al., 2017).

For the calculation of the pressure field, a 3D implementation would need to
consider the fluxes in the z-direction in Eq. (13). This also applies to the subse-
quent advection of the level-set function, where the velocity field in the z-direction
will enter in Eq. (7).

3 Numerical validations and discussion

The numerical framework is validated against a variety of situations that occur in
LCM processes. The cases include radial injection, edge-effects in linear injection
tests (often referred to as race-tracking), merging of the resin fronts, and resin-
injection pultrusion. All cases are compared to analytical solutions, experiments,
and/or numerical simulations. An overview of the different cases can be seen in
Fig. 3. Relevant parameters and material properties are listed in Table 1.

The presented numerical results are based on an in-house code written in the
technical programming language MATLABTM.
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Figure 3: The four different test cases.

3.1 Radial injection, incl. rate of convergence

The first test demonstrates the convergence behaviour of the numerical framework
and verifies that anisotropy is correctly handled. Finally, the volume correction
method is demonstrated. The case is a radial injection test, where resin is injected
at a constant flow rate, s, at the centre of a fibre bed. The case is illustrated in Fig.
3(a) and material data can be found in Table 1.

To derive an analytical solution for this case, a coordinate transformation is
conducted (Weitzenböck et al., 1999):

x′f =

√
K′

K1
x f , y′f =

√
K′

K2
y f (19)

where K′ is the quasi-isotropic permeability, K′ =
√

K1K2. In the quasi-isotropic
plane, the flow front location is the same in all directions for a radial injection
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test, x′f = y′f = r′f , whereby the total volume of the resin in the mould, S , and the
flow front location, r′f , is found by the relation:

S =

∫ t

0
s dt + S 0 = s · t + S 0, r′f =

√
S
π

(20)

3.1.1 Convergence behaviour (isotropic fibre bed)

The convergence behaviour of the numerical framework is evaluated by starting
a simulation with a circular resin domain of r0 f , for which the level-set function
can be evaluated analytically:

φe
0 =

√
(x − 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2 − r0 f (21)

The radius, r0 f , is chosen such that S 0 = 0.2 m2. Over 200 time increments with
constant time stepping, the initial resin content is doubled at a rate of s/wz = 1
m2/s (normalised w.r.t. the thickness of the fibre bed). The L2 and L∞-norm of the
error in the interface location, together with the discrepancy between the actual
and expected area, S error, are evaluated as in Fu et al. (2017):

φerror,L2 =

√√√
1
N

N∑

i

N∑

j

Hi, j
(
φi, j − φe

i, j

)2
, φerror,L∞ = max

i, j

∣∣∣∣φi, j − φe
i, j

∣∣∣∣,

S error =

∣∣∣∣∣
S − S e

S e

∣∣∣∣∣ (22)

where Hi, j is a window function that only includes cells in the narrow band around
the interface, and N is the number of cells in the narrow band. The area of the
resin domain, S , is calculated using simplices (Detrixhe and Aslam, 2015) that is
2nd-order accurate.

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the numerical framework maintains between 1st

and 2nd-order accuracy for the instances tested. Furthermore, it is noted that for
a relatively coarse grid of 31 × 31, the infused volume is conserved with an error
less than 1%, and the flow front location is estimated with an error of less than
0.01 m.

3.1.2 Convergence behaviour, cont., incl. computation time (anisotropic
fibre bed)

For fibre beds with varying degree of anisotropy, ψ = K1/K2, the flow front
position is now estimated based on Eqs. (19-20). The level-set is initialised such
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Figure 4: Referring to Fig. 3(a), convergence behaviour of the isotropic radial injection
test.

that the resin occupies a circular domain with a radius of r0 f = 0.04 m at the
beginning of the simulation. A total of S/wz = 0.15 m2 is injected (normalised
w.r.t. the thickness of the fibre bed) at a constant rate of s/wz = 1 m2/s. All
simulations are conducted with time-steps based on the CFL criteria, c.f. Sec.
2.2.5, with CFL = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75.

As it can be seen in Fig. 5, when comparing to the analytical solution, the nu-
merical solution appears to be ahead. This corresponds to the expected behaviour
of a forward-based, explicit scheme. The solution improves with decreasing time
step size for all degrees of anisotropy tested and no apparent oscillations were
observed in any of the solutions.

For this particular example, each full simulation takes on average 7 seconds
of computation on a single CPU (laptop, 2.8 GHz, Core i7, 7700HQ). Of the 7
seconds, approximately 1.5 seconds (≈ 20%) is spent on operations related to the
movement of the flow front. This includes advection and reinitialisation of the
level-set, calculation of volume fractions, and updating ghost points.

3.1.3 Volume correction step

For the case presented in Sec. 3.1.1, the accumulation in the error of the infused
volume is shown in Fig. 6. The error is shown with and without the application
of the volume correction step presented in Sec. 2.2.6. The volumes used for de-
termining the errors are calculated using simplices (Detrixhe and Aslam, 2015).
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Figure 5: Referring to Fig. 3(a), this figure illustrates the flow front positions after a
volume of S/wz = 0.2 [m2] has been injected. The flow fronts are shown for different
degrees of anisotropy, ψ = K1/K2 = (10, 5, 2.5, 1, 1/2.5, 1/5, 1/10) and is compared to
the analytical solution (ref.) for different time step sizes, ∆t. The filled contour illustrates
the resin domain for the isotropic case, ψ = 1.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6, the error in conservation is small (< 0.4%), but with
the volume correction scheme the infused volume does not continue to grow. It is
noted that while the correction step ensures that the error in global volume conser-
vation does not accumulate, it does not restore mass conversation on a cell-level
basis near the interface.

3.2 Race-tracking (edge-effects)

Race-tracking is an edge-effect that can occur in LCM. Race-tracking can be the
desired effect that takes place if layers of flow media (also called resin bleeders)
are included in the fibre layup. As such layers are normally highly permeable,
they aid feeding in resin to the composite part and are an important tool in the
optimisation of the resin impregnation process. Race-tracking can also be an
unwanted effect that can occur in small gaps between sandwich panels or near
mould sides/walls and the fibre material. Either way, it represents an important
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Figure 6: The error of the infused volume for the example in Sec. 3.1.1 with and without
the application of the volume correction scheme.

feature in the simulation of LCM, and it demonstrates that local jumps in material
properties are handled correctly.

In the numerical framework, the race-track is treated as an area with increased
permeability. The permeability is based on the pressure drop for viscous flow in
a rectangular channel, given in Young (1997):

Krt =
w2

zc

96

(
1 − 192wzc

π5wxc
tanh

(
πwxc

2wzc

))
(23)

The test case is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where dimensions wxc and wzc are identi-
fied. The material properties are listed in Table 1.

In this test case, the resin is injected with a constant pressure from the west
side of a solid mould. The east side of the mould is open, whereby atmospheric
pressure is applied. The race-track is located towards the north mould wall. The
numerical solution is compared to Yang et al. (2010), who revisits the experiments
by Young (1997). In absence of the race-track (a homogeneous fibre bed), the flow
front follows the relation:

t =
µRθv

2K1∆p
x2

f (24)

The results are illustrated in Fig. 7.
Based on the reported results in (Young, 1997; Yang et al., 2010), the nu-

merical scheme correctly captures how the resin advances faster in the race-track.
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Furthermore, in absence of the race-track, the error between the analytical solu-
tion and numerical scheme is below 0.2% for the three time-instances illustrated.
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Figure 7: Referring to Fig. 3(b), (a) illustrates the flow front after t = 10, 28.4 and 60 s.
K1c = K1 is for a homogeneous fabric, where the flow front location can be compared to
an analytical solution. K1c = Krt is when a highly permeable race-track near the mould
edge is present. For this case, the solution is compared to Yang et al. (2010), who revisits
the experiments by Young (1997). (b) shows the pressure field at t = 28.4 s for K1c = Krt.

3.3 Radial injection with flow front merge

When the resin is infused through multiple injection points, the resin fronts will
merge at some point during the impregnation step. To demonstrate how the nu-
merical framework handles this flow characteristic, the experiments presented in
Shimada et al. (2016) are the basis for this validation. As it is illustrated in Fig.
3(c), the resin is injected through two inlets with radius, r0. When the two resin
fronts merge, a weld line between the fronts develops.

From the reported flow front positions in the warp and weft-directions by
Shimada et al. (2016) (c.f. Fig. 9), the permeabilities are estimated based on the
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inlet-scaling method described in Weitzenböck et al. (1999). Measurements be-
tween 40 and 90 s are used, which means that only measurements before the
formation of the weld line are used. The estimated permeabilities and other rel-
evant material data are listed in Table 1. Using the estimated permeabilities, the
flow front positions before and throughout the formation of the weld line can now
be simulated. This is shown for various time instances in Fig. 8.

The flow front predictions follow the reported experiments well as seen in
Fig. 9, with the exception that the initial formation of the weld line appears to be
delayed. For this kind of free-surface method, a numerical artefact of this type
is to be expected. The reason for this is when the distance between the two flow
fronts is shorter than one cell-length, velocities from the opposing resin domain
will enter the interpolation stencils. This will artificially slow down the advection
of the level-set function and cause a stall in the formation of the weld line. It is
noted that the numerical results reported by Shimada et al. (2016) demonstrated
similar behaviour.
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Figure 8: Referring to Fig. 3(c), the figure illustrates flow front positions in increments
of 20 s. The filled contour is the resin domain after 160 s.
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Figure 9: Referring to Fig. 3(c), the figure illustrates the development of the flow front
in the warp and weft direction, together with the weld line. (ref.) are experimental results
from Shimada et al. (2016)

3.4 Resin-injection pultrusion (RIP)

RIP is a process used to manufacture composite profiles with a constant cross-
section. In RIP, the dry fibre material is pulled through a die, where the material
is impregnated with a resin by means of resin-injection.

For the simulation of the impregnation step in a RIP process, the profile-
advancing pulling speed enters Eq. (1) as the bulk velocity of the fibre material,
u f . The test case concerns pultrusion of a thin bar where the resin is injected
through a point at the centreline with a constant flow rate. The case is illustrated
in Fig. 3(d) and material properties together with boundary conditions are listed
in Table 1. The results are compared to Liu (2003) in Fig. 10, where it can be seen
that an acceptable agreement between the two numerical solutions is obtained.

In this particular example, the level-set function tends to become steep near
the interface, specifically in the backflow of the inlet. As the nature of the problem
is a stationary process, the interface will quickly slow down and eventually come
to a stop. However, the resin will still flow from the inlet and push the edge of
the level-set function backwards, which will cause the level-set to become steep.
To overcome this issue, the level-set is renormalised before reinitialisation by
applying the correction step (c.f. Sec. 2.2.6) for every tenth time increment. The
effect of the renormalisation step is illustrated in Fig. 11, where it can be seen
that the renormalisation step corrects the level-set function without moving the
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interface location.
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Figure 10: Resin-injection pultrusion (Fig. 3(d)). The flow front is shown for time-
increments of 10 s and is compared to numerical results from Liu (2003) (ref.). The filled
contour corresponds to the resin domain after 50 s.
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Figure 11: The level-set function at the centre line for resin-injection pultrusion at steady
state with and without the application of renormalisation (cf. Sec. 2.2.6). While the inter-
face location is the same (the intersection with the x-axis), the level-set function becomes
steep in the vicinity of the interface when the renormalisation is not applied for this par-
ticular example.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a numerical framework for the simulation of liquid composite mould-
ing using a FV scheme and the level-set method was presented. The framework
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consists of two successive steps. First, the pressure is solved implicitly, and sub-
sequently, the resin flow front is advected explicitly. The numerical framework
was verified against cases that represent a variety of situations that occur in LCM
processes. These cases included analytical solutions, numerical simulations, and
experiments of radial injection tests, edge-effects (race-tracking), merging of resin
flow fronts, and resin-injection pultrusion. We highlight the following findings
and conclusions for using level-sets in liquid composite moulding:

• High-order WENO stencils and a special, single step reinitialisation scheme
allow the resin flow front to be advected with CFL-sized time steps without
introducing any artificial smoothing and without overfilling cells;

• The numerical framework achieved convergence with a spatial accuracy
between 1st and 2nd-order;

• Conservation of volume is acceptable (< 1% for the reported examples),
and global conservation can be ensured by a simple correction step;

• The operations related to the movement of the resin flow front only take
around 20% of the total CPU-time in the case reported.
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Abstract

In this study, a numerical model for the simulation of resin flow in
relation to fibre impregnation in resin-injection pultrusion processes has
been developed. The model is based on Darcy’s law in a 2D finite-volume
framework and a level-set method to trace the propagation of the resin flow
front. With inspiration from the use of flow-enhancers in other resin transfer
moulding processes, the purpose of this study is to explore how local areas
with increased permeability can assist in improving the fibre impregnation.
Using the numerical model, it is demonstrated how the profile-advancing
pulling speed theoretically can be increased by 250 − 300%, while main-
taining a complete resin wet-out. This is achieved by increasing the perme-
ability of the profile near the resin inlets, which allows for additional resin
flow. Finally, it is demonstrated how an increase in permeability at the cen-
tre of the profile can alter the shape of the flow front, which can facilitate
complete resin wet-out over a shorter distance.

1 Introduction

Resin injection pultrusion (RIP) is a continuous process for the manufacture of
composite profiles with a constant cross-section. In RIP, the fibre material is
pulled through an impregnation chamber directly followed by a heating die. In
the impregnation chamber, the fibre material is wetted by means of resin injection
and in the heating die an exothermic curing reaction is initiated. RIP is a closed
mould process, whereby visual inspections and experimental measurements are
difficult or impossible to conduct. This means that the implications and sensitiv-
ities of different process parameters are often unknown or not fully understood.
Numerical simulations are thus important as a tool in the design of new as well as
in the optimisation of existing RIP processes.

Among the most important process conditions for composite manufacturing
technologies is the resin wet-out of the dry fibre material. Incomplete resin wet-
out cannot be accepted as in dry areas of the composite part there exists no adhe-
sion between the matrix (resin) and the fibre material. Following the importance
of the impregnation step, the study of resin wet-out in relation to RIP processes
has also gained interest in academic research. For example, Sharma et al. [1] stud-
ied the pressure build-up in a RIP process using a finite element (FE) numerical
simulation framework. In the study, Sharma et al. demonstrated how the pressure
build-up in a tapered injection chamber is correlated with the wedge angle for
different profile thicknesses. Ding et al. [2] conducted a similar study, but fur-
thermore included the subsequent heat-transfer and curing kinetics in a separate
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simulation step. Using a finite volume method (FVM), Palikhel et al. [3] stud-
ied the influence of the pulling speed on the fibre wet-out. Palikhel et al. also
considered tapering in the injection chamber and its effects on the fibre impreg-
nation. From the same research group, Ranjit et al. [4] investigated the effects of
the number of resin inlet slots and their location, and more recently Masuram et
al. [5] studied how fibre compaction can influence the fibre wet-out.

As outlined, previous research has been focused on the equipment design, the
governing physical phenomena of the resin impregnation, and how these factors
play a role in improving the resin wet-out. It has, however, not been studied how
local changes in the profile layup can affect the resin flow, which is a common ap-
proach for optimisation of the impregnation step in other resin transfer moulding
(RTM) processes. Here local, highly permeable layers, such as dedicated flow
media or mats, are utilised in the layup to facilitate the resin flow, and it is the
goal of this study to explore the effects of using these options in RIP processes.

In the present study, the impregnation stage in a RIP process is considered. An
impregnation model that follows Darcy’s law for flow in anisotropic porous media
is developed, with an advective term in order to account for the pulling speed. The
fibre impregnation is simulated in a 2D FVM based numerical framework, with
a level-set free-surface modelling technique to trace the propagation of the resin
flow front. Using the numerical model, the process optimisation and parameter
study follow a criterion of maximising pulling speed (production output), while
maintaining complete resin wet-out at a constant injection pressure.

2 Methods

2.1 Flow model

In this study, the flow is considered to be saturated, creeping and incompressible.
Consequently, Darcy’s law [6] can be used to describe the relationship between
the spatial velocities and the pressure gradient

ui = − ki j

µθp p, j + Ua
i = −Ki j p, j + Ua

i (1)

where ki j is the permeability tensor, µ is the dynamic viscosity, ui are the spatial
velocities of the fluid with respect to the coordinate xi, θp is the porosity of the
dry fibre media (fraction of initial void space), and p,i is the pressure gradient.
Finally, Ua

i is the constant advection to account for the pulling speed, and for
brevity the Darcy coefficient Ki j = ki j/(µθp) is defined. Throughout this paper,
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Einstein’s summation rule applies to tensor equations, and ( ),i denotes partial
differentiation.

Eq. (1) must obey mass conservation, ui,i = 0, meaning

(
Ki j p, j

)
,i

= 0 (2)

which constitutes the relation between velocity and pressure. Please note that
Ua

i is omitted from the conservation equation as it is constant everywhere in the
domain.

2.2 Free-surface modelling technique

During the impregnation step, the resin flow front advances and the fluid domain
expands. For tracking the development of the flow front, the level-set method is
applied [7]. In this approach, the level set equation holds the absolute distance
to the interface. Thereby, it is a signed distance function, which has a Euclidean
norm of unity (||φ,i|| = 1) everywhere in the domain. The wet domain, Ωwet,
the dry domain, Ωwet, and the fluid interface, Γinter f ace, are then defined by the
level-set as



φ(x, t) < 0 in Ωwet

φ(x, t) = 0 on Γinter f ace

φ(x, t) > 0 in Ωdry

(3)

The level set equation follows the advection equation

φ,t + uiφ,i = 0 (4)

where ( ),t is the time derivative. The spatial velocities, ui, are determined from
Eq. (1).

After evolving the level-set equation through advection in the velocity field,
φ does generally not maintain the property of being a signed distance function
(||φ,i|| , 1) . For this reason, one needs to reinitialise the level-set by solving the
following equation to steady state [7]

φ,t = S ε(φ)(1 − ||φ,i||) (5)

where S ε(φ) is a smeared-out sign function.
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2.3 Numerical discretisation

The spatial discretisation of the governing equations for the fluid flow is obtained
using FVM on a staggered grid structure. In this framework, the pressure from
Eq. (2) lies in the cell centres, whereas the spatial velocities (Eq. 1) lie on the cell
faces. The scheme for the pressure is established by considering conservation of
mass on a cell-volume basis and applying Gauss’s theorem

∫

Ω

(
ki j

µθp p, j

)

,i
dΩ =

∫

S

ki j

µθp p, jnidS (6)

The viscosity is dependent on whether the cell is occupied by air or resin.
This is implemented through the Darcy coefficient, which follows the function

Ki j(φ) = Ka
i j + (Kr

i j − Ka
i j)

1
1 + exp(−φ/γ)

(7)

where the smoothing parameter, γ, is set to γ = 1/5 ·max(∆x,∆y). The cell-face
value of the Darcy coefficient is determined by the harmonic mean of the two
adjacent cells. A viscosity ratio between the resin and air of µa = 10−6µr is used
in calculations.

The same discretisation method is applied for the advection of the level-set
equation (Eq. 4) and the reinitialisation thereof (Eq. 5). The values of φ lie in the
cell centres and the face values of φ are estimated using a 5th-order weighted es-
sentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme, with upwinding through the Godunov
method [8]. Finally, the level-set equation is only advected and reinitialised in a
narrow band of 6 · max(∆x,∆y) in accordance with [9]. The temporal discretisa-
tion follows a 3rd-order Runge-Kutta method.

2.4 Domain, boundary conditions, material properties and
estimates of permeabilities

To summarise, the solution of the governing equations involves: i) solving for
the pressure in the cell centres (Eq. 2); ii) calculation of the velocities on the
cell faces (Eq. 1); and finally iii) advection and reinitialisation of the level-set
equation (Eqs. 4-5). This is conducted using the technical programming language
MatlabTM.

The domain and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The numerical
model represents the resin wet-out of a thick composite profile in a straight im-
pregnation chamber with overall dimensions of Lx1 × Lx2 = 0.5 m × 0.08 m. This
follows the example presented in [10]. The pulling speed in the x1-direction is
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constant with a speed of Ua
1 (specified in subsequent sections), and zero in the x2-

direction. The resin is injected at an injection pressure of pinj = 20 bar (w.r.t. at-
mospheric pressure) through an injection slot of 0.03 m, which is imposed through
a Dirichlet boundary condition. Similarly, at the left side of the domain, that is
the entrance of the impregnation chamber, atmospheric pressure (p = patm = 0)
is imposed. Neumann boundary conditions are imposed at the top and bottom
parts of the profile, which implies that the pressure gradient in the x2-direction,
p,2, vanishes at the horizontal mould surfaces. Finally, the pressure gradient at the
exit of the impregnation chamber is set to zero (p,1), meaning the resin velocity
attains the advection speed of the profile, Ua

1 , at the exit of the chamber. Symme-
try is exploited at the centreline of the domain, and this part is decomposed into a
structured Cartesian grid of 100 × 20 cells.

The resin is a thermoset polyester resin with a viscosity of µ = 0.2 Pa·s. The
fibre volume fraction is θ f = 0.45 [-] and the fibre porosity follows the relation
θp = 1 − θ f . The fibre radius is R = 17/2 µm. To give estimates of magnitudes of
permeabilities in the fibre material, the measures from Gebert [11] are used:

k11 ≈ 8R2 1
a

(1 − θ f )3

(θ f )2 , k22 ≈ bR2
( √

θ f ,max/θ f − 1
)5/2

(8)

where the remaining constants are chosen according to [11]: a = 53 (hexagonal
stacking), b = 16/(9π

√
6), θ f ,max = π/(2

√
3). Off-diagonal terms in the per-

meability tensor, ki j, are set to zero. From Eq. (8), the following permeabilities
are estimated: k11 = 8.98 · 10−12 m2 (along the fibres), k22 = 1.90 · 10−12 m2

(perpendicular to the fibres).

p = patm

Fibres Resin

p = pinj

φ < 0φ > 0

φ = 0
(at resin flow front)

Zone AZone B
(2×2.5% of Ly)(5.0% of Ly)

Ua
1

x2

x1

p,1 = 0

p,2 = 0p,2 = 0
0.1m

0.03m

Lx2
= 0.08m

Lx1
= 0.5m

Figure 1: Numerical model with boundary conditions.
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3 Results and discussion

As the scope of this paper is to study how areas with increased permeability can
facilitate improved resin flow, it is briefly discussed at what level local changes in
permeability are physically justifiable in a realistic pultrusion process.

To a large extent, a desired local variance in permeability can be achieved by
the choice of roving type. A rough estimate based on Eq. (8) shows that the per-
meability scales proportionally to R2, which means that if the radius of the fibre
type is doubled, the permeability increases fourfold. Variances in permeability
are also highly dependent on the local volume fraction, which will be dependent
on the fibre architecture of the roving type. Naturally, a roving type with a loose
fibre-architecture, such as multi-end, mock or spun rovings, will have a lower vol-
ume fraction compared to single-end, direct rovings. If, for example, estimates
are based on Eq. (8), the permeability of rovings will increase by more than a fac-
tor of seven if the fibre volume fraction is lowered from v f = 0.6 to v f = 0.4[-].
Another approach is to include chopped strand mats (CSM), continuous filament
mats (CFM), or other high-porosity fibre reinforcements in the profile layup. Ac-
cording to [12, 13] a permeability in the order of 10−9 to 10−10[m2] for CSM and
CFM reinforcements can be expected, which is up to a thousandfold increase in
permeability when compared to the estimates for rovings provided in Section 2.4.

As outlined in this section, conventional fibre materials employ a rather wide
variety of permeabilities. In this study, however, only a narrow range of this
design freedom will be exploited, as only a tenfold increase in local permeability
will be considered.

3.1 Case A: Increased permeability in the upper and lower part of
the profile

The basis for the parameter study in Case A is the local permeability in the upper
and lower 2.5% of the profile thickness (c.f. Fig. 1). In these areas, the perme-
ability is increased to a factor of Ka = 10.0 in increments of 2.5. The permeabil-
ity in both directions is considered to scale linearly. The pulling speed is set to
Ua

1 = 0.35m/min. The stationary flow front positions can be seen in Fig. 2 and
the stationary pressure field in Fig. 3 for a selected number of cases.

As it can be seen in Fig. 2, the profile with homogeneous permeability (Ka =

1.0) does not achieve complete wet-out at the exit of the impregnation chamber.
Increasing the permeability in Zone A, however, significantly improves the resin
wet-out. With Ka = 5.0, the full cross-section of the profile achieves complete
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
00

0.5

1
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x/Lx1

y/
L x

2

Figure 2: Stationary flow front positions for Ka = 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, Kb = 1 (see Fig.
1) and constant pulling speed of Ua

1 = 0.35m/min.

wet-out, and with even higher permeability (Ka = 10.0), the flow front moves
further back and an increase in pressure build-up is obtained.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that a complete resin wet-out of the profile leads to a
pressure build-up at the exit of the impregnation chamber. A build-up of pressure
can also be considered positive, as it will aid in the saturation of any local fibre-
rich areas. Therefore, a robust criterion for achieving a complete resin wet-out
must consider this pressure build-up. To exemplify a possible enhancement in
pulling speed, two thresholds for complete wet-out are selected. These limits
are based on the fraction of the inlet pressure that is maintained at the exit of
the impregnation chamber and are set to, respectively, 20% and 50% of the inlet
pressure, pinj. The achievable pulling speed for the cases considered can be seen
in Fig. 4. As the figure shows, a notable improvement is obtained. From the
reference configuration with Ka = 1, the pulling speed can be increased by 250%
(plimit = 50%pinj) to 300% (plimit = 20%pinj) when the increase of permeability
in Zone A is set to Ka = 10.

Clearly, by introducing a highly permeable layer near the inlets, the resin wet-
out is improved. This physical correlation is also reasonable to expect, as a highly
permeable area near the inlet will increase the mass flux of resin into the domain.
The additional resin flowing into the profile simply translates into a larger amount
of fibres being impregnated, and this allows for, as demonstrated, an increase in
pulling speed.
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Figure 3: Stationary pressure field with flow front positions for Ka = 1.0, 5.0, 10.0,
Kb = 1 (see Fig. 1) and constant pulling speed of Ua

1 = 0.35m/min

3.2 Case B: Increased permeability in the centre of the profile

The final example concerns the effect of increasing the permeability in the centre
of the profile. Here, the permeability in the middle 5% of the profile height, Lx2 ,
is increased by a factor of Kb = 10.0 in increments of 2.5, which is identical to
the procedure in Case A. As an increase in the permeability in the centre of the
profile does not facility any resin flow if the flow front never reaches this region,
the pulling speed is lowered to Ua

1 = 0.12m/min. This is to achieve a complete
resin wet-out and a pressure build-up of approximately 50% of the injection at
the exit of the impregnation chamber. The stationary flow front positions are
presented in Fig. 5. It is seen that an increase in permeability in the centre of the
profile can be used to alter the shape of the flow front. This local permeability
introduces a back-flow in the centre of the profile, which facilitates complete resin
wet-out over a shorter distance.
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Figure 4: Achievable pulling speed for Ka = 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, Kb = 1 (see Fig. 1).
plimit is the threshold for pressure build-up at the exit of the impregnation chamber.
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Figure 5: Stationary flow front positions for Kb = 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, Ka = 1 (see Fig.
1) and constant pulling speed of Ua

1 = 0.12m/min.

4 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper demonstrate the possible benefits of including
local areas with increased permeability in the design of the profile layup in resin-
injection pultrusion processes. This design approach is similar to the use of flow
enhancers in other resin transfer moulding processes.

Two different scenarios were studied in this paper. The first example consid-
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ered increasing the permeability of a factor of 10 at the upper and lower 2.5% of
the profile. This corresponds to the regions of the profile closest to the resin inlets,
and it was demonstrated that the pulling speed can theoretically be increased by
250 − 300% while maintaining a complete resin wet-out. Finally, it was studied
how the same level of modification affects the resin flow when the permeability in
the centre of the profile is changed. For this case, it was demonstrated that a local
back-flow in the centre of the profile is obtained, and this allows for complete
resin wet-out over a shorter distance.

In future research, we aim to expand the numerical framework into 3D and
explore more complex variances in permeability in combinations with different
resin-injection strategies.
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Abstract

Air-texturisation is a process that adds bulkiness to bundles of fibres.
In this study, the permeability and compaction behaviour of air-texturised
glass fibre rovings are experimentally characterised and compared to con-
ventional unidirectional (UD) rovings. Based on radial impregnation exper-
iments and single-step compaction/decompaction tests, the following main
findings are highlighted: Compared to conventional UD-rovings, the nor-
malised permeability of the air-texturised rovings was approximately three
times higher along the fibre direction and 40 times higher transverse to the
fibre direction. Accordingly, the degree of anisotropy was approximately
one magnitude lower. At a compaction pressure of 1 and 5 bar, the air-
texturised rovings were compacted to a volume fraction of V f = 0.34 and
0.43, respectively, which was approximately 30% lower than the volume
fraction achieved for the conventional UD-rovings. Finally, it was observed
that the decompaction of air-texturised rovings exhibits a more distinct elas-
tic response when unloaded.

1 Introduction

Impregnation flow is governed by the ability of fibrous materials to transmit a
fluid during impregnation (the permeability) as well as the mechanical response
when subject to a pressure state (the compaction behaviour defined as the consti-
tutive relation between stress and strain or volume fraction). In liquid composite
moulding (LCM) processes, most fibre-reinforced composite parts are composed
of a layup of fabrics, mats, and flow media. By designing a layup of appropriate
fibre architectures, engineers can time the impregnation step to a suitable process
window. In pultrusion, which belongs to the family of LCM processes, a layup
can consist of rovings of fibres [1, 2, 3, 4]. Here, instead of controlling the lo-
cal permeability by selecting special types of fabrics or mats, permeability can
be altered by applying texturisation to rovings. Air-texturised rovings can also be
combined with matrix-forming filaments to form a commingled yarn, braided into
technical fabrics, or directly enter the fibre layup in other continuous composite
manufacturing processes.

In air-texturisation, one or more bundle of fibres are drawn through an air-jet
nozzle, which creates a clutter of individual fibres and adds volume to the rov-
ing. The resulting roving is suitable for applications where a lower fibre volume
fraction is desired and fast resin impregnation is critical. Fast impregnation flow
is crucial for thick composite parts and a low fibre volume fraction can be a cost-
wise desired choice for non-structural parts.
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Nomenclature

Aw Areal weight
As Spring constant, or fitting pa-

rameter
ḣ Displacement rate of

crosshead
h Cavity thickness in perme-

ability cell and distance be-
tween discs in compaction
tests

K′ Quasi-isotropic permeability
k1 Constant in power law
Ki, ψ Principal permeabilities and

direction
µ Viscosity
ni Exponents in power law
p Pressure
pi Pressere at pressure sensor i
pin Inlet pressure

Q Inflow rate
ρ f Density of fibres
r Radius, radial coordinate
r f Radial distance to flow front
rin Radius of inlet
R f Fibre radius
t Time
u Velocity
V f Fibre volume fraction
V0 Fibre volume fraction for

sample at rest, or fitting pa-
rameter

Va Maximum available fibre vol-
ume fraction, or fitting pa-
rameter

xi, x′i Spatial coordinates, global
and local

As the aforementioned characteristics are distinct features of air-texturised
rovings, it is important to quantify what the effect of applying texturisation has on
the impregnation flow when used in LCM processes. To the authors’ knowledge,
there exists no such characterisation studies of air-texturised rovings in the current
literature and this study seeks to bridge this gap. As the focus of this study is
permeability and compaction behaviour, we briefly review some of the existing
literature concerning conventional fibrous materials.

1.1 State-of-the-art

Early models of compaction behaviour are based on the concept that bundles of
fibres are essentially aligned cylinders with multiple contact points. Following
this terminology, Gutowski et al. [5, 6] introduced an analytical model for the
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quasi-static nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of a bundle of fibres in terms of the
compaction pressure. Essentially, Gutowski et al.’s model describes the relation-
ship between the compaction pressure, σ, and the volume fraction, V f , using a
power-law function. The function is bounded by horizontal and vertical asymp-
totes, which correspond to at some level the fibrous material is a rest, σ→ 0, and
at another level, a maximum fibre volume fraction is achieved, V f → Va. In this
context, Va is often referred to as the ”maximum available fibre volume fraction”,
and is related to the densest possible fibre packing in the fibrous material. In ex-
periments, Gutowski et al. [5] showed that misaligned (i.e. disordered) fibres will
generally have a lower Va-value.

While other researchers have explored and developed additional compaction
models for unidirectional fibres and fabrics [7, 8, 9, 10], generic polynomial ex-
pansions can also be applied for fitting experimental data [11, 12, 13]. The model
proposed by Gutowski et al. [5, 6] is suitable for a fibrous material exhibiting
fully elastic behaviour, which means it provides a good fit for a fibre compaction
without any subsequent unloading. Researchers have later reported that the re-
sponse of fibrous materials exhibits both inelastic and time-dependent behaviour.
These effects include irreversible deformation [14, 15] and viscoelastic effects
[16, 17]. Furthermore, repeated loading and unloading yield a hysteresis with
cyclic softening [18, 19].

For a bank of aligned fibres, there exist several semi-empirical models for
estimating the permeability. These models are based on an idealised hexagonal
or square packing of fibres, and their empirical background is commonly estab-
lished using CFD simulations. While there are differences between the various
models, permeability is seen to scale proportionally to the fibre radius squared,
R2

f , and to decrease with increasing fibre volume fraction, V f [20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
In addition, models have shown that the permeability increases with increasing
disordering of fibre packing [25, 26].

Obviously, a bank of aligned cylinders is a poor representation of many fi-
bre architectures, including many fabrics and mats. Consequently, conducting
impregnation and compaction experiments is a necessity for material character-
isation of many fibrous materials. As layups of mats and fabrics resemble the
ply configuration in many LCM processes, several setups for this type of material
characterisation can be found in the literature. For permeability characterisation,
special moulds have been designed for controlled linear or radial impregnation
experiments (see e.g. [27, 28, 29]). Similarly, for compaction experiments, a con-
ventional universal testing machine can be used to test the compaction behaviour
of a layup of fabrics or mats [17, 19]. For some LCM processes, a layup is not
necessarily composed of fabrics or mats, but of single rovings. This can be the
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case in pultrusion processes, where individual rovings are drawn directly through
the pultrusion die. In such a layup, rovings are not intertwined or bound by back-
threading. A few studies of this type of layup can also be found in the literature.
For example, Schell et al. [30] were able to measure the longitudinal and trans-
verse permeability of this fibre configuration using a special mould enclosing a
single roving. Bezerra et al. [31, 32] designed a setup intended to represent pul-
trusion processes. In this setup, rovings are guided through a permeability cell
or compaction mould using perforated plates. This system fixates the stack of
rovings while impregnation (radial) or compaction experiments take place.

1.2 Scope

Based on the literature review in this section, we briefly discuss how air-texturisa-
tion is expected to affect the permeability and compaction behaviour of rovings.
For this purpose, X-ray µ-CT scans of composite parts prepared with conventional
UD-rovings as well as air-texturised rovings are depicted in Fig. 1. A description
of how these scans were conducted can be found in Rasmussen et al. [33] and a
summary is given in Appendix A.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the fibre architecture of the part prepared with con-
ventional UD-rovings has a high degree of uniformity. This configuration is seen
to be well-represented by the concept that a bundle of fibres is essentially cylin-
ders with multiple contact points. On the other hand, the part prepared with air-
texturised rovings has a very disordered fibre architecture. The texturisation pro-
cess introduces out-of-plane fibres as individual fibres cross over and intertwine.
In addition, there are several areas with highly agglomerated fibres that increase
the non-uniformity of fibre distribution as the figure illustrates.

In summary, the increased disorder in the fibre architecture is expected to
increase the permeability [25, 26] as well as decrease the compliance by lowering
the ”available fibre volume fraction” [5, 6].

2 Method

2.1 Sample preparation

To prepare a layup where rovings were not intertwined or bound by back thread-
ing, rovings were drawn through two fibre guides mounted on a rack. See Fig.
2(a). The fibre guides were two polypropylene plates which were perforated with
a hole pattern corresponding to the typical equipment used in pultrusion processes
[32]. This pattern aligned five rovings per 15 mm. Essentially, this procedure was
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x2
<latexit sha1_base64="S0Sk1ThKXovZg/cQZHSYwvU5zgE=">AAACC3icdVDNasJAGPxi/6z90bbHXhal0FNIrGC9Cb30aGn9AQ2yWTe6uNmE7KYowUfw2j5Ib6XXPkSfoy/QRNNihA4sDDPfsMPYPmdSGcaXltvZ3ds/yB8Wjo5PTouls/OO9MKA0DbxuBf0bCwpZ4K2FVOc9vyAYtfmtGtP7xK/+0wDyTzxpOY+tVw8FsxhBKtYepwNq8NSxdSNFZChN2LUaylpmOjXqkCK1rD0PRh5JHSpUIRjKfum4SsrwoFihNNFYRBK6mMyxWPaj6nALpVWtKq6QFexMkKOF8RPKLRSNxMRdqWcu3Z86WI1kdteIv55hYzrT+aSEZkpECkW/77VSTm3VsSEHyoqyLqSE3KkPJQshLL5WdJTLjZX+p90qrp5o5sPtUqznO6Vh0sowzWYUIcm3EML2kBgDEt4gVdtqb1p79rH+jSnpZkLyED7/AE8PZvm</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="kjgU0hVQYR56obUMqJ8XQ4ge6S0=">AAACC3icdVDNasJAGPxi/6z90bbHXhal0FNIqmC9Cb30aGn9AQ2yWTe6uNmE7KYowUfw2j5Ib6XXPkSfoy/QRNNihA4sDDPfsMPYPmdSGcaXltvZ3ds/yB8Wjo5PTouls/OO9MKA0DbxuBf0bCwpZ4K2FVOc9vyAYtfmtGtP7xK/+0wDyTzxpOY+tVw8FsxhBKtYepwNq8NSxdSNFZChN2LUaylpmOjXqkCK1rD0PRh5JHSpUIRjKfum4SsrwoFihNNFYRBK6mMyxWPaj6nALpVWtKq6QFexMkKOF8RPKLRSNxMRdqWcu3Z86WI1kdteIv55hYzrT+aSEZkpECkW/77VSTm3VsSEHyoqyLqSE3KkPJQshLL5WdJTLjZX+p90bnSzqpsPtUqznO6Vh0sowzWYUIcm3EML2kBgDEt4gVdtqb1p79rH+jSnpZkLyED7/AE94pvn</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="DYfKP4Ak2kJYdvflhg8dAw1ZUnY=">AAACC3icdVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkKihdpbwYvHiqYttKFstpt26WYTshtpCX2EXvVBvIlXH8Ln8AVM2ihNwYGFYeYbdhgn4Ewqw/jSClvbO7t7xf3SweHR8Un59Kwt/Sgk1CI+98OugyXlTFBLMcVpNwgp9hxOO87kLvU7zzSUzBdPahZQ28MjwVxGsEqkx+nAHJSrpm4sgQy9kaBey0jDRL9WFTK0BuXv/tAnkUeFIhxL2TONQNkxDhUjnM5L/UjSAJMJHtFeQgX2qLTjZdU5ukyUIXL9MHlCoaW6noixJ+XMc5JLD6ux3PRS8c8r5dxgPJOMyFyBWLHk941Oyr21YyaCSFFBVpXciCPlo3QhlM9P055yvr7S/6R9rZs3uvlQqzYr2V5FuIAKXIEJdWjCPbTAAgIjWMALvGoL7U171z5WpwUty5xDDtrnDzqYm+U=</latexit> x1

<latexit sha1_base64="DYfKP4Ak2kJYdvflhg8dAw1ZUnY=">AAACC3icdVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkKihdpbwYvHiqYttKFstpt26WYTshtpCX2EXvVBvIlXH8Ln8AVM2ihNwYGFYeYbdhgn4Ewqw/jSClvbO7t7xf3SweHR8Un59Kwt/Sgk1CI+98OugyXlTFBLMcVpNwgp9hxOO87kLvU7zzSUzBdPahZQ28MjwVxGsEqkx+nAHJSrpm4sgQy9kaBey0jDRL9WFTK0BuXv/tAnkUeFIhxL2TONQNkxDhUjnM5L/UjSAJMJHtFeQgX2qLTjZdU5ukyUIXL9MHlCoaW6noixJ+XMc5JLD6ux3PRS8c8r5dxgPJOMyFyBWLHk941Oyr21YyaCSFFBVpXciCPlo3QhlM9P055yvr7S/6R9rZs3uvlQqzYr2V5FuIAKXIEJdWjCPbTAAgIjWMALvGoL7U171z5WpwUty5xDDtrnDzqYm+U=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="kjgU0hVQYR56obUMqJ8XQ4ge6S0=">AAACC3icdVDNasJAGPxi/6z90bbHXhal0FNIqmC9Cb30aGn9AQ2yWTe6uNmE7KYowUfw2j5Ib6XXPkSfoy/QRNNihA4sDDPfsMPYPmdSGcaXltvZ3ds/yB8Wjo5PTouls/OO9MKA0DbxuBf0bCwpZ4K2FVOc9vyAYtfmtGtP7xK/+0wDyTzxpOY+tVw8FsxhBKtYepwNq8NSxdSNFZChN2LUaylpmOjXqkCK1rD0PRh5JHSpUIRjKfum4SsrwoFihNNFYRBK6mMyxWPaj6nALpVWtKq6QFexMkKOF8RPKLRSNxMRdqWcu3Z86WI1kdteIv55hYzrT+aSEZkpECkW/77VSTm3VsSEHyoqyLqSE3KkPJQshLL5WdJTLjZX+p90bnSzqpsPtUqznO6Vh0sowzWYUIcm3EML2kBgDEt4gVdtqb1p79rH+jSnpZkLyED7/AE94pvn</latexit>

x2 � x3 cross section
<latexit sha1_base64="XsaM+kbxIYXQU8TqDm74N0sPmNw=">AAACIXicZVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdeHCzdBWcGNJ2oUuC25cVrAPaEOYTCft0MlMyJ1IS8jXdKsf4k7ciZ/hD5i2QUx7YOBwzr3cM8cNBAdtml/G1vbO7t5+4aB4eHR8clo6O++AikLK2lQJFfZcAkxwydqaa8F6QciI7wrWdScPC7/7wkLgSj7rWcBsn4wk9zglOpWc0mV16tRvp06jimmoADAwunIqZs1cAm8SKyMVlKHllH4GQ0Ujn0lNBQHoW2ag7ZiEmlPBkuIgAhYQOiEj1k+pJD4DO15+IMHXqTLEngrTJzVeqv83YuIDzHw3nfSJHsO6txD/vGLODcYz4BRyAWLN0+trmbR3b8dcBpFmkq4ieZHAWuFFbzi/P13khCRtyVrvZJN06jWrUbOe6pVmOeurgK5QGd0gC92hJnpELdRGFCVojl7RmzE33o0P43M1umVkOxcoB+P7F6VGo10=</latexit>

x1 � x2 cross section
<latexit sha1_base64="YZp1VDyhuz3ib+tL52BY81Kf6ao=">AAACIXicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXboa2ghtLUhe6LLhxWcE+oA1hMp20QyczIXciLSFf061+iDtxJ36GP2DaBjHtgYHDOfdyzxw3EBy0aX4Zha3tnd294n7p4PDo+KR8etYBFYWUtakSKuy5BJjgkrU114L1gpAR3xWs604eFn73hYXAlXzWs4DZPhlJ7nFKdCo55Yva1LFupk6jhmmoADAwunKqZt1cAm8SKyNVlKHllH8GQ0Ujn0lNBQHoW2ag7ZiEmlPBktIgAhYQOiEj1k+pJD4DO15+IMFXqTLEngrTJzVeqv83YuIDzHw3nfSJHsO6txD/vFLODcYz4BRyAWLN0+trmbR3b8dcBpFmkq4ieZHAWuFFbzi/P13khCRtyVrvZJN0GnXrtm49NarNStZXEV2iCrpGFrpDTfSIWqiNKErQHL2iN2NuvBsfxudqtGBkO+coB+P7F6Hao1s=</latexit>

High degree of fibre agglomerations
<latexit sha1_base64="z/pVZ+CMsfu6SBFphQgyuvWzn20=">AAACLnicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q6vgqiR1ocuCmy4r2Ae0oUymN+nQSSbMTMQS+gN+Tbf6IYILceveHzBpg5j2wMDhnHu5Z44bcaa0ZX0Ypa3tnd298n7l4PDo+MQ8PesqEUsKHSq4kH2XKOAshI5mmkM/kkACl0PPnd5nfu8JpGIifNSzCJyA+CHzGCU6lUbmZYv5EzwGXwJg4WGPuRIw8X0uApDLIYVHZs2qW0vgTWLnpIZytEfmz3AsaBxAqCknSg1sK9JOQqRmlMO8MowVRIROiQ+DlIYkAOUky9/M8VWqjLEnZPpCjZfq/42EBErNAjedDIieqHUvE/+8SsGNJjPFqCoESDRLr69l0t6dk7AwijWEdBXJiznWAmcl4uL+c5ZTzdOW7PVONkm3Ubdv6vZDo9as5n2V0QWqomtko1vURC3URh1E0QtaoFf0ZiyMd+PT+FqNlox85xwVYHz/AvLCqT0=</latexit>

Figure 1: 3D and cross-sectional views of cutouts from a composite part manufactured
using conventional UD-rovings and air-texturised rovings. The images were prepared by
use of X-ray µ-CT, see Appendix A.

similar to Bezerra et al. [31, 32], but instead of drawing rovings from individual
bobbins, a single roving was drawn back and forth between the two perforated
plates. This simplified the setup as the number of bobbins needed was reduced
from between 50-100 to a single bobbin.

After the layup of rovings was prepared in the rack, a small amount of a
powder soluble (approximately 2 g/sample of FILCO 661MG020, Coim) was
sprinkled on the locations that were excess to the area in contact with the test-
ing machine (Fig. 2(a)). This area was subsequently heated with a heat gun and
clamped. Finally, an inlet hole (r = 7.5 mm) was cut (ZUND M1600 CNC textile
cutting machine) in the samples for permeability tests, see Fig. 2(b). To ensure
the inlet hole dimensions, the samples were placed on a vacuum table and cut be-
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Fibre guides
<latexit sha1_base64="yXuJjAppmycCJ+8F4KFTRK5fCPU=">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</latexit>

Testing area
<latexit sha1_base64="WWAC6ZUlrbU9Po+i0s+fbgXPvrU=">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</latexit>

300 ⇥ 250 mm2
<latexit sha1_base64="GxARAm6nxgBh2fNkLE1iy2NhJtk=">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</latexit>

Area for application
<latexit sha1_base64="9+Hy8OMaU7lYO9Yhzs1b6RdB7xI=">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</latexit>

50 ⇥ 250 mm2
<latexit sha1_base64="WdRGhikNaBJw1u0aoeGxrfD2ExQ=">AAACnXicZVHbattAEF2rt1S9xGmhL33oEjtQ+mAkl5A+BkqhD6WkEMcBSzWr1SheshexO0oRqn+mr+0P9W+6UkSxnYGFwzmzM2dmslIKh1H0dxDcu//g4aO9x+GTp8+e7w8PXlw4U1kOM26ksZcZcyCFhhkKlHBZWmAqkzDPrj+2+vwGrBNGn2NdQqrYlRaF4Aw9tRy+Gh9HNEGhwNHpcTSmSo2/T8fL4SiaRF3QuyDuwYj0cbY8GJgkN7xSoJFL5twijkpMG2ZRcAnrMKkclIxfsytYeKiZ75g23QBreuSZnBbG+qeRduzmj4Yp52qV+UzFcOV2tZb8r4VbarmqneBuy0DTzbvjCYsPaSN0WSFofmupqCRFQ9u90VxY4ChrDxi3wk9F+YpZxtFvNzzarC6VycHqtWctaPjBjVJM5++Sgikh6xwKVklsElf00HfbtHIep027h9bHVuUFV2njim7a0J8o3j3IXXAxncTvJ/G36ej0sD/WHnlNDslbEpMTcko+kzMyI5z8JL/Ib/IneBN8Cr4EX29Tg0H/5yXZimD+Dx4Czbc=</latexit>

Injection hole
<latexit sha1_base64="J6FyAKn+fpm9kNtV4Tvac6Y2SFI=">AAACk3icZVFNSxxBEO2daKKjxo+Qk5fGRRAPy8zmYCAXUQ/mEFBwVdgdpaanxu3YH0N3T2QY9n/kqv8q/yY96yC7a0HD41V11atXaSG4dVH0rxN8WFr++GllNVxb3/i8ubW9c211aRgOmBba3KZgUXCFA8edwNvCIMhU4E36eNrkb/6gsVyrK1cVmEh4UDznDJyn7n6q38gaRMda4P1WN+pF06DvQdyCLmnj4n67o0eZZqVE5ZgAa4dxVLikBuM4EzgJR6XFAtgjPODQQwUSbVJPZU/ovmcymmvjn3J0ys7+qEFaW8nUV0pwY7uYa8i3XDiXLcaV5czOCagd99MXNLn8e1JzVZQOFXuVlJeCOk0bt2jGjfdHVB4AM9xvRdkYDDDnPQ33Z7sLqTM0auJZgwqfmJYSVHY4ykFyUWWYQylcPbJ5C/20WSlXcVI3PjQ65joPmUxqm0+3Df2J4sWDvAfX/V78rRdf9rvHe+2xVsgu2SMHJCZH5JickwsyIIwY8pc8k5fga/AjOAnOXkuDTvvnC5mL4Nd/abLMzQ==</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="yLqUFkMXHdFFsxHevXSlsuAZ3TA=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQI9VKSetBjwYvHivYH2lA22027dH9CdiOW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GC/gTBvb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61tEqCgltE8VV2POwppxJ2jbMcNoLQoqFx2nXm96lfveZhpop+WRmAXUFHkvmM4JNIj3WvKthuWrX7SWsTeJkpAoZWsPyz2CkSCSoNIRjrfuOHRg3xqFhhNN5aRBpGmAyxWPaT6jEgmo3XladW5eJMrJ8FSZPGmup/k/EWGg9E15yKbCZ6HUvFf+8Us4NJjPNiM4ViA1Lfl/rZPxbN2YyiAyVZFXJj7hllJUuZOXzL2lPPU9WctY32SSdRt25rjsPjWqzku1VhAuoQA0cuIEm3EML2kBgDAt4hTe0QO/oA32uTgsoy5xDDujrFxrHmzA=</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="pqaPqUZCAkU++AMIDD3PKCwLLJk=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQI9VKSetBjwYvHivYH2lA22027dH9CdiOW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GC/gTBvb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61tEqCgltE8VV2POwppxJ2jbMcNoLQoqFx2nXm96lfveZhpop+WRmAXUFHkvmM4JNIj3W8NWwXLXr9hLWJnEyUoUMrWH5ZzBSJBJUGsKx1n3HDowb49Awwum8NIg0DTCZ4jHtJ1RiQbUbL6vOrctEGVm+CpMnjbVU/ydiLLSeCS+5FNhM9LqXin9eKecGk5lmROcKxIYlv691Mv6tGzMZRIZKsqrkR9wyykoXsvL5l7SnnicrOeubbJJOo+5c152HRrVZyfYqwgVUoAYO3EAT7qEFbSAwhgW8whtaoHf0gT5XpwWUZc4hB/T1Cxkhmy8=</latexit>

of powder soluble,
<latexit sha1_base64="E9gMk/g0k1TWdptg05C15FAcEl8=">AAACHHicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9i/XoZWkRPEhJ6kGPBS8eK9gfaEPZbDft0s1uyG60JfRVetUH8SZeBZ/DF3DTFjF1YGGY+YYdxo84U9pxvqzC1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Yp+W20omMaEtIrmMuz5WlDNBW5ppTrtRTHHoc9rxJ3eZ33misWJSPOpZRL0QjwQLGMHaSAO7LAMUyechjZGSPDGxq4FddWrOEug/cdekCms0B/Z3fyhJElKhCcdK9Vwn0l6KY80Ip/NSP1E0wmSCR7RnqMAhVV667D5HF0YZokDG5gmNlurfRIpDpWahby5DrMdq08vEX6+Uc6PxTDGicgVSzczvG510cOulTESJpoKsKgUJR1qibDKUz0+znmpuVnI3N/lP2vWae11zH+rVRmW9VxHOoQKX4MINNOAemtACAlNYwAu8WgvrzXq3PlanBWudOYMcrM8f/gSiDA==</latexit>

heat, and clamps
<latexit sha1_base64="WC62oloZ63i180WxqVSTrPb8u9s=">AAACGnicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBhZSkLnRZcOOygn1AG8pkOmmHzkyGzKRYQv+kW/0Qd+LWjd/hD5i0QUw9MHA45947h+MrzrRxnC+rtLW9s7tX3q8cHB4dn9inZx0dxhGhbRLyMOr5WFPOJG0bZjjtqYhi4XPa9af3md+d0UizUD6ZuaKewGPJAkawSaWhbU8oNtcIyxEiHAulh3bNqTsroP/EzUkNcrSG9vdgFJJYUGnSC1r3XUcZL8GRYYTTRWUQa6owmeIx7adUYkG1l6ySL9BlqoxQEEbpkwat1L8bCRZaz4WfTgpsJnrTy8Rfr1Jw1WSuGdGFAIlh6e8bmUxw5yVMqthQSdaRgpgjE6KsMFTcf85y6kXakrvZyX/SadTdm7r72Kg1q3lfZbiAKlyBC7fQhAdoQRsIzGAJL/BqLa036936WI+WrHznHAqwPn8A8hWg8Q==</latexit>

Figure 2: (a) Rig for sample preparation. (b) One prepared sample (air-texturised rov-
ings) for impregnation tests.
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2. Method

neath a vacuum foil. This preparation method gave a ply-like sample of rovings,
where the testing area was unaffected of the processing steps.

2.2 Permeability experiments

The prepared sample was placed inside a permeability cell designed for radial
injection tests. The permeability cell consisted of 40 mm thick top and bottom
solid steel plates. An industrial type press (30 tonnes) was used to close the top
and bottom plate, and mechanical spacers ensured the cavity thickness (h). The
setup can be seen in Fig. 3(a).

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="pqaPqUZCAkU++AMIDD3PKCwLLJk=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQI9VKSetBjwYvHivYH2lA22027dH9CdiOW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GC/gTBvb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61tEqCgltE8VV2POwppxJ2jbMcNoLQoqFx2nXm96lfveZhpop+WRmAXUFHkvmM4JNIj3W8NWwXLXr9hLWJnEyUoUMrWH5ZzBSJBJUGsKx1n3HDowb49Awwum8NIg0DTCZ4jHtJ1RiQbUbL6vOrctEGVm+CpMnjbVU/ydiLLSeCS+5FNhM9LqXin9eKecGk5lmROcKxIYlv691Mv6tGzMZRIZKsqrkR9wyykoXsvL5l7SnnicrOeubbJJOo+5c152HRrVZyfYqwgVUoAYO3EAT7qEFbSAwhgW8whtaoHf0gT5XpwWUZc4hB/T1Cxkhmy8=</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="yLqUFkMXHdFFsxHevXSlsuAZ3TA=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQI9VKSetBjwYvHivYH2lA22027dH9CdiOW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GC/gTBvb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61tEqCgltE8VV2POwppxJ2jbMcNoLQoqFx2nXm96lfveZhpop+WRmAXUFHkvmM4JNIj3WvKthuWrX7SWsTeJkpAoZWsPyz2CkSCSoNIRjrfuOHRg3xqFhhNN5aRBpGmAyxWPaT6jEgmo3XladW5eJMrJ8FSZPGmup/k/EWGg9E15yKbCZ6HUvFf+8Us4NJjPNiM4ViA1Lfl/rZPxbN2YyiAyVZFXJj7hllJUuZOXzL2lPPU9WctY32SSdRt25rjsPjWqzku1VhAuoQA0cuIEm3EML2kBgDAt4hTe0QO/oA32uTgsoy5xDDujrFxrHmzA=</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="DYfKP4Ak2kJYdvflhg8dAw1ZUnY=">AAACC3icdVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkKihdpbwYvHiqYttKFstpt26WYTshtpCX2EXvVBvIlXH8Ln8AVM2ihNwYGFYeYbdhgn4Ewqw/jSClvbO7t7xf3SweHR8Un59Kwt/Sgk1CI+98OugyXlTFBLMcVpNwgp9hxOO87kLvU7zzSUzBdPahZQ28MjwVxGsEqkx+nAHJSrpm4sgQy9kaBey0jDRL9WFTK0BuXv/tAnkUeFIhxL2TONQNkxDhUjnM5L/UjSAJMJHtFeQgX2qLTjZdU5ukyUIXL9MHlCoaW6noixJ+XMc5JLD6ux3PRS8c8r5dxgPJOMyFyBWLHk941Oyr21YyaCSFFBVpXciCPlo3QhlM9P055yvr7S/6R9rZs3uvlQqzYr2V5FuIAKXIEJdWjCPbTAAgIjWMALvGoL7U171z5WpwUty5xDDtrnDzqYm+U=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="kjgU0hVQYR56obUMqJ8XQ4ge6S0=">AAACC3icdVDNasJAGPxi/6z90bbHXhal0FNIqmC9Cb30aGn9AQ2yWTe6uNmE7KYowUfw2j5Ib6XXPkSfoy/QRNNihA4sDDPfsMPYPmdSGcaXltvZ3ds/yB8Wjo5PTouls/OO9MKA0DbxuBf0bCwpZ4K2FVOc9vyAYtfmtGtP7xK/+0wDyTzxpOY+tVw8FsxhBKtYepwNq8NSxdSNFZChN2LUaylpmOjXqkCK1rD0PRh5JHSpUIRjKfum4SsrwoFihNNFYRBK6mMyxWPaj6nALpVWtKq6QFexMkKOF8RPKLRSNxMRdqWcu3Z86WI1kdteIv55hYzrT+aSEZkpECkW/77VSTm3VsSEHyoqyLqSE3KkPJQshLL5WdJTLjZX+p90bnSzqpsPtUqznO6Vh0sowzWYUIcm3EML2kBgDEt4gVdtqb1p79rH+jSnpZkLyED7/AE94pvn</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="7K6rSYl0rYvFvs5XrNmjdMRfb8I=">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</latexit>

x0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="41UwVKSbTHTqbQviD80e4qDwEHw=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="CwNtipoUui6PGfl6KUsuWEzdsTQ=">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</latexit>

Inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="1d3ooWWzpL0s111eyXmnRu/RlzU=">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</latexit>

Bottom plate (380 ⇥ 380 mm2)
<latexit sha1_base64="L8nhSHPeyeM7MPak+bDnetbMiLc=">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</latexit>

60�
<latexit sha1_base64="VPlrRevxKojZGbvYNnP/dbWokeg=">AAACEHicZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEi3osePFYwf5AG8tmu2mXbjZhdyOW0JfoVR/Em3j1DXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GDcUXBvL+kaFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80tZBpChr0UAEqusSzQSXrGW4EawbKkZ8V7COO7lL/c4zU5oH8tFMQ+b4ZCS5xykxidS9tp76lCs6KFetmrUAXid2RqqQoTko//SHAY18Jg0VROuebYXGiYkynAo2K/UjzUJCJ2TEegmVxGfaiRd9Z/g8UYbYC1TypMEL9X8iJr7WU99NLn1ixnrVS8U/r5Rzw/FUc6pzBWLDk99XOhnv1om5DCPDJF1W8iKBTYDTmXA+/5L21LNkJXt1k3XSvqzZVzX7oV5tVLK9inAGFbgAG26gAffQhBZQEDCHV3hDc/SOPtDn8rSAsswp5IC+fgE9hZ1y</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="YhteX1eLrvAAPPzSUHfyDInEr88=">AAACDHicZVDNSsNAGPzib61/VY9elhbBU0lU0GPBi8cK9gfaUDbbTbt0s1nybcQS+gq96oN4E6++g8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO42kp0Nj2t7WxubW9s1vaK+8fHB4dV05O2xjGEeMtFsow6noUuRSKt4wwknd1xGngSd7xJveZ33nmEYpQPZmp5m5AR0r4glGTSX2NYlCp2XV7AbJOnJzUIEdzUPnpD0MWB1wZJiliz7G1cRMaGcEkn5X7MXJN2YSOeC+ligYc3WTRdUYuUmVI/DBKnzJkof5PJDRAnAZeehlQM8ZVLxP/vHLB1eMpCoaFAokR6e8rnYx/5yZC6dhwxZaV/FgSE5JsIlLMv2Q9cZau5Kxusk7aV3Xnuu483tQa1XyvEpxDFS7BgVtowAM0oQUMxjCHV3iz5ta79WF9Lk83rDxzBgVYX7/VHZwx</latexit>

30�
<latexit sha1_base64="j+mefiGokq9ELlRp/B1fHaN6tcc=">AAACEHicZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJXEFvRY8OKxgv2BNpbNdtMu3d2E7EYsoS/Rqz6IN/HqG/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rKP9KKSsTX3hhz2XaCa4Ym3DjWC9IGREuoJ13eld6nefWai5rx7NLGCOJGPFPU6JSaRe3XoaUB7SYblq1awl8CaxM1KFDK1h+Wcw8mkkmTJUEK37thUYJyah4VSweWkQaRYQOiVj1k+oIpJpJ172nePLRBlhzw+Tpwxeqv8TMZFaz6SbXEpiJnrdS8U/r5Rzg8lMc6pzBWLDk9/XOhnv1om5CiLDFF1V8iKBjY/TmXA+/5L21PNkJXt9k03Sua7Z9Zr90Kg2K9leRbiAClyBDTfQhHtoQRsoCFjAK7yhBXpHH+hzdVpAWeYcckBfvziBnW8=</latexit>

120�
<latexit sha1_base64="dZpP4QfnSaGCwOjnn/DzwhQfvv8=">AAACEXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSBT0WvHisYH+kjWWz3bRLdzchuxFL6FP0qg/iTbz6BD6HL+CmDWLagYVh5ht2GC/kTGnb/rYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pK2COCK0RQIeRF0PK8qZpC3NNKfdMKJYeJx2vMlt6neeaaRYIB/0NKSuwCPJfEawNtKjU7ef+oRFZFCu2jV7AbROnIxUIUNzUP7pDwMSCyo14VipnmOH2k1wpBnhdFbqx4qGmEzwiPYMlVhQ5SaLwjN0bpQh8oPIPKnRQv2fSLBQaio8cymwHqtVLxX/vFLODcdTxYjKFUg0M7+vdNL+jZswGcaaSrKs5Mcc6QClO6F8/iXtqWZmJWd1k3XSrtecy5pzf1VtVLK9inAGFbgAB66hAXfQhBYQEDCHV3iz5ta79WF9Lk8LVpY5hRysr1+uBZ2p</latexit>

r = 60mm
<latexit sha1_base64="mFg1tEXh2BbGvBHfJUgpcbwTEBg=">AAACGnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9i3r0srQInkqiol6EghePFewPtKFsttt2aXYTsl9KS+ib9KoP4k28evE5fAGTNoipAwvDzDfsMG7gCY2W9WUUNja3tneKu6W9/YPDI/P4pKn9KGS8wXzPD9su1dwTijdQoMfbQcipdD3ecscPqd+a8FALXz3jLOCOpEMlBoJRTKSeaYbkntxYpIt8irGU855ZsarWEuQ/sTNSgQz1nvnd7fssklwh86jWHdsK0IlpiIJ5fF7qRpoHlI3pkHcSqqjk2omXzefkPFH6ZOCHyVNIlurfREyl1jPpJpeS4kive6n465VybjCaacF0rkCMIvl9rRMO7pxYqCBCrtiq0iDyCPokHYzk89O0p05Xstc3+U+al1X7qmo/XVdq5WyvIpxBGS7AhluowSPUoQEMJrCAF3g1Fsab8W58rE4LRpY5hRyMzx9Ye6Ca</latexit>

r = 120mm
<latexit sha1_base64="GxzxPY8+ivOj0ehLYL93P1NcG6o=">AAACG3icZVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/Uj16WVoETyWpgl6EghePFewPtKFstpt26e4mZL9oS+ij9KoP4k28evA5fAGTNohpBxaGmW/YYdxAcA2W9W0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6PjE7N82tZ+FFLWor7ww65LNBNcsRZwEKwbhIxIV7COO7lP/c4zCzX31RPMAuZIMlLc45RAIg3McojvsF23cB/YFGIp5wOzatWsJfAmsTNSRRmaA/OnP/RpJJkCKojWPdsKwIlJCJwKNi/1I80CQidkxHoJVUQy7cTL6nN8kShD7Plh8hTgpfo/EROp9Uy6yaUkMNbrXir+eaWcG4xnmlOdKxADT35f6wTerRNzFUTAFF1V8iKBwcfpYjifn6Y9dbqSvb7JJmnXa/ZVzX68rjYq2V5FdI4q6BLZ6AY10ANqohai6AUt0Ct6MxbGu/FhfK5OC0aWOUM5GF+/ys2g0Q==</latexit>

Impregnated fabric
<latexit sha1_base64="oXqCFE8SHqDeBEIlWJnqMxdEaSc=">AAACI3icZVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuQovgqiQq6LLgRncV7APaUCbT23boZBIyN9ISil/TrX6IO3Hjwq/wB5y0QUx7YeBwzj3cM8cLBVdo21/G2vrG5tZ2Yae4u7d/cGgeHTdUEEcM6iwQQdTyqALBJdSRo4BWGAH1PQFNb3SX6s1niBQP5BNOQnB9OpC8zxlFTXXN0w7CGJMHX7sGkiL0rD71Is6mXbNsV+z5WKvAyUCZZFPrmj+dXsBiHyQyQZVqO3aIbkIj5EzAtNiJFYSUjegA2hpK6oNyk/kXpta5ZvTpINJPojVn/zsS6is18T296VMcqmUtJf+0Yk4NhxPFmcoFSJDr60uZsH/rJlyGMYJki0j9WFgYWGlzVt4/TnOqtCVnuZNV0LisOFcV5/G6XC1lfRXIGSmRC+KQG1Il96RG6oSRFzIjr+TNmBnvxofxuVhdMzLPCcmN8f0LqZalnA==</latexit>

150�
<latexit sha1_base64="gSx9ElrBRd5i8SQdbElKDOOgZRo=">AAACEXicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduQovgqiQ+0GXBjcsK9iFtLJPppB06jzAzEUvoV3SrH+JO3PoFfoc/YNIGMe2BgcM59zCH44eMauM431ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etbSMFCZNLJlUHR9pwqggTUMNI51QEcR9Rtr++Db1289EaSrFg5mExONoKGhAMTKJ9OheOU89TBXul6tOzZnDXiVuRqqQodEv//QGEkecCIMZ0rrrOqHxYqQMxYxMS71IkxDhMRqSbkIF4kR78bzw1D5NlIEdSJU8Yey5+j8RI671hPvJJUdmpJe9VPzzSjk3HE00xTpXIDY0+X2pkwluvJiKMDJE4EWlIGK2kXa6k53Pv6Q99TRZyV3eZJW0zmvuRc29v6zWK9leRTiBCpyBC9dQhztoQBMwcJjBK7xZM+vd+rA+F6cFK8scQw7W1y+zCZ2s</latexit>

Pressure sensor
<latexit sha1_base64="JzKXBrLdvzejxR0KWCi0S7NHLT8=">AAACIHicZVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/ooIXL0uL4KkkKuix4MVjBfsDbSib7dd2abIJ+22kJfZletUH8SYe9TV8AZM2iGkHFoaZb9hh3NATqC3ryyhsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5vFJE4NIcWjwwAtU22UInpDQ0EJ70A4VMN/1oOWO71O/9QwKRSCf9DQEx2dDKQaCM51IPfOsq2Gi47oCxEgBRZAYqFnPrFhVawG6TuyMVEiGes/86fYDHvkgNfcYYse2Qu3ETGnBPZiVuhFCyPiYDaGTUMl8QCde9J/Ri0Tp00Ggkic1Xaj/EzHzEae+m1z6TI9w1UvFP6+Uc8PRFAXHXIFYi+T3lU56cOfEQoaRBsmXlQaRR3VA09loPj9Je2K6kr26yTppXlXt66r9eFOplbO9iuSclMklscktqZEHUicNwskLmZNX8mbMjXfjw/hcnhaMLHNKcjC+fwGoOKSa</latexit>

Inlet hole (r = 7.5 mm)
<latexit sha1_base64="CJKNc/6BQ4Fvx8O3uTg5JjWhBQU=">AAACI3icZVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuhrZC3YSkInUjFNzoroJ9QBvKZDpph84jZCZiCcWv6VY/xJ24ceFX+AOmbRDTHhg4nHMv98zxAkaVtu0vY219Y3NrO7eT393bPzg0j46bSkYhJg0smQzbHlKEUUEammpG2kFIEPcYaXmj25nfeiKholI86nFAXI4GgvoUI51IPfP0XjCi4VAyAsulEN7AqnVVgpxf9MyibdlzwFXipKQIUtR75k+3L3HEidCYIaU6jh1oN0ahppiRSb4bKRIgPEID0kmoQJwoN55/YQLPE6UPfRkmT2g4V/9vxIgrNeZeMsmRHqplbyb+efmMGwzHimKVCRBrmlxfyqT9azemIog0EXgRyY8Y1BLOmoPZ/edZTjVJWnKWO1klzYrlXFrOQ6VYK6R95cAZKIAycEAV1MAdqIMGwOAFTMEreDOmxrvxYXwuRteMdOcEZGB8/wKCs6KK</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="S0Sk1ThKXovZg/cQZHSYwvU5zgE=">AAACC3icdVDNasJAGPxi/6z90bbHXhal0FNIrGC9Cb30aGn9AQ2yWTe6uNmE7KYowUfw2j5Ib6XXPkSfoy/QRNNihA4sDDPfsMPYPmdSGcaXltvZ3ds/yB8Wjo5PTouls/OO9MKA0DbxuBf0bCwpZ4K2FVOc9vyAYtfmtGtP7xK/+0wDyTzxpOY+tVw8FsxhBKtYepwNq8NSxdSNFZChN2LUaylpmOjXqkCK1rD0PRh5JHSpUIRjKfum4SsrwoFihNNFYRBK6mMyxWPaj6nALpVWtKq6QFexMkKOF8RPKLRSNxMRdqWcu3Z86WI1kdteIv55hYzrT+aSEZkpECkW/77VSTm3VsSEHyoqyLqSE3KkPJQshLL5WdJTLjZX+p90qrp5o5sPtUqznO6Vh0sowzWYUIcm3EML2kBgDEt4gVdtqb1p79rH+jSnpZkLyED7/AE8PZvm</latexit> Flow front
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Figure 3: (a) Permeability measurement cells designed for radial impregnation tests. (b)
Schematic of the pressure sensors and the radial flow that takes place inside the cavity of
the permeability cell.

Through the inlet hole, a test fluid (Bluesil 47 V 100, 40-123.KN.K025, µ =

0.1 Pa·s) was pumped into the centre of the sample at a constant injection rate.
To verify that the dimensions and shape had not changed during impregnation,
the inlet hole was visually inspected before and after the experiments. While
the impregnation took place, seven pressure sensors in the bottom plate of the
permeability cell continuously monitored the development in fluid pressure. Six
of the sensors were located in a radial pattern on one-half of the bottom plate and
one sensor was positioned at the inlet (see Fig. 3(b)).

As the method for estimating the permeability in this paper was based on the
work by Louis et al. [34], only a summary of the approach is given below. Please
note that the same setup was used in a recent benchmark exercise, see May et al.
[29].
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The permeability measurements were based on closed-form solutions of Dar-
cy’s law for creeping flow in porous media assuming a fully developed saturated
zone, constant fluid viscosity, incompressible fluid, rigid fibrous material, and a
negligible level of capillary pressure. Darcy’s law states that the fluid velocity, u,
scales proportionally to the fluid pressure gradient:

(1 − V f )u =
K
µ
∇p (1)

where K is permeability tensor of the fibrous material and µ is the viscosity of
the fluid. The volume fraction was calculated based on the areal weight of each
sample, Aw, and the cavity thickness in the testing machine, h, specifically:

V f =
Aw

ρ f h
(2)

where ρ f is the density of fibres (ρ f = 2550 kg·m−3, E-glass fibres).
The fibrous material will in this relation be referred to as the porous medium

and it is characterised with principal permeabilities, K1 and K2. These perme-
abilities apply for the orientation angle, ψ, where off-diagonal terms in the per-
meability tensor K are zero. For aligned fibres, K1 follows the fibre direction
and K2 is transverse to the fibre direction. The analytical solution for the radial
impregnation flow in an anisotropic porous medium was based on a coordinate
transformation of the anisotropic domain into a quasi-isotropic domain [35, 36].
The quasi-isotropic permeability and the coordinate transformation follow the re-
lation (see Fig. 3(b)):

K′ =
√

K1K2, x′1 =
√

K′/K1x1, x′2 =
√

K′/K2x2 (3)

In the quasi-isotropic domain, the flow front develops in the shape of a circle. By
simple geometrical considerations, a relation between time, t, and the radius of
this circle, r f , was established:

r f (t) =

√
Qt

π(1 − V f )h
+ r2

in (4)

where Q is the inflow rate of the test fluid. The pressure at the inlet was found
using the relation:

pin(t) =
Qµ

4πhK′
ln

1 +
Qt

(1 − V f )πhr2
in

 (5)
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2. Method

Once the inlet pressure and flow front radius, r f , was determined, the pressure
level within the saturated domain was estimated as:

p(r, t) = pin(t)

1 −
log(r/rin)

log
(
r f /rin

)
 (6)

The estimated pressure level in the saturated domain was then mapped to individ-
ual sensor locations, p(xi, yi), using the principal direction, ψ, and the coordinate
transformation in Eq. (3). Finally, the principal permeabilities and direction, K1,
K2, and ψ, were determined by minimising the sum of squared residuals wrt. the
measured pressure level of sensor i, pi,exp:

Residual =

nsensor∑

i

(
pi,exp − p(xi, yi)

)2
(7)

where nsensor is the number of pressure sensors. As the impregnation took place
and the impregnated zone expanded, the principal permeabilities and direction,
K1, K2, and ψ converged. The reported values of K1, K2, and ψ were taken as
average values of the last 10 seconds in each experiment.

After the permeabilities at different volume fractions were determined, Gebart’s
model [21], Eq. (8), was fitted by calculating a best-fit fibre radius, R f :

K1 =
8
53

(1 − V f )3

V2
f

R2
f , K2 =

16

9π
√

6



√
Va

V f
− 1



5
2

R2
f (8)

In this relation, Va was set to the theoretical maximum fibre packing for hexagonal
stacking of cylinders, Va = π/(2

√
3).

2.3 Compaction experiments

The compaction behaviour of the sample was tested using a Zwick 1474 universal
testing machine mounted with a 100 kN load cell, see Fig. 4. Two circular steel
plates (� = 135 mm) were fitted to the crosshead of the testing machine. In the
experiments, the crosshead was set to move with a constant velocity, ḣ, which
meant that the sample was compacted with a constant linear strain rate. For all
tests, virgin samples were used. The dimensions of the samples were 250 × 150
mm2. This means the samples were larger than the circular steel plate and the
testing area was not exposed to the powder soluble used for the sample prepara-
tion. The compliance of the testing machine was measured by conducting a test
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Figure 4: Sample (conventional UD roving) for compaction tests placed between circular
steel discs mounted in a universal testing machine.

with no sample in place, which was used to compensate the measured deflection
in all results presented. The dimensions and weight of all samples were measured
before the tests, to calculate the areal weight and fibre volume fraction (cf. Eq. 2).

As discussed in the introduction, Gutowski et al. [5, 6] presented in early
research models which are capable of capturing the quasi-static response of a
fibrous material being compacted. As fibrous materials are normally subject to
subsequential unloading, such models are inadequate for these applications. To
allow for the inclusion of a subsequent unloading step, Michaud and Månson [12]
fitted a high-order polynomial to data from single-step compaction experiments.
While a high-order polynomial gives the freedom to fit virtually any data, we
found that this approach tended to overfit the data from our experiments. To
cope with this issue, we instead used a linear combination of power-laws. The
benefit of this as compared to a high-order polynomial is that power-laws are
well-representative of the physics of compacting a fibrous material. As the early
model suggested by Gutowski et al. [5, 6], a power-law has asymptotic limits
when constructed correctly, such that σ → 0 when V f → 0 and σ → ∞ when
V f → Va.

For the loading history of samples, a single three-parameter power-law was
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3. Results and discussions

fitted:

σ = As(V f − V0)n1 (9)

Following the terminology in Gutowski et al. [5, 6], As holds the spring stiffness
of the fibrous material, V0 is the volume fraction of the free-standing fibrous ma-
terial, and n1 is the power-law exponent. In this study, As, V0, and n1 were all
treated as fitting parameters.

Once these fitting parameters have been determined based on the loading his-
tory of the samples, three additional parameters were fitted to the unloading his-
tory. We found a single power-law inadequate of capturing this response, whereby
a linear combination of two power-laws was used to characterise the unloading
history:

σ = k1σc

(
V f − V0

V f c − V0

)n2

+ (1 − k1)σc

(
V f − V0

V f c − V0

)n3

(10)

where n2 and n3 are power-law exponents, k1 is a constant describing the mixture
ratio between the two power-laws, σc is the stress state of the sample before
unloading, and V f c is the corresponding volume fraction calculated using Eq. (9).
In Fig. 5, Eqs. (9-10) are plotted for some selected compaction/decompaction
levels.

To summarize, Eqs. (9-10) present an approach to include the inelastic re-
sponse of a fibrous material loaded in a single compaction/decompaction step
without considering plasticity explicitly. Finally, it is noted that no viscoelastic
or viscoplastic effects are considered, which means Eqs. (9-10) are only valid for
quasi-static loading or the specific strain rate applied in the compaction experi-
ments.

3 Results and discussions

Following the procedures in the previous section, the experimental characterisa-
tion of the permeability and compaction behaviour is described in this section.
To establish a basis for discussing the effect of texturisation, experiments of both
air-texturised and UD-rovings were carried out, see Table 1.

3.1 Permeability experiments

Following the test conditions given in Table 2, radial impregnation tests were
conducted of twelve samples of air-texturised fibres. As listed in Table 1, the air-
texturised roving was a commercial material acquired from the industrial vendor
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Figure 5: Example of compaction-decompaction curve fitted using Eqs. (9-10). The
levels, V f ci, σci, corresponds to the compaction level of sample i before unloading.

Table 1: Overview of roving types.

Material name Conventional UD-roving Air-texturised roving
Vendor (and type) Mühlmeier Composites Vetrotex ECO14 5000 T10C
Glass type E-glass E-glass
Fibre radius, r f ,
[µm]

11 6

Tex [g/km] 4800 5000

”Vetrotex Saint Gobain”. The results are plotted and compared to nominal and
best fit fibre radii from Eq. (8), in Fig. 6 and Table 3. The mean value of the
permeability and fibre volume fraction, together with coefficients of variation, cv

1,
are listed in Table 4. Typical pressure histories and the evolution of the principal
permeabilities and direction, K1, K2, and ψ, are examplified for one sample in
Appendix B.

3.1.1 Conventional UD-rovings

In addition to the experiments of air-texturised rovings, twelve reference exper-
iments of conventional UD-rovings were conducted as well. However, this fibre
configuration showed a strongly anisotropic behaviour. In fact, based on the shape

1cv = std. deviation/arithmic mean
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3. Results and discussions

Table 2: Parameters for the test setup used in permeability experiments.1The constant
injection rate was chosen wrt. to the cavity thickness and the volume fraction such that the impreg-
nation time lasted approximately seven minutes.

Parameter Quantity
Sample dimensions 380 × 250 [mm×mm]
Test fluid and viscosity Bluesil 47 V 100, µ = 0.1 Pa·s
Cavity thickness, h 1.6 − 2 [mm]
Volume fraction of samples 0.31 − 0.38 [-]
Approx. number of rovings in each sample 70
Injection rate1 1 − 1.4 · 10−7 [m3/s]
No of samples 12 samples

Table 3: Compiled best-fit based on the experimental data. *Refers to data from Bezerra
et al. [31, 32].

Conventional UD-roving Air-texturised roving
Principal permeabilities, cf. Eq. (8)
Best-fit fibre radii,
R f (K1),R f (K2)

13.5, 3.5 µm* 11.7, 10.0 µm

Compaction/decompaction, cf. Eqs. (9-10)
Spring constant, As 0.31 [bar] 2.01 [bar]
Reference volume
fraction, V0

−0.54 [-] −0.62 [-]

Ratio between
power-laws, k1

0.43 [-] 0.58 [-]

Power-law expo-
nents, ni

20.21, 9.18 · 103, 2.74 · 106 [-] 19.49, 3.01 · 103, 4.30 · 104 [-]

Table 4: Mean volume fractions and principal permeabilities, together with characteris-
tic values, cv, of air-texturised roving (cf. Table 1). Four samples were tested for each
configuration.

Configuration V f (±cv) [-] K1 (±cv) [10−11 m2] K2 (±cv) [10−11 m2]
Low V f 0.31 (±1.05%) 6.25 (±14.41%) 0.82 (±12.20%)
Mid V f 0.35 (±1.91%) 5.40 (±27.40%) 0.67 (±12.24%)
High V f 0.38 (±0.63%) 3.58 (±28.20%) 0.52 (±21.57%)
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of the elliptic imprint from the test fluid on the bottom plate of the permeability
cell, a degree of anisotropy of approximately α = K1/K2 ≈ 100 was obtained2.
As the test fluid only reached a single pressure sensor during the test, there was
not enough basis for determining the principal permeabilities based on these ex-
periments. For the purpose of comparison, normalised permeabilities from Bez-
erra et al. [31, 32] are plotted in Fig. 7. Please note that Bezerra et al. [31, 32]
reported a similar magnitude of anisotropy for their experiments on conventional
UD-rovings.

3.1.2 Analysis of results

From the results listed in Table 4, it can be read that the characteristic value, cv,
varied from 0.63% to 1.05% wrt. the fibre volume fraction of the samples. This
is on par with what was reported by participants in a recent benchmark exercise
by May et al. [29]. For the principal permeability along the fibre direction, K1,
a cv-value between 14.41% to 28.20% was obtained. For K2, this was between
12.20% to 21.57%. In both these cases, the highest cv value was obtained for the
experiments with high V f . As this configurations required the highest compaction
pressure and had the smallest cavity thickness, this was to be expected. Finally,
based on the angle of the principal axis indicated in Fig. 6, there was no noticeable
bias of the principal direction to report.

While the cv-values for the permeability results are higher than what was on
average reported in the benchmark exercise by May et al. [29] (7.8% to 12.2%,
depending on fabric type), it is still on the same level or lower than several indi-
vidual participants. Bearing in mind that participants in the benchmark exercise
[29] tested a mass-manufactured commercial technical fabric, the cv-values in this
study demonstrated reasonable repeatability and control of variations.

To compare the permeability of an air-texturised roving to a conventional
UD-roving, results were compared to the experimental results from Bezerra et al.
[31, 32]. In their work, a layup of single rovings was guided into a permeability
cell using perforated plates. Similar to this paper, their permeability characterisa-
tion was also completed by conducting radial injection tests with pressure sensors
monitoring the impregnation flow. Compared to Bezerra et al.’s results, the nor-
malised permeability of the air-texturised roving was approximately three times
higher along the fibre direction, K1, and 40 times higher transverse to the fibre
direction, K2 (cf. Fig. 7). For reference, when compared to Gebart’s empirical
model [21], the permeability was four times higher for K1 and three times higher

2This was based on (Length of elliptical imprint/width of elliptical imprint)2 ≈ 100
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3. Results and discussions

for K2 (cf. Fig. 6). It is clear that air-texturisation increases permeability. This fol-
lows the expected behaviour, as the texturisation introduces disorder in the fibre
architecture, which increases the permeability [25, 26]. In addition to increasing
the permeability, the degree of anisotropy was decreased with approximately one
magnitude as well.

While the disorder in fibre architecture increases the permeability, the textur-
isation introduces out-of-plane fibres. Compared to the conventional UD-roving,
the flow now needs to pass additional fibres in the 1−direction, which increases
the flow resistance. In the 2−direction, the texturisation has the opposite effect;
the additional out-of-plane fibres means fewer fibres to pass, which decreases
the resistance for flow. The increase in permeability in the 2−direction was sig-
nificant (40 times). It is noted that the resin may travel in less fibre-rich areas
between fibre agglomerations, which can be a contributing factor to the increase
in permeability.

3.2 Compaction experiments

Compaction experiments were conducted on virgin samples of air-texturised rov-
ings as well as conventional UD-rovings (cf. Table 1). The experimental results
are compared to best-fits of Eqs. (9-10) in Fig. 8, and the best-fit parameters are
listed in Table 3. In addition, selected points during unloading are compared to
curve fits in Fig. 9. A summary of test conditions is listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Test paramaters for compaction/decompaction experiments.

Parameter Quantity
Sample dimensions 250 × 150 mm2

Diameter of compaction plates � = 135 mm
Applied load/pressure before unloading (σc) 5-20 kN/3.3-17.6 bar
Applied displacement rate, ḣ 2 mm/min
Number of samples 5 samples

3.2.1 Analysis of results

Statistical analysis of the results was conducted by comparing the obtained load-
displacement curves at selected points. These points were the volume fractions
obtained when the given material was subject to a compaction pressure of σ = 1
bar and σ = 5 during loading. The mean and characteristic values, cv, are listed
in Table 6. The characteristic values were low, ranging from ±0.9% (air-text.
at σ = 5 bar) to ±2.1% (conv. UD-rovings at σ = 1 bar). In both cases, the
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Figure 6: Experimental results of measured the permeability of air-texturised roving.
Comparison of nominal and best-fit fibre radii from Eq. (8) (cf. Gebart [21]). Multiples
are approximate.

characteristic value was higher for low compaction pressure and lowest for the
air-texturised roving.

Table 6: Mean value of volume fractions achieved at certain stress levels during loading
of the materials tested. cv refers to the characteristic value.

V f (±cv) at σ = 1 bar V f (±cv) at σ = 5 bar
Conventional UD roving 0.51 (±2.1%) 0.60 (±1.0%)
Air-texturised roving 0.34 (±1.3%) 0.43 (±0.9%)

At a compaction pressure of σ = 1 bar, the conventional UD-rovings were
compressed to a volume fraction of V f = 0.51. For the air-texturised roving,
this was 33% lower at V f = 0.34. At σ = 5 bar, these numbers were V f =

0.60, V f = 0.43, (air-texturised roving 29% lower). As the results indicate, the
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compaction pressure needed to achieve a certain volume fraction was significantly
higher for the air-texturised roving. Gutowski et al. [5, 6] hypothesised that a
disordered fibre architecture ”moves the graphs [load-displacement curves] to
the left”. Indeed, this is the case when comparing conventional UD-rovings to
air-texturised rovings in Fig. 8. It is not surprising that texturisation results in a
less compliant roving, as individual fibres simply cannot be as densely packed in
a disordered fibre architecture. Consequently, a higher restoring force is achieved
when subject to compaction.

While both conventional UD-rovings and air-texturised rovings gradually build
up a restoring force when loaded, the decompaction behaviour of the two roving
types was different (cf. Fig. 8). Both types exhibited reduced restoring force when
unloaded, but the decompaction curve of conventional UD-rovings appeared al-
most vertical. Consequently, the observed hysteresis for conventional UD-rovings
was more substantial, which reflects a more distinct inelastic or plastic behaviour.
When the fibrous material is subject to loading, individual fibres are bent as noted
by Gutowski et al. [5, 6]. In addition, irreversible deformation may take place as a
result of individual fibres permanently moving and reorganising to accommodate
a more dense fibre packing [19]. The latter behaviour characterises inelastic or
plastic behaviour, which the results indicate was more prominent for the conven-
tional UD-roving. The disordered fibre architecture of the air-texturised rovings
give a skeleton-like structure that constrains fibres from permanently moving and
reorganising and instead ”bounce back” when unloaded. Arguably, this is the
reason for the lower hysteresis observed for the air-texturised roving.

3.3 Closing remarks

Based on the results presented in this section, applying texturisation adds features
to rovings that are desirable in many LCM processes and for fibre-reinforced
polymer composites in general.

The increased permeability, for example, allows for faster impregnation in
LCM processes. In pultrusion processes, this means a profile can be drawn at a
faster pulling speed, which allows for increased production output. In addition,
the lower degree of anisotropy means a pultrusion die can be shorter by design
because a low degree of anisotropy introduces less resin backflow. On the other
hand, the X-ray, µ-CT scans in Fig. 1 showed that texturisation results in local ar-
eas with fibre agglomerations. This introduces fibre-rich areas that can be difficult
to saturate. Ultimately, this can increase the risk of local voids.

The compaction behaviour showed that composite parts prepared with air-
texturised rovings will have a lower volume fraction when subject to a certain
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4. Conclusion

compaction pressure. Depending on the resin system and the cost of the texturi-
sation step, this can translate into a lower cost of the end product.

Although it was not investigated in this paper, texturisation will affect the
mechanical properties of a composite part. In addition to achieving a lower fi-
bre volume fraction, the µ-CT scans in Fig. 1 illustrate that texturisation orient
fibres away from the principal direction. This alteration reduces axial stiffness
and strength of the composite part, which can be undesirable if a high degree of
mechanical anisotropy is intended in a design. On the other hand, texturisation
results in a disordered and intermingled fibre architecture, which increases out-
of-plane properties such as fracture toughness as well as transversal and shear
stiffness and strength.
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Figure 8: Applied compaction pressure, σ, vs. measured volume fraction, V f , compared
to model fit, Eqs. (9-10).

4 Conclusion

This study concerned material characterisation of air-texturised glass-fibre rov-
ings. Motivated by a gap in the research field, the scope of the paper was to
characterise material properties needed for input in liquid composite moulding
(LCM) simulations, i.e. the permeability and compaction behaviour.

For characterisation of the permeability, a special rig was built to prepare
individual rovings into a ply-like sample. Once samples were made this way, an
existing setup designed for radial impregnation tests of fabrics and mats could be
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Figure 9: Comparison between model fit, Eqs. (9-10), and experimental data for unload-
ing after application of compaction pressure, σc.

used. For compaction tests, samples were tested in a universal testing machine.
A linear combination of power-laws was used as a model capable of capturing
irreversible fibre-compaction valid for a single loading/unloading step. With the
main application of pultrusion processes in mind, curve fits were compiled for
implementation in simulation software.

We highlight the following findings and conclusions of the material charac-
terisation study:

• Compared to conventional unidirectional (UD) rovings, the normalised per-
meability of the air-texturised roving was approximately three times higher
along the fibre direction and 40 times higher transverse to the fibre direc-
tion. Accordingly, the degree of anisotropy was approximately one magni-
tude lower;

• At a compaction pressure of 1 and 5 bar, the air-texturised roving was com-
pressed to a volume fraction of V f = 0.34 and 0.43, respectively, which
was approximately 30% lower than the volume fractions achieved for the
conventional UD-rovings;

• Compared to conventional UD-rovings, decompaction of air-texturised rov-
ings showed a more distinct elastic response when unloaded.
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In summary, it is concluded that air-texturisation increases the permeability and
decreases compliance of rovings.

A topic for future research could be to standardise and characterise different
degrees of texturisation. Possible extensions of this study could explore the effects
of air flow, nozzle shape and size as well as exposure time in the texturisation step.
In addition, possible topics could involve how mechanical or thermal properties
of composite parts are affected by the anisotropy caused by texturisation.
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Appendix A. X-ray, µ-CT scans

The X-ray micro computed tomography images (X-ray, µ-CT) were captured us-
ing a Zeiss Xradia Versa 520 scanner. The specimens for scanning were prepared
by cutting out cylindrical samples from composite parts. Each sample was sub-
sequently reduced to a diameter of �5 mm using a lathe. The scans were carried
out at a voltage of 40kV and a power of 74 µA using 4× optical magnification.
Each scan was performed using 4501 projections at binning 2 with a total scan-
ning time of 20 hours. For each cutout, the scan was further cropped to a �2 × 2
mm cylinder. The resulting scans in Fig. 1 have a 10003 voxel resolution with
a voxel size of approxiamtely 2 µm. For more information about the scanning
procedure, please see Rasmussen et al.[33].

Appendix B. Example of probed pressure histories

Figure 10 exemplify pressure readings and the associated evolution of principal
permeabilities and direction, for one permeability experiment used as a data point
in Figs. 6 and 7. The sample was prepared from air-texturised rovings (cf. Table
1). The cavity thickness in the permeability cell was set to h = 1.6 mm, which
resulted in a volume fraction of V f = 0.379. The inflow rate was set to Q = 10−7

m3/s, whereby the impregnation time lasted for approximately seven minutes.
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Figure 10: Example of pressure readings from one permeability experiment used as a
data point in Figs. 6 and 7. The sensor locations are depicted in Fig. 3.
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Abstract

In this paper, a numerical framework for multiphysical simulation of
resin-impregnation, heat-transfer and cure in a resin-injection pultrusion
process has been developed. Using the framework, the material flow through
the pultrusion die was studied for the manufacture of a 100 mm thick glass
fibre reinforced polyurethane (thermoset) composite profile. The results
demonstrated that while curing is initiated near the heated die-walls, a yet
stronger reaction is simultaneously obtained at the centre of the profile.
The results were qualitatively compared to measurements from an indus-
trial pultrusion line, which confirmed the trends of the material flow.

1 Introduction

Resin-injection pultrusion (RIP) is a high-quality, cost-effective and continuous
process for the manufacture of composite profiles with a constant cross-section.
In RIP, the dry fibre material is pulled through a die, where the fibre material is im-
pregnated with a resin by means of pressure-driven resin-injection. Subsequently,
the composite profile is heated, which initiates and accelerates the exothermic
curing reaction. Finally, the cured composite profile leaves the die and is cut into
desired lengths.

Resin-injection pultrusion is a closed mould process, whereby it is difficult to
measure or observe the different sub-steps of the material flow through the die. As
a result, the sensitivities and implications of the different process parameters are
often unknown and the process not necessarily well understood. For this reason is
computer simulation an important tool in the design and optimisation of existing
and new RIP processes.

Computer simulation of the RIP process has over the years gained significant
interest in academic research, and several research papers on resin-impregnation,
heat-transfer and cure can be found in the literature. For example, Palikhel, Roux,
and Jeswani [1] studied how the pressure build-up and fibre wet-out in a tapered
impregnation chamber is correlated to the profile-advancing pulling speed and
wedge angle. From the same research group, the effect of the number of inlet
slots and their location was studied in [2], and the influence of fibre compaction
was discussed in [3]. The heat-transfer and curing kinetics incl. process-induced
stresses and shape distortions have been studied extensively by Baran et al. in e.g.
[4, 5]. Multiphysical simulations, considering both the resin-impregnation, heat-
transfer and curing kinetics can also be found in the literature [6, 7, 8]. Common
for this work, however, is that the impregnation step is to some degree consid-
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ered separate to the heating die, whereby a de-coupling of the interaction of resin
impregnation, heat-transfer and curing kinetics is inherently assumed.

In the present study, a multiphysical simulation of a RIP process is presented.
The model fully couples resin-impregnation, heat-transfer and resin cure, which
has not been done before. The numerical framework is based on the finite volume
method (FVM), with a level-set method to trace the location of the resin flow
front. The simulations are conducted for a realistic industry case and results are
qualitatively compared to measurements from an industrial pultrusion line.

2 Method

In this section, the governing equations for the material flow through the die in a
pultrusion line are described.

2.1 Resin flow

For a Newtonian fluid (the resin), the flow through a porous media (fibre material)
moving with a bulk velocity of ui, f is governed by Darcy’s law:

ui = ui, f +
Ki j

µθv

∂p
∂x j

, qi = θvui (1)

where, in this context, the bulk velocity of the fibres, ui, f , corresponds to the
profile-advancing pulling speed of the profile. Darcy’s law relates the spatial
velocities, ui, in the i-direction to the pressure gradient, ∂p/∂xi , and the mate-
rial parameters Ki j, θv and µ. These coefficients are the permeability tensor and
porosity of the fibre material, and the dynamic viscosity of the resin, respectively.
Off-diagonal terms in Ki j are assumed to be zero. Finally, qi is the volumetric dis-
charge that is often referred to as the superficial velocity. Please note that repeated
indices in tensor equations (indices i and j) implies summation.

To set up an equation for the pressure, mass conversation is enforced to Eq. 1,
which means that the divergence of the volumetric discharge must be in balance
with any sources or sinks, s:

∂

∂xi

(
Ki j

µ

∂p
∂x j

)
= s (2)

Eq. (2) is valid when ui, f is constant in all directions.
While some flow models consider a partially saturated zone near the flow

front as part of the impregnation mechanisms, Darcy’s law formulated as Eqs.
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(1-2) implies that there exists a sharp transition between the resin (the saturated
zone) and the dry fibre-material (the unsaturated zone) during the impregnation
step. For layups consisting of fabrics (e.g. non-crimp or woven), pore space in-
troduces a partially saturated zone near the flow front as the resin travels faster
between rovings under pressure-induced flow. Such cases are not captured by
Eqs. (1-2) and the transient, progressive impregnation mechanisms must instead
be considered through an appropriate non-saturated flow law when applicable
[9, 10, 11]. In RIP, single rovings are often used instead of fabrics, as it has some
cost and structural benefits. Single rovings are cheaper, as the fibre material does
not need to be processed into a fabric, and they allow for a higher volume fraction,
as unbounded fibre-material can be more densely packed. When the pore space
between rovings is limited, the partially saturated zone near the flow front will be
short, which justifies the flow model in Eqs. (1-2) for layups consisting of single
rovings in RIP.

2.2 Flow front tracker

The flow front is tracked by the level-set method that was initially introduced
by Sussman, Smereka, and Osher [12]. In this approach, a level set function, φ,
holds the absolute distance to the interface (the resin flow front) in the form of a
signed distance function. This means that the flow front location is identified by
the zero-isocontour of the level set function, (φ = 0), and the domain is split by
the sign of φ, where the resin occupies φ < 0 and the dry fibres φ > 0.

As the resin infiltrates the fibre material, the level-set function is advected in
the velocity field from Eq. 1:

∂φ

∂t
+ ui

∂φ

∂xi
= 0 (3)

As the level-set function is advected in the velocity field, φ generally loses its
property of being a signed distance function. To maintain this property, φ has
to be regularly reconstructed, which is usually referred to as reinitialisation. In
this paper, the single-step reinitialisation scheme by Fu, Hu, and Adams [13] is
applied after every time step.

2.3 Heat-transfer and cure

The energy balance incl. the exothermic heat generation from the curing reaction
reads:

ρC
∂T
∂t

+ (ui,mθvρmCm + ui, f (1 − θv)ρ f C f )
∂T
∂xi
− ∂

∂xi

(
λi j

∂T
∂x j

)
= r (4)
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which is a conventional energy conservation equation for transient convection-
diffusion with internal heat generation. Eq. (4) accounts for the temporal change
in energy due to convection from bulk transport of the resin, ui,m, the convection
due to the pulling speed of the fibre, ui, f , and diffusion through heat conduction.
The heat generated from the exothermic curing reaction enters through the source
term, r. The material properties are the density, ρ, the specific heat, C, and the
heat conductivity tensor λi j. Off-diagonal terms in λi j are assumed to be zero.
Terms with no subscripts denote the composite, i.e. lumped values for the resin,
m, fibres, f , or the die.

The heat generated from the exothermic curing reaction enters the source term
as:

r = θvρmHtRr (5)

where Ht is the total heat generated during the chemical reaction, and Rr =

Rr(α,T ) is the cure degree rate, given as an Arrhenius equation [14]:

Rr = A0exp
( Ea

RT

)
(1 − α)n (6)

where α is the degree of cure, A0 is the pre-exponential constant, n is the kinetic
exponent, Ea is the activation energy, and R is the universal gas constant. The
degree of cure is subjected to advection by the velocity of the resin:

∂α

∂t
+ ui,m

∂α

∂xi
= Rr (7)

2.4 Numerical framework

Eqs. (1-4) are discretised using FVM and solved in the technical programming
language, MATLABTM. The solution method consists of two successive steps.
The first step is to solve the pressure equation, Eq. (2), implicitly. Secondly, ve-
locities near the interface can be determined and the interface is locally advected
using an explicit forward Euler step for Eq. (3). The temperature and the degree
of cure can subsequently be determined in the new configuration using an implicit
backward Euler step based on Eqs. (4) and (7), respectively.

3 Case study

The case study concerns pultrusion of a 100 mm thick profile, consisting of a
polyurethane (PUR) thermoset resin reinforced with rovings of glass fibres. The
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case study is illustrated in Fig. 1 and all material properties are listed in Table
??. The case is considered in 2D on a 200 × 40 equidistant grid, with symmetry
exploited at the centreline.

The die is 1.5 m long, which is a typical length of a long pultrusion die [15],
and it has a wall thickness of 50 mm. The resin is injected at the top and bottom
of the die at an injection pressure of 30 bar and a temperature of 25◦C. The resin
enters the profile through a 50 mm wide manifold located 200 mm from the en-
trance to the die. At the top and bottom of the die, the first 300 mm of the die
is cooled to a constant temperature of 35◦C, while the last 900 mm of the die is
heated to 110, 190, and 170◦C over three equidistant steps. The remaining of the
die is cooled by means of natural convection to the ambient surroundings with
a temperature of t∞ = 25◦C. The fibre material is preheated to a temperature of
50◦C before entering the die to shorten the cure time [15]. The pulling speed is
set to 0.2 m/min.

Manifold

Inlet

Die

Resin front
(φ = 0) Heaters

Coolers

(φ < 0)

x2

x3

Natural convection

Impregnated
fibres (resin)

x1

Pulling direction

Fibres
(φ > 0)

Figure 1: Cut-through view (x1, x2-plane) of the case study (not to scale) of a thick
composite profile. The level set function, φ, indicates how the domain is split by the resin
front at φ = 0 into the dry fibre material, φ > 0, and the impregnated fibres (resin), φ < 0.
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3.1 Results and discussion

The stationary solutions for temperature, pressure and degree of cure can be seen
in Figs. 2(a-c). The temperature near the edge and at the centre of the profile
are plotted in Fig. 3(a). Temperature measurements from an industrial pultrusion
line, with similar, but different, dimensions, materials, and process conditions, are
plotted in Fig. 3(b).

3.1.1 Resin flow

As it can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the full cross-section achieves complete wet-out
under the subjected process conditions. A pressure build-up of approximately
25% of the inlet pressure is maintained at the exit of the chamber. The flow front
appears concave, with a back-flow of approximately 5 cm behind the inlet at the
die-wall. The flow front starts at the centre of the profile approximately 5 cm after
the inlet.

From the temperature measurement in Fig. 3(b), the flow front location can
be estimated based on the point where the temperature suddenly changes. The
flow front location is indicated as points A and C, while the inlet is at point B
which is known from the geometry of the die. The location of the inlet can also
be identified as the point where a sharp drop in temperature is observed, as the
thermocouple reaches the unheated resin inlet flow. Based on points A and C in
Fig. 3(b), the flow front also appears concave.

3.1.2 Temperature rise and resin cure

Based on Fig. 3(a), the temperature at the edge of the profile drops from the
entrance of the die towards the resin inlet. Under the resin inlet, the temperature
drops sharply as the bulk transport of resin with low inlet temperature is strong
in this region. Further into the die, the resin cures from the die-walls into the
profile (cf. Fig. 2b-c). A local peak in temperature coming from the exothermic
curing reaction is observed approximately 75% into the die, where the resin near
the die-wall is more than 90% cured (c.f. Fig. 2c).

At the centre of the profile, the temperature appears almost constant at 50◦C,
which corresponds to the preheated temperature of the fibres. As the fibres reach
the resin, the temperature starts to rise and approximately 50% into the die, the
resin is more than 90% cured (c.f. Fig. 2c). This behaviour indicates that a faster
exothermic curing reaction starts from the centre of the profile in addition to the
reaction that starts near the die-walls.
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Figure 2: (a) Pressure, (b) temperature, and (c) degree-of-cure at steady state. The white
line indicate the position of the resin flow front.

The same tendencies in the development of the temperatures are observed in
the measurements from the industrial pultrusion line (c.f. Fig. 3b) with some mi-
nor differences. For example, i) at the entrance of the chamber in the industrial
pultrusion line, the temperature is lower at the edges compared to the centre of
the profile. This could indicate that the fibres are to some degree cooled by the
ambient surroundings between the preheater and pultrusion die. ii) The develop-
ment in temperature through the die appears to be more smooth for the industrial
pultrusion line, compared to the simulation results. This could be caused by dif-
ferences in the design and location of heaters, as well as imperfect thermal contact
between the die and the profile.

3.1.3 Transition from liquid to gel to solid

Established research (e.g. [15]) often illustrates a concave transition from liquid
to gel, and from gel to solid, similar to the shape of the flow front. As it is evident
in Fig. 2(c), for this thick composite profile manufactured with fibre preheating,
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Figure 3: The temperature along the length of the profile at the edge and centre of the
profile. Simulation results are shown in Fig. (a), while normalised measurements from an
industrial pultrusion line with similar, but different, dimensions and materials are shown
in Fig. (b). Point A indicates where the thermocouple reaches the resin front in the edge
of the profile. At point B, the thermocouple is right below the inlet. Finally, at point C,
the thermocouple reaches the resin flow front at the centre of the profile.

the resin cures simultaneously from the die-walls and the profile centre, which
makes the transition from liquid to gel, and from gel to solid, both convex and
concave at the same time.
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4 Conclusion

In this study, a numerical framework based on the finite volume method and the
level-set method for multiphysical simulation of the resin-injection pultrusion
process was developed. The framework handles the material flow through the
die, i.e. the resin impregnation step, incl. treatment of the resin flow front as a
free surface, and the coupling to the heat-transfer and curing kinetics of the resin.

Using the numerical framework, a case study of a thick composite profile
was conducted. In the case study, it was shown how the temperature field is
affected by the preheating of the fibres and the inlet temperature of the resin.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated how curing is both initiated near the die-walls,
yet a stronger reaction is observed at the centre of the profile due to preheating
of the fibres. The results were qualitatively compared to measurements from an
industrial pultrusion line, which confirmed the trends of the material flow.

In future research, we aim to include the temperature-dependent rheology of
the resin. This would e.g. allow for studies on how the resin impregnation step is
affected by fibre preheating and resin inlet temperature.
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Abstract

This paper concerns non-isothermal flow in a thermoset resin-injection
pultrusion process. Supported by temperature measurements from an in-
dustrial pultrusion line and a material characterisation study (curing kinet-
ics, chemorheology, and permeability), the material flow was analysed for
the manufacture of a thick glass-fibre profile saturated with a pultrusion-
specific polyurethane resin. A central finding is that the heating config-
uration, together with the strongly convective flow near inlets resulted in
phase transitions that were both concave and convex-shaped. This is differ-
ent from existing literature that commonly describes curing being initiated
from die-walls, resulting in the concave phase-transitions.

1 Introduction

Pultrusion is a cost-effective, energy-efficient, and an increasingly popular [1]
method for the manufacture of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite pro-
files [2, 3]. In conventional pultrusion processes, a layup of rovings (aka. tows of
fibres), mats, and/or fabrics is drawn through a resin-bath (resin-bath pultrusion,
RBP) or an impregnation chamber (resin-injection pultrusion, RIP), directly fol-
lowed by a heated die [2, 4]. After the exit of the die, the profile is cooled and cut
into desired lengths. Fig. 1 (in Sec. 2) illustrates a cut-view of a RIP die.

Pultrusion is a closed-mould process, which makes visual inspections and
experimental measurements difficult or impossible to conduct. This confinement
means that the implications and sensitivities of different process parameters are
often unknown or not fully understood. Computer simulation is thus essential as a
tool because it enables engineers and researchers to study the material flow inside
the closed mould.

1.1 State-of-the-art

Simulation methods have received a considerable amount of research interest over
the years due to its significance in the design and optimisation of pultrusion pro-
cesses. Han et al. [5] (1986) and Han and Chin [6] (1988) were among the first to
introduce numerical modelling of the pultrusion process. In their work, they used
the finite difference method to investigate the coupled thermal and autocatalytic
curing kinetics to predict heat-transfer and resin conversion (degree-of-cure) of
epoxy and polyester resins in an RBP process. These early approaches were sub-
sequently expanded to thermoplastics by Lee et al. [7] and Astroem and Pipes
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Nomenclature

a, b Exponents in chemorheologi-
cal model

A0, Eα Pre-exp., act. energy in cure
kinetics model

α Degree-of-cure (conversion)
of resin

αg Degree-of-cure at gelation
αHTC Heat transfer coefficient
αpen Penalty factor
αvisc Ramping function, viscosity
C Diffusion tensor in ALE-

mapping
cp Specific heat capacity
H,HT Heat flow and total heat gen-

erated
KT , k Thermal conductivity tensor

and component (w. sub-
scripts d, f , and r, for the die,
fibres, and resin, respectively.

Ki Principal permeabilities and
direction

Lc Characteristic length
µ Viscosity
µ0, Eµ Pre-exp., act. energy in

chemorheological model
m, n Exponents in cure kinetics

model
n Normal vector
Pe Péclet number
Phi Power level of heater i
Π Functional

p Pressure
pin Inlet pressure
ψ Degree of anisotropy (wrt.

principal permeabilities)
qr Superficial velocity of resin
ρ Density
R Universal gas constant
Rα Cure-rate
Ri,eq Equivalent fibre radii in per-

meability model
S T Source term in energy equa-

tion
T Temperature
Tamb Ambient (far-field) tempera-

ture
Tco Temperature of cooler
Ten Temperature of the impreg-

nated profile at die-entrance
(this only applies to one ex-
ample in. Sec. 3.3.1.)

Thi Set-temperature of heater i
Ti f Start/initial temperature of fi-

bres
Tin Inlet temperature of resin
Upull Profile-advancing pulling

speed
u f Real velocity, fibres
ur Real velocity, resin
V f Fibre volume fraction
Va Maximum available fibre vol-

ume fraction
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[8], and supported by experimental studies in [9, 10]. Authors have later revis-
ited these methodologies in papers with application of finite element [11] and
control volume finite difference methods [12, 13]. In recent years, researchers
have studied other effects that are closely related to the thermal and cure histo-
ries. These include process-induced residual stresses and shape distortions (Baran
et al. [14, 15]) as well as the thermal contact to the pultrusion die (Baran et al.
[16]).

Introduced after the RBP process, the first experimental observations of RIP
concepts were reported in early papers by Dubé et al. [17] (1995) and Cho et al.
[18] (1996). Although several researchers have been able to study the impregna-
tion step isolated [19, 20, 21, 22, 23], some early efforts were focused on multi-
physical models describing both the impregnation flow, heat-transfer, and cure.
For example, Gorthala et al. [24], Ding et al. [25], and Sas et al. [26] developed
models wherein the simulation domain was split in two. In the first part of the sim-
ulation domain, intended to represent the impregnation chamber, an isothermal
filling simulation was conducted to calculate the needed injection pressure to sat-
urate the full cross section of the profile with resin. The second part started some
distance away from the resin-inlet, at which the profile was considered fully sat-
urated. At this location, the resin was set to move along the fibre material, which
meant that the already established methodologies for RBP could be applied for the
subsequent thermal-cure simulation. The work by Sas et al. [26] included a mate-
rial characterisation study of the profile’s glass fibre reinforcement and polyester
resin system, and the simulation results were supported by in-line experimental
temperature measurements using thermocouples and a thermal camera.

Other researchers used different approaches, not relying on the assumption
that impregnation, heat transfer, and cure always were isolated events that took
place at seperate locations. Kommu et al. [27] and Mustafa et al. [28] were the
first to develop such coupled simulations. In their work, an isothermal filling
simulation was conducted to find the appropriate balance between inlet pressure
and pulling speed that achieved complete impregnation of the entire domain (i.e.
the flow front completely occupied the entrance of the pultrusion die). Subse-
quently, a non-isothermal analysis was conducted in the fully saturated domain,
assuming that the flow front was fixed at the entrance to the die. In more recent
research, Babeau et al. [29] have presented an experimentally validated model for
simulating dual-phase, non-isothermal flow in a thermoplastic RIP process.
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1.2 Scope and overview

As outlined in the previous section, research into numerical modelling of pultru-
sion processes has received great interest over the years. Being a newer and more
complicated process, research concerning RIP processes is not as well established
as RBP. This deficiency is reflected by the limitations, assumptions, and limited
experimental evidence in the current literature, which is even more apparent for
thermoset RIP processes. The scope of this paper is to bridge this gap by introduc-
ing a new numerical framework for simulating non-isothermal material flow in a
thermoset RIP process. As opposed to the existing literature, this framework does
not rely on any inherent decoupling of resin flow, heat-transfer and cure, and we
support our findings by a material characterisation study as well as experimental
in-line temperature measurements.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the numeri-
cal framework is presented. In addition, an industrial pultrusion line representing
the case study and the experimental work is described. Section 3 presents and
discusses results from the numerical framework as well as temperature measure-
ments from the industrial pultrusion line. Section 4 summarises the conclusions of
the paper. In addition, three sections are included as appendices to the main text.
The first appendix details a material characterisation study that was conducted in
relation to this work (curing kinetics, chemorheology, and permeability). In the
two last appendices, special boundary conditions for modelling the flow front and
heater units are derived.

2 Method

2.1 Case study

In this paper, the case study concerned pultrusion of a thick (80× 80mm2) square
profile using a RIP process. The layup of the profile consisted of approximately
700 TEX 10,000 glass fibre rovings that were saturated with a pultrusion-specific
polyurethane thermoset resin. The simulation model was composed of the dry
fibres, the impregnated fibres, and the pultrusion die. Fig. 1 illustrates a cut-
view of the simulation model and Table 1 lists the different physics applied in the
model.

The fibre material entered the simulation model from the left of the domain
(cf. Fig. 1). The pultrusion die was 1.8 m long with a wall thickness of 40 mm,
which is close to the typical length of a long pultrusion die [2]. Inside the pul-
trusion die, the resin was injected at an over-pressure and distributed around the
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Saturated fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="Rdpoo/KrY9PfmETHpwLnqd+PN0o=">AAACGnicZVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tJNaBFclaQudFlw47KifUAbymR60w6dPJiZFEvon3SrH+JO3LrxO/wBJ20Q0x64cDjnXu7heDFnUtn2t7G1vbO7t186KB8eHZ+cmmfnbRklgmKLRjwSXY9I5CzElmKKYzcWSAKPY8eb3Gd+Z4pCsih8VrMY3YCMQuYzSpSWBqb5RFQiiMKh5TNPoByYVbtmL2FtEicnVcjRHJg//WFEkwBDRTmRsufYsXJTIhSjHOflfiIxJnRCRtjTNCQBSjddJp9bV1rRnyOhJ1TWUv1/kZJAylng6c2AqLFc9zLxzysX3Hg8k4zKQoBUMf19LZPy79yUhXGiMKSrSH7CLRVZWWFW8f4lyynnuiVnvZNN0q7XnJua81ivNip5XyW4hApcgwO30IAHaEILKExhAa/wZiyMd+PD+Fytbhn5zQUUYHz9AtWroXg=</latexit>

Dry fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="dEl2sgQaf/KTg0uYj72/vndpkFg=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPzW31r/qh69LC2Cp5LUgx4LevBYwf5gG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOG0LfoVR/Em3j1BXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GDcUXBvL+kYbm1vbO7ulvfL+weHRceXktKODSFHWpoEIVM8lmgkuWdtwI1gvVIz4rmBdd3qb+d1npjQP5KOJQ+b4ZCy5xykxqfR0p2LscVcxPazUrLq1AF4ndk5qkKM1rPwMRgGNfCYNFUTrvm2FxkmIMpwKNisPIs1CQqdkzPoplcRn2kkWjWf4IlVG2AtU+qTBC/V/IiG+1rHvppc+MRO96mXin1cuuOEk1pzqQoHE8PT3lU7Gu3ESLsPIMEmXlbxIYBPgbChczL9kPfUsXcle3WSddBp1+6puPzRqzWq+VwnOoQqXYMM1NOEeWtAGChLm8ApvaI7e0Qf6XJ5uoDxzBgWgr19Cv56N</latexit>

Inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="uaiwRU7pxxpuAPvp1ETloY0d+Tg=">AAACDXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvOitgmkLbSib7Zd26WYTshuxhD5Dr/og3sSrz+Bz+AJu2iCmHVgYZr5hh/EizqSyrG+jtLW9s7tX3q8cHB4dn1RPzzoyTGKKDg15GPc8IpEzgY5iimMvipEEHseuN73L/O4zxpKF4knNInQDMhbMZ5QoLTkPgqMaVutWw1rC3CR2TuqQoz2s/gxGIU0CFIpyImXftiLlpiRWjHKcVwaJxIjQKRljX1NBApRuuiw7Ny+1MjL9MNZPKHOp/k+kJJByFnj6MiBqIte9TPzzKgU3mswko7JQIFVM/77WSfm3bspElCgUdFXJT7ipQjPbyCzmX7Kecq5Xstc32SSdZsO+btiPzXqrlu9VhguowRXYcAMtuIc2OECBwQJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGE/5yN</latexit>

Solidified profile
<latexit sha1_base64="bBailpzozwIMRSDY2ZWiXs8d6DM=">AAACHHicZVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/1nr0EloET2W3HvRY8OKxov2BdinZbLYNzSZhk5WWpa/Sqz6IN/Eq+By+gNl2EbcdCAwz35BhfMmo0o7zbZV2dvf2D8qHlaPjk9Mz+7zaVSKJMelgwUTc95EijHLS0VQz0pcxQZHPSM+f3md+74XEigr+rOeSeBEacxpSjLSRRnb1STAaGIEEUMYipIyM7LrTcFaA28TNSR3kaI/sn2EgcBIRrjFDSg1cR2ovRbGmmJFFZZgoIhGeojEZGMpRRJSXrrov4JVRAhiK2Dyu4Ur9n0hRpNQ88s1lhPREbXqZ+OdVCq6czBXFqlAg1dT8vtFJh3deSrlMNOF4XSlMGNQCZpPBYn6W9VQLs5K7uck26TYb7k3DfWzWW7V8rzK4BDVwDVxwC1rgAbRBB2AwA0vwCt6spfVufVif69OSlWcuQAHW1y9w2KJR</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="HqxDRy17bmCEhm+c6x/W/krWvIE=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpSBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STtes25rjmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6lym4g=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="0v8P1b880hnfVn3NmQBl6Tq/XpY=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpiBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STt65pTrzmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6sXm4k=</latexit>

Resin flow front
<latexit sha1_base64="7NsQn6jS7TS3l1MN/UQo0oVHAQc=">AAACGnicZVDNTsJAGPyKf4h/VY9eNhATT6TFgx5JvHhEY4EEGrJdtrBhu9t0tyhpeBOu+iDejFcvPocvYAuNsTDJJpOZb7KT8ULOlLasb6O0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fmKdnbSXjiFCHSC6jrocV5UxQRzPNaTeMKA48Tjve5C7zO1MaKSbFk56F1A3wSDCfEaxTaWCaj1QxgXwun5EfSaEHZs2qW0ugTWLnpAY5WgPzpz+UJA6o0IRjpXq2FWo3wZFmhNN5pR8rGmIywSPaS6nAAVVusmw+R5epMkS+jNInNFqq/xMJDpSaBV56GWA9VuteJv55lYIbjmeKEVUokGiW/r7WSfu3bsJEGGsqyKqSH3OkJcoGQ8X8S9ZTzdOV7PVNNkm7Ubev6/ZDo9as5nuV4QKqcAU23EAT7qEFDhCYwgJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGU3aFS</latexit>

Heaters
<latexit sha1_base64="JMmUXL+D8SB2KySZu+6Fb+APnYY=">AAACD3icZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvPRYwf5AG8pmu2mXbjYh+0UMoQ/Rqz6IN/HqI/gcvoCbNohpBxaGmW/YYdxQcIWW9W2Udnb39g/Kh5Wj45PTs+r5RU8FcURZlwYiiAYuUUxwybrIUbBBGDHiu4L13flD5vefWaR4IJ8wCZnjk6nkHqcEtdRvM4LaHVfrVsNawdwmdk7qkKMzrv6MJgGNfSaRCqLU0LZCdFISIaeCLSqjWLGQ0DmZsqGmkvhMOemq7sK81srE9IJIP4nmSv2fSImvVOK7+tInOFObXib+eZWCG84SxakqFEiR6983OqF376RchjEySdeVvFiYGJjZSmYx/5L1VAu9kr25yTbpNRv2bcN+bNZbtXyvMlxBDW7AhjtoQRs60AUKc1jCK7wZS+Pd+DA+16clI89cQgHG1y8pY51x</latexit>

Cooler
<latexit sha1_base64="tRZbd0tTELT7X/RI54Jn8158kp0=">AAACDnicZVDNTsJAGPyKf4h/qEcvDcTEE2nxgEcSLh4xkZ8EGrJdvsLKdrfpbo2k4R246oN4M159BZ/DF7CFxliYZJPJzDfZybgBZ0pb1rdR2Nnd2z8oHpaOjk9Oz8rnF10lo5Bih0ouw75LFHImsKOZ5tgPQiS+y7Hnzlqp33vGUDEpHvU8QMcnE8E8RolOpG5LSo7hqFy1atYK5jaxM1KFDO1R+Wc4ljTyUWjKiVID2wq0E5NQM8pxURpGCgNCZ2SCg4QK4qNy4lXbhXmdKGPTk2HyhDZX6v9ETHyl5r6bXPpET9Wml4p/XinnBtO5YlTlCsSaJb9vdNLenRMzEUQaBV1X8iJuammmI5n5/EvaUy2SlezNTbZJt16zb2v2Q73arGR7FeEKKnADNjSgCffQhg5QeIIlvMKbsTTejQ/jc31aMLLMJeRgfP0CVw2c/w==</latexit> Pultrusion die

<latexit sha1_base64="9LmTIQctydk1WtyDO+P4y+IVSFs=">AAACFnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYwf5AW8tmu2mXbjZh94tYQt+jV30Qb+LVq8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO44ZSGLTtb6uwtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2flE/P2iaINOMtFshAd11quBSKt1Cg5N1Qc+q7knfc6V3qd565NiJQjzgL+cCnYyU8wSgm0lMzkqij1CUjwYflql2zlyCbxMlIFTI0h+Wf/ihgkc8VMkmN6Tl2iIOYahRM8nmpHxkeUjalY95LqKI+N4N42XpOLhNlRLxAJ08hWar/EzH1jZn5bnLpU5yYdS8V/7xSzg0nMyOYyRWIUSS/r3VC73YQCxVGyBVbVfIiSTAg6Vgkn39Je5p5spKzvskmaddrznXNeahXG5VsryJcQAWuwIEbaMA9NKEFDDQs4BXerIX1bn1Yn6vTgpVlziEH6+sX4tKggg==</latexit>

Natural convection
<latexit sha1_base64="F/dX8wPAzHPuaH35eShc/bGIrVs=">AAACHXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r8i/boZWkRPJWkHvRY8OJJKtgfaEPZbDft0s1uyG6KIfRZetUH8SZexefwBUzaIqYdWBhmvmGH8ULOlLbtb6O0s7u3f1A+NI+OT07PrPOLjpJxRGibSC6jnocV5UzQtmaa014YURx4nHa96X3ud2c0UkyKZ52E1A3wWDCfEawzaWhVHrGOI8wRkWJGSS6aQ6tm1+0l0DZx1qQGa7SG1s9gJEkcUKEJx0r1HTvUboojzQinc3MQKxpiMsVj2s+owAFVbrosP0dXmTJCvoyyJzRaqv8TKQ6USgIvuwywnqhNLxf/PLPghpNEMaIKBVLNst83Omn/zk2ZCGNNBVlV8mOOtET5ZqiYf8l7qnm2krO5yTbpNOrOTd15atSa1fVeZbiEKlyDA7fQhAdoQRsIJLCAV3gzFsa78WF8rk5LxjpTgQKMr1/lmqKH</latexit>

Figure 1: Cut-view of the simulation model and the three domains: The dry fibres, the
impregnated fibres, and the pultrusion die itself. The setup is axissymmetric which means
that cooling, heating, and injection are applied on both side and top surfaces. The profile
is drawn from left to right.

Table 1: Overview of the included physics in the model. (1)Flow simulation is only conducted
inside the pultrusion die

Component Flow (p,u) Heat-transfer (T ) Cure
(species equation,
α)

Dry fibres ×1 ×
Impregnated fibres ×1 × ×
Pultrusion die ×

entire circumference of the profile through a 30 mm wide channel located 300 mm
from the entrance to the die. The first 20% of the die was cooled to limit curing in
the resin backflow. Of the remaining part of the die, 80% was heated to promote
curing. The simulation domain started one meter before the entrance to the pul-
trusion die and ended two meters after the exit. Thereby, the model considered
pre-cooling of the dry fibre stack as well as post-curing during convective cooling
to the ambient surroundings. Table 2 lists relevant process conditions, material
properties, as well as the result of the material characterisation study (detailed in
Appendix A). We elaborate on the different physics, boundary conditions, and the
numerical framework in the subsequent subsections.
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Table 2: Material and process parameters employed in the study
(1)Supplier’s material data

Cure kineticts, Appendix A.1
A0 = 22648 s−1 Pre-exponentional factor
Ea = 41275 J/mol Activation energy
HT = 275 · 103 J/kg Total heat of reaction
m, n = 0.489, 3.102 [-] Exponents

Chemorheology, Appendix A.2
µ0 = 6.944 · 10−5 Pa·s Pre-exponentional factor
Ea,M = 24274 J/mol Activation energy
αg = 0.79 [-] Degree-of-cure at gelation
a, b = 0.016, 3.094 [-] Exponents

Flow-properties of fibre-reinforcement, Appendix A.3
V f = 0.44 [-] Volume fraction
R1,2,eq = 21.8, 20.7 µm Equivalent fibre radii

Heat transfer properties(1)

ρr, ρ f = 1150, 2560 kg/m3 Density
cpr, cp f = 1150, 1150 J/(kg·K) Specific heat capacity
λr, λ f , λd = 0.167, 1.04, 40 W/(m·K) Heat conductivity

Process parameters, reference configuration
Upull = 0.182 m/min Pulling speed (100% speed)
pin = 10 bar Inlet pressure (absolute)
Thi = 100, 170, 140 ◦C Set-temperatures of heaters
Ti f ,Tin = 55, 25 ◦C Start temp. of fibres and inlet temperature
Tamb,Tco = 23, 30 ◦C Temperature of ambient surroundings and

cooler unit
αpen,max = 109 [-] Upper limit, penalty multipier
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2.2 Governing equations and numerical framework

In the following subsections, we derive the governing equations for the numerical
framework. The framework was based on the Eulerian approach, in which the
origo of the spatial coordinate system was fixed to the centre of the entrance to
the pultrusion die.

2.2.1 Energy equation

The energy equation accounting for heat-transfer was solved similarly to estab-
lished literature in the field [27, 28, 30]. This approach meant that the heat-
transfer equations took the form of a special convection-diffusion-reaction type
of problem (steady state), where the convective term was split into contributions
from the resin and fibres:

∇ · (−KTd∇T ) = 0 (1a)

∇ ·
(
−KT f∇T

)
+

(
V fρ f cp f u f

) · ∇T = 0 (1b)

∇ ·
(
−KT ( f +r)∇T

)
+

((
1 − V f

)
ρrcprur + V fρ f cp f u f

) · ∇T = S T (1c)

where Eq. (1a) denotes the energy equation for the pultrusion die, Eq. (1b) applies
to the dry part of the profile, and (1c) to the saturated part. Throughout the paper,
bold, lower-case letters are vectors and bold, upper-case letters are matrices. In
Eq. (1), T is the temperature, ρ is the density, and cp is the specific heat capacity.
This equation was coupled to the resin pressure gradient through the resin veloc-
ity, ur. Subscripts, d, f , and r, refers to die, fibres, and resin, respectively. The
governing equations for the impregnation flow will be described in Sec. 2.2.3. In
Eq. (1), the resin and fibre material were considered incompressible, and since
there was no taper on the pultrusion die, we assumed the fibre volume fraction to
remain constant throughout the process. In Eq. (1c), S T is the volumetric source
term accounting for the energy released during the exothermic reaction of the
resin:

S T = (1 − V f )ρrHT Rα (2)

where HT is the total heat generated through the reaction. A typical autocatalytic
cure kinetic equation with an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence described
the cure-rate, Rα = dα/dt , of the resin system:

Rα = A0exp
(−Ea

RT

)
αm (1 − α)n (3)
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where m and n are the reaction orders, A0 is a pre-exponential factor, and Ea is the
activation energy. These values were determined using DSC scans, see 4. Finally,
R is the universal gas constant.

Thermal conductivities, k, populated the diagonal of the thermal conductivity
tensor, KT (Eq. (1)), and off-diagonal terms were set to zero. For the impregnated
fibres, for example, the diagonal became:

KT ( f +r)(1,1) = (1−V f )kr+V f k f , KT ( f +r)(2,2) = KT (3,3) =
krk f

V f k f + (1 − V f )kr
(4)

Eq. (1) can be non-dimensionalised using the Péclet number, Pe, that measures
the magnitude of convection compared to diffusion. Adapting Pantaleão et al.
[31]’s approach, we estimate an axial Péclet number using the relation:

Pe =

(
(
(
1 − V f

)
ρrcpr |ur | + V fρ f cp f

∣∣∣u f
∣∣∣) · Lc

KT ( f +r)(1,1)
(5)

where Lc is the characteristic length that in this case corresponds to half of the
profile’s thickness. Using the material data in the case study (Sec. 2.1), a Péclet
number of Pe ≈ 400 was obtained away from the inlet (where |ur | =

∣∣∣u f
∣∣∣ = Upull),

which indicated a strongly convective flow [31].
For the solution of Eq. (1), appropriate boundary conditions were enforced.

At the resin inlet, the temperature was set equal to the inlet temperature of the
resin, T = Tin. At the cooled section of the die (cf. Fig. 1), the temperature was
set to T = Tco. At the entrance to the simulation domain, the temperature of
the profile was set to the start temperature of the fibres T = Ti f . At symmetry
planes, an adiabatic condition was applied (−n · (−KT∇T ) = 0) and convective
cooling was considered towards the ambient surroundings through Newton’s law
of cooling: −n · (−KT∇T ) = αHTC(Tamb − T ). In the latter condition, Tamb is the
ambient (far-field) temperature, and αHTC is the heat-transfer coefficient. Lastly,
on heated surfaces of the die, the power level of the heater units was enforced as
a heat flux, −n · (−KT∇T ) = Phi .

The power level of the individual heaters, Phi , was in the pultrusion line reg-
ulated with controllers that adjust the power to reach a target temperature of a
sensor. In the current setup, sensors were located 15 mm below each heater unit.
In the simulation model, these power levels posed an extra set of unknowns which
were solved for by the usage of Lagrange multipliers, see Appendix B.

2.2.2 Species equation

In contrary to the energy equation, Eq. (1), the species equation was purely con-
vective with the addition of a source term. The convective term describes how the
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velocity field of the resin transports the species (i.e. the degree-of-cure), and the
source term holds the cure-rate:

ur · ∇α = Rα (6)

In Eq. (6), the fibre volume fraction was considered to remain constant throughout
the process. For the solution of the species equation, the degree-of-cure at the
resin inlet was set to α = 0.01 [-]. Elsewhere, diffusive fluxes were set to zero,
(−n · ∇α = 0).

2.2.3 Resin flow

During impregnation, the resin infiltrates the fibrous material. Darcy’s law gov-
erns the resin flow, which describes the relationship between the fluid pressure
gradient, ∇p, and the relative, real velocity between the resin, ur, and fibres, u f :

ur − u f = − 1
µ(1 − V f )

K∇p, qr = (1 − V f )ur (7)

where qr is the spatial Darcy flux (superficial velocity or volumetric discharge) of
the resin, and p is the resin pressure. The fluid, referred to as the resin, is char-
acterised with the dynamic viscosity, µ, while the fibre material is characterised
with the permeability tensor, K, and the volume fraction, V f . In the simulation
model, the viscosity was described with the chemorheological model developed
by Kim and Macosko [32]:

µ = µ0 exp
(

Ea,M

RT

) (
αg

αg − α
)(a+bα)

(8)

where µ0 is a pre-exponential factor, Ea,M is the activation energy, a and b are
exponents, and αg is the degree-of-cure at gelation. These values were determined
in chemorheological experiments, see Appendix A.2.

The permeability was described by Gebart [33]’s permeability model:

K1 =
8
53

(1 − V f )3

V2
f

R2
1,eq, K2 = K3 =

16

9π
√

6



√
Va

V f
− 1



5
2

R2
2,eq (9)

where K1 and K2 = K3 are the principal permeabilities parallel and transverse to
the fibre direction, respectively, and Va is the theoretical maximum fibre packing
for hexagonal stacking of cylinders Va = π/(2

√
3). The fibre radii, R1,eq and

R2,eq were chosen as fitting parameters that were determined from radial injection
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tests, see Appendix A.3. For reference, the profile’s volume fraction of V f = 0.44
resulted in a degree of anistropy of ψ = K1/K2 = 6.51·10−11/(1.24·10−11) = 5.25.

The pressure equation was derived by enforcing mass conservation, which
meant that the divergence of the volumetric discharge (Eq. (7)) must be balanced:

∇ · qr = 0, ∇ ·
(
(1 − V f )u f − 1

µ
K∇p

)
= 0 (10)

The velocity and pressure equations derived in the form of Eqs. (7-10) implied
that the resin was assumed to be slow (creeping), Newtonian and incompressible
while thermal expansion/contraction of the resin and fibre material was neglected.
Furthermore, as the resin infiltrated the fibre material, the zone behind the flow
front was assumed to be fully saturated.

For the solution of Eq. (7-10), boundary conditions were imposed. At the
resin inlet, the pressure was set to the inlet pressure p = pinlet, and at the entrance
and exit of the die, the pressure was set to the ambient pressure, p = patm. Finally,
pressure gradients normal to the die walls and symmetry planes were set to zero,
n · ∇p = 0.

2.2.4 Mesh-movement, flow-front tracker (ALE)

The resin flow front splits the dry and saturated domains, and a special numer-
ical scheme must handle this. While the Eulerian finite element/control volume
method is a popular choice to simulate how the impregnated zone expands in liq-
uid composite moulding processes [34, 35, 19, 20, 21, 22], other generic, Eulerian
free-surface flow methods such as the level-set and volume-of-fluid methods have
found application in literature as well [36, 37, 38, 39]. In this work, however, we
found the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method very suitable for mod-
elling the flow front location. A benefit of the ALE method is that it establishes
the ideal representation of the flow front by adapting the mesh to the front itself,
compared to Eulerian methods that rely on resolving the flow front by, for ex-
ample, the fraction of fluid that occupies individual cells. Furthermore, ALE can
often be implemented by solving a variational problem (solving a set of classical
PDEs), which means a general-purpose finite element program can accomplish
this task. We refer to Donea et al. [40] for a general description of ALE methods.

As we seek the stationary solution, the ALE method in this work consisted
of finding a mesh configuration at which the interface was at rest. As such, we
wanted to find a mesh-mapping of the mesh displacement in the x1-direction, X1,
where the normal velocity of the interface was zero (n · ur = 0). As this is not
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a traditional boundary condition due to the inherent coupling to the solution of
the pressure and velocity fields (Eqs. (7-10)), it was enforced using a penalty
approach, see Appendix C.

Once the mesh displacement of the interface was found, it entered as a Dirich-
let boundary condition in an anisotropic Laplace equation that was solved for the
mesh displacement in the x1-direction, X1:

∇ · (−C∇X1) = 0 (11)

In the profile, the diffusion coefficients in Eq. (11) were chosen such that diffusion
was strong in the x1-direction, Cprofile = diag(103, 1, 1), while the opposite was
chosen for the die, Cdie = diag(1, 103, 103). Thereby, the displacement of the
interface propagated in the x1-direction of the profile and outwards to the die. For
the remaining boundary conditions, the gradient of X1 towards symmetry planes
and the ambient surroundings was set to zero, −n · (−C∇X1) = 0. Everywhere
else the mesh was fixed, incl. at the resin inlet. For simplicity, Eq. (11) was only
solved in the first one-third of the pultrusion die and profile. This simplification
was justified as it was unrealistic to have the flow-front propagating too far down-
stream in the pultrusion die.

In addition to boundary conditions, an initial guess of the mesh configuration
was needed to solve Eq. (11). We found that a flat surface in the x2, x3-plane
approximately one-half profile width behind the inlet gave a good starting guess
of the stationary flow front location and shape (see Fig. 2).

2.3 Numerical framework and solution scheme

The governing equations were solved with the continuous Galerkin finite element
method using the commercial simulation software, COMSOL Multiphysics R© 5.4
[41]. The convective terms in Eqs. (1) and (6) were stabilised using COMSOL’s
built-in streamline and crosswind diffusion schemes. The simulation domain was
discretised using 2nd-order (quadratic) elements, with the total number of degrees-
of-freedom amounting to approximately 300,000 for the fully coupled problem.
The computation times lasted between 20 and 30 minutes using 4 cores on a
laptop (2.8 GHz, Core i7, 7700HQ). Due to a large number of unknowns, strongly
coupled physics, as well as the nonlinearities related to the viscosity and cure-
rate, we developed a special solution routine to solve the problem in appropriate
substeps and to gradually ramp up the nonlinearities. Fig. 3 illustrates a flow chart
of this routine.

The first step of the routine was to solve the fluid problem decoupled from
the thermal-cure problem. The purpose of this step was to gradually enforce the
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Pultrusion die
<latexit sha1_base64="9LmTIQctydk1WtyDO+P4y+IVSFs=">AAACFnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYwf5AW8tmu2mXbjZh94tYQt+jV30Qb+LVq8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO44ZSGLTtb6uwtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2flE/P2iaINOMtFshAd11quBSKt1Cg5N1Qc+q7knfc6V3qd565NiJQjzgL+cCnYyU8wSgm0lMzkqij1CUjwYflql2zlyCbxMlIFTI0h+Wf/ihgkc8VMkmN6Tl2iIOYahRM8nmpHxkeUjalY95LqKI+N4N42XpOLhNlRLxAJ08hWar/EzH1jZn5bnLpU5yYdS8V/7xSzg0nMyOYyRWIUSS/r3VC73YQCxVGyBVbVfIiSTAg6Vgkn39Je5p5spKzvskmaddrznXNeahXG5VsryJcQAWuwIEbaMA9NKEFDDQs4BXerIX1bn1Yn6vTgpVlziEH6+sX4tKggg==</latexit>

Impregnated fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="8P5kksn90upmO4vBuq9yFgrg+GI=">AAACHHicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dhBbBVUnqQpcFN7qrYB/QhjKZ3rZDJ5OQmUhL6K90qx/iTtwKfoc/4KQNYtoDFw7n3Ms9HC/kTCrb/jYKO7t7+wfFw9LR8cnpmXlebssgjii2aMCDqOsRiZwJbCmmOHbDCInvcex40/vU77xgJFkgntU8RNcnY8FGjBKlpYFZfvT1/lgQhUNrxLwI5cCs2jV7BWubOBmpQobmwPzpDwMa+ygU5UTKnmOHyk1IpBjluCj1Y4khoVMyxp6mgvgo3WSVfWFdaUV/DiI9Qlkr9f9FQnwp576nN32iJnLTS8U/r5Rzw8lcMipzARLF9PeNTGp05yZMhLFCQdeRRjG3VGCllVn5+1maUy50S85mJ9ukXa85NzXnqV5tVLK+inAJFbgGB26hAQ/QhBZQmMESXuHNWBrvxofxuV4tGNnNBeRgfP0CbbGiTw==</latexit>

Dry fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="dEl2sgQaf/KTg0uYj72/vndpkFg=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPzW31r/qh69LC2Cp5LUgx4LevBYwf5gG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOG0LfoVR/Em3j1BXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GDcUXBvL+kYbm1vbO7ulvfL+weHRceXktKODSFHWpoEIVM8lmgkuWdtwI1gvVIz4rmBdd3qb+d1npjQP5KOJQ+b4ZCy5xykxqfR0p2LscVcxPazUrLq1AF4ndk5qkKM1rPwMRgGNfCYNFUTrvm2FxkmIMpwKNisPIs1CQqdkzPoplcRn2kkWjWf4IlVG2AtU+qTBC/V/IiG+1rHvppc+MRO96mXin1cuuOEk1pzqQoHE8PT3lU7Gu3ESLsPIMEmXlbxIYBPgbChczL9kPfUsXcle3WSddBp1+6puPzRqzWq+VwnOoQqXYMM1NOEeWtAGChLm8ApvaI7e0Qf6XJ5uoDxzBgWgr19Cv56N</latexit>

Inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="uaiwRU7pxxpuAPvp1ETloY0d+Tg=">AAACDXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvOitgmkLbSib7Zd26WYTshuxhD5Dr/og3sSrz+Bz+AJu2iCmHVgYZr5hh/EizqSyrG+jtLW9s7tX3q8cHB4dn1RPzzoyTGKKDg15GPc8IpEzgY5iimMvipEEHseuN73L/O4zxpKF4knNInQDMhbMZ5QoLTkPgqMaVutWw1rC3CR2TuqQoz2s/gxGIU0CFIpyImXftiLlpiRWjHKcVwaJxIjQKRljX1NBApRuuiw7Ny+1MjL9MNZPKHOp/k+kJJByFnj6MiBqIte9TPzzKgU3mswko7JQIFVM/77WSfm3bspElCgUdFXJT7ipQjPbyCzmX7Kecq5Xstc32SSdZsO+btiPzXqrlu9VhguowRXYcAMtuIc2OECBwQJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGE/5yN</latexit>

(a) Initial mesh configuration
<latexit sha1_base64="UDitfTmEMj19TC84kKVa78uhMV8=">AAACKXicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZcuHFqEuilJXeiy4EZ3FewD2lAm00k7dDITMhOxhC79mm71Q9ypWz/BHzBpg5j2wMDhnHu5Z44bcKa0ZX0ahY3Nre2d4m5pb//g8Mg8PmkrGYWEtojkMuy6WFHOBG1ppjntBiHFvstpx53cpn7niYaKSfGopwF1fDwSzGME60QamOdVfInuBdMMc+RTNUZECo+NonAxgAZmxapZC6B1YmekAhmaA/OnP5Qk8qnQhGOlerYVaCfGoWaE01mpHykaYDLBI9pLqMDJUSdefGSGLhJliDwZJk9otFD/b8TYV2rqu8mkj/VYrXqp+OeVcm4wnipGVC5ArFlyfSWT9m6cmIkg0lSQZSQv4khLlPaH8vvPaU41S1qyVztZJ+16zb6q2Q/1SqOc9VWEMyhDFWy4hgbcQRNaQOAF5vAKb8bceDc+jK/laMHIdk4hB+P7F2z1puc=</latexit>

(b) Mesh configuration at steady state
<latexit sha1_base64="YGHV4ItI/s5VyWdMwJJaSh3cGDE=">AAACMHicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4tSNyWpC10W3LgRKtgHtKFMpjft0GQSMjdiCP0Dv6Zb/RBdiVu3/oBJG8S2F4Y5nHMPc+bYgSsUGsaHVtjY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/045O28qOQQ4v7rh92babAFRJaKNCFbhAC82wXOvbkNtM7TxAq4ctHjAOwPDaSwhGcYUoN9IuqfUnvQY0p96UjRlE4FyhDqhDYME4vhjDQK0bNmA9dB2YOKiSf5kD/6Q99HnkgkbtMqZ5pBGglLETBXZiW+pGCgPEJG0EvhZJ5oKxk/p8pPU+ZIXX8MD0S6Zz970iYp1Ts2emmx3CsVrWM/NNKS2owjpXgailAgiJ9fSUTOjdWImQQIUi+iORELkWfZjXSZf9zllNN05bM1U7WQbteM69q5kO90ijnfRXJGSmTKjHJNWmQO9IkLcLJC5mRV/KmzbR37VP7WqwWtNxzSpZG+/4FP9Kp5A==</latexit>

Flow front
<latexit sha1_base64="CLfvXzk5Xrr2U1DEDAx6ckhbEkI=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osCOKxgv3BNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y1aQt+iV30Qb+LVF/A5fAGTNohpBxaGmW/YYbyQM21s+9sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aWkSK0RSSXquthTTkTtGWY4bQbKooDj9OON7lJ/c4TVZpJ8WCmIXUDPBLMZwSbRHq85fIZ+UoKMyhX7Zq9AFonTkaqkKE5KP/0h5JEARWGcKx1z7FD48ZYGUY4nZX6kaYhJhM8or2EChxQ7caLxjN0nihD5EuVPGHQQv2fiHGg9TTwkssAm7Fe9VLxzyvl3HA81YzoXIHYsOT3lU7Gv3ZjJsLIUEGWlfyIIyNROhTK51/SnnqWrOSsbrJO2vWac1lz7uvVRiXbqwhnUIELcOAKGnAHTWgBAQFzeIU3a269Wx/W5/K0YGWZU8jB+voFaQGepA==</latexit>

(dry fibres are hidden)
<latexit sha1_base64="cXkhRgDrZznPcGL58Ax3dV4FrfU=">AAACIXicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXboYWoW5KUhe6LLhxWcE+oA1lMrlphyaTMDMRQ8jXdKsf4k7ciZ/hD5i0QUx7YOBwzr3cM8cOPSaVYXxpla3tnd296n7t4PDo+EQ/PevLIBIUejTwAjG0iQSPcegppjwYhgKIb3swsOf3uT94BiFZwJ9UHILlkylnLqNEZdJEv2g6IsYuswVITATgGXMc4NcTvWG0jCXwJjEL0kAFuhP9Z+wENPKBK+oRKUemESorIUIx6kFaG0cSQkLnZAqjjHLig7SS5QdSfJUpDnYDkT2u8FL9v5EQX8rYt7NJn6iZXPdy8c+rldxwFktGZSlAolh2fS2Tcu+shPEwUsDpKpIbeVgFOO8Nl/df8pwyzVoy1zvZJP12y7xpmY/tRqde9FVFl6iOmshEt6iDHlAX9RBFKVqgV/SmLbR37UP7XI1WtGLnHJWgff8CC76jlQ==</latexit>

(initial guess)
<latexit sha1_base64="0tQh5GYKKiM2ZFDaGUcfV3z52Xs=">AAACGXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9adSjl6VFqJeS1IMeC148VrA/0Iay2W7apZtNyLcRS+iT9KoP4k28evI5fAGTtohpBxaGmW/YYdxQCtSW9W0Udnb39g+Kh6Wj45PTsnl23sEgjhhvs0AGUc+lyKVQvK2FlrwXRpz6ruRdd3qf+d1nHqEI1JOehdzx6VgJTzCqU2lolmtCCS2oJOOYI14PzapVt5Yg28Rekyqs0RqaP4NRwGKfK80kRezbVqidhEZaMMnnpUGMPKRsSse8n1JFfY5Osiw+J1epMiJeEKVPabJU/ycS6iPOfDe99Kme4KaXiX9eKeeGkxkKhrkCiRbp7xudtHfnJEKFseaKrSp5sSQ6INleJJ9/yXriPF3J3txkm3Qadfumbj82qs3Keq8iXEIFamDDLTThAVrQBgYxLOAV3oyF8W58GJ+r04KxzlxADsbXL2I+oKg=</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="HqxDRy17bmCEhm+c6x/W/krWvIE=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpSBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STtes25rjmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6lym4g=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="0v8P1b880hnfVn3NmQBl6Tq/XpY=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpiBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STt65pTrzmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6sXm4k=</latexit>

Figure 2: An example of how the initial mesh configuration (a) adapts to the flow front
(b).

penalty constraint while developing a good initial guess for the subsequent solu-
tion of the fully coupled problem. After completion of the initial iterations for the
penalty constraint, the fully coupled problem was solved. As the temperature- and
cure-dependent viscosity posed a strong nonlinearity, it was gradually enabled by
ramping up a factor, αvisc ∈ [0; 1]:

µ = αviscµvar + (1 − αvisc)µconst (12)

where µvar is the temperature- and cure-dependent viscosity in Eq. (8) and µconst

is a constant viscosity representative for the uncured resin at inlet temperature.
Finally, µ was bound to vary four orders of magnitude, µ ∈ [10−1; 103], to limit
ill-conditioning of the state matrices.

2.4 Experimental measurements at an industrial pultrusion line,
representing the case study

A set of experiments was conducted at an industrial pultrusion line to establish
empirical evidence for the simulation model. These experiments consisted of
temperature measurements that were conducted by passing thermocouples into
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the profile layup. The lengthwise position was identified by the point where the
thermocouple reaches the resin flow front and inlet. From these set-points, the
distance was found by correlating the elapsed time and profile-advancing pulling
speed. The cross-sectional position of thermocouples was verified by inspecting
cut-outs from the cured profile. The profile was drawn at three different speeds,
100% (reference configuration, as presented in Table 2), 110%, and 120%.

3 Results

3.1 Simulation results

The stationary solutions of the pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure fields
are shown in Figs. 4-6. Fig. 4 illustrates the full 3D solutions, Fig. 5 depicts se-
lected cross sections, and finally, Fig. 6 shows how the pressure, temperature, and
degree-of-cure developed at the centre and 1 mm from the edge of the profile (re-
ferred to as ”edge”). Fig. 6 also highlights and identify major events that occurred
during the process.

3.1.1 Build-up and development of the pressure-profile in the pultrusion
die

From the entrance to the simulation domain (marked as (1) in Fig. 6(a)) to the
flow front location (3), the profile had still not reached the flow front location.
As the viscosity of air is low, there was no significant flow resistance to build up
pressure. Consequently, the pressure remained constant at atmospheric pressure.
As the edge of the profile reached the resin inlet (4), the pressure increased to
approximately 90% of the inlet pressure. Since the pressure was probed 1 mm
from the edge of the profile, the pressure at this location did not reach the full
inlet pressure. About three times the inlet width after the inlet (4), the pressure
equalised throughout the cross section and reached a plateau-level correspond-
ing to approximately 50% of the inlet pressure. The pressure gradient in this
plateau-region was very small, meaning the fibres and resin attained equal veloc-
ities. Towards the exit of the pultrusion die (6), the pressure fell to atmospheric
pressure. Since the resin in this region had already solidified (cf. Fig. 6(c)), this
pressure gradient did not introduce any additional resin flow.

In reality, other factors such as thermal expansion, chemical shrinkage, as
well as stress relaxation related to the viscoelastic constitutive behaviour of the
resin system contribute to the pressure and stress state inside the pultrusion die.
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Die entrance
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Die exit
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Profile
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Curing from centre
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Initial fibre temperature
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Figure 4: Stationary fields: An overview of how the pressure, temperature, and degree-
of-cure fields develop towards, inside, and after the pultrusion die.

Such aspects are typically analysed using a mechanical model (see e.g. Baran
et al. [14, 42]), but that is outside the scope of this paper.

3.1.2 Stationary solutions of temperature and degree-of-cure

At the point where the fibre material entered the simulation domain (1), the distri-
bution of temperature was homogeneous throughout the cross section (Fig. 6(b)).
Towards the entrance to the pultrusion die (2), the temperature at the edge of
the profile gradually fell due to convective cooling to the ambient surroundings.
Since the cooling rate of the profile changes when the profile comes in contact
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with the pultrusion die (2), the edge temperature of the profile started to drop at
a faster rate. When the profile reached the resin inlet (4), the edge temperature
dropped almost instantaneously to the inlet temperature. As a combined effect
of the low inlet temperature and the cooling of the start of the die, the degree-
of-cure remained low in this region (<2%, Fig. 6(c)). After the profile passed
the inlet, the edge temperature profile rose. Since the last part of the die was
heated, the edge of the profile reached temperatures that were close to set-points
of the heaters (see markings Thi in Fig. 6). The edge temperature peaked ap-
proximately two-thirds into the die (5), at which the degree-of-cure had reached
approximately 85% (Fig. 6(c)). After exiting the pultrusion die (6), the profile
was subject to convective cooling to the ambient surroundings until reaching the
end of the simulation domain (7).

While the edge temperature gradually fell towards the resin inlet (4), the cen-
tre temperature remained constant until reaching the resin flow front (3). Until
this point, the surrounding dry fibres had insulated the profile centre, but a fast,
almost instantaneous, increase in temperature was experienced when the profile
reached the flow front (Fig. 6(b)). This rise in temperature was caused by the in-
creased thermal conductivity of the impregnated profile and the exothermic heat-
generation due to resin cure (≈ 7%, Fig. 6(c)). As a result, the rise in temperature
and degree-of-cure was initially ahead in the centre compared to the edges of the
profile. Figs. 4 and 5 confirm this trend and illustrate that curing was both initi-
ated from the centre of the profile and walls of the die. The centre temperature
continued to gradually increase towards the exit of the die and the end of the
simulation domain due to continued curing.

3.2 Experimental observations and discussions

The measured temperature histories are compared to the simulation results in Fig.
7 and plotted against selected lengthwise locations for the different pulling speeds
in Fig. 8.

Clearly, the simulation model successfully captured the events described and
highlighted in Fig. 6. For example, key events such as reaching the die entrance,
flow front, resin inlet, peak temperature at the edge of the profile, and the die exit
were all easily distinguishable from the measured thermal history. Furthermore,
as the flow front location could be identified as it stood out in the temperature
measurements, the applied inlet pressure did indeed fully impregnate the cross
section of the profile. It is noted that two events marked as (∗) and (∗∗) in Fig. 7(a)
appeared in the measured thermal history, but not in the simulation model. Based
on the lengthwise location where these events took place, they are expected to be
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3. Results

related to fibre movement. In particular, (∗) marks the entrance to the die at which
the fibres were squeezed, and (∗∗) lies within the vicinity of the inlet where fibre
compaction is expected to take place. Since the fibre material was considered to
be rigid, events like these could not be captured in the simulation model.

In Fig. 8(a), temperatures at the edge of the profile for selected lengthwise x1-
locations are compared. The temperature in the simulation model generally fell in
the range of experimentally measured temperatures, but at the centre of the pro-
file, the difference between the simulation model and experimental measurements
was higher. This deviation was also seen between individual measurements (cf.
Figs. 7 and 8(b)). While the simulated temperature profile generally was close to
the range of measured data points from the pultrusion line, the initial temperature
rise in the centre of the profile was consistently behind. In addition, for some of
the experimental measurements, the temperature peaked inside the pultrusion die,
whereas the temperature continued to rise throughout the post-cure region in the
simulation model (cf. markings (6)-(7) in Fig. 6). There exist multiple potential
sources for these deviations and variations in the numerical model, material char-
acterisation study, as well as measurements from the industrial pultrusion line:

• Two central assumptions in the numerical framework are that the fibrous
material was considered rigid, and the heat-transfer properties of the dif-
ferent materials were constant. Flow-induced fibre compaction would pro-
mote a non-uniform fibre distribution, which could advance the temperature
rise in resin-rich areas. The heat-capacity of pultrusion-specific polyurethane
resin systems typically increases with temperature [43, 44]. At low temper-
ature, this would allow the resin to heat up at a faster rate, while decreasing
the rate at higher temperatures due to increased heat capacity.

• The curing kinetics of the resin determined using isothermal and dynamic
DSC scans presented in 4 demonstrated that the polyurethane resin is highly
reactive. For example, the resin reached more than 50% cure in less than
30 seconds at 130 ◦C. As the resin reaches more than 150 ◦C in the case
study, the initial temperature rise may not be sufficiently characterised in
the DSC experiments.

• The high deviation between individual measurements indicates an uncon-
trolled factor in the experiments, which could be related to the pulling
speed, transients effects (the process not reaching steady-state), the in-flow
rate, or in-line peroxide mixing of the resin.

• While the simulation model has been checked for convergence, any numer-
ical scheme of convective flows is subject to numerical diffusion. Excessive
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numerical diffusion would, in essence, suppress a very localised build-up of
temperature and degree-of-cure. This effect also applies to the centre of the
profile, which would restrain the temperature rise and slow the cure-rate.

3.3 Other remarks

3.3.1 Inside-out, outside-in curing, and effects of energy released in the
exothermic cure reaction

Established research (for example [2]) often illustrates that the phase-transitions
from liquid to gel, and from gel to solid, are concave and shaped similarly to the
flow front. In the case study, the heated die-walls and the elevated initial fibre
temperature both initiated curing, which caused the profile to cure outside-in as
well as the inside-out. As a result of this curing behaviour, the phase transitions
became both convex and concave at the same time.

In Fig. 9, we have conducted parameter studies that illustrate the effects of
the energy released in the exothermic cure reaction, HT , on heat-transfer and
cure. As the figure illustrates, during the heat-up inside the die, the temperature
and degree-of-cure near the edge of the profile remained largely unaffected by
the range of HT investigated (∆T ≈ 20◦C, ∆α ≈ 0.05 at x1 = 1 m). Here,
the heating configuration on the die dominated the profile temperature, and the
achieved levels corresponded to the set-temperatures of the heater units (similar
to the discussion in relation to Fig. 6). In the centre of the profile, a larger effect
on the resin temperature and degree of cure was seen (∆T ≈ 125◦C, ∆α ≈ 0.4 at
x1 = 1 m). Due to the low thermal conductivity of the profile, it was clear that the
exothermic heat generation together with the initial temperature of the fibres are
important factors to increase temperature and develop the inside-out cure in the
centre of the profile.

3.3.2 Importance of coupled flow-thermal-chemical analysis

In some of the early work on modelling heat-transfer and cure in pultrusion pro-
cesses (e.g. Batch and Macosko [9]), thermal conduction in the lengthwise x1-
direction was neglected altogether. This decision was justified as thermal con-
vection in the x1-direction due to the profile-advancing pulling speed was much
stronger than thermal conduction (measured by the Péclet number). In other
words, as demonstrated by e.g. [9], if convection is sufficiently strong, its im-
portance outweighs thermal conduction.

The case by Batch and Macosko [9] is an important example of a physically-
justified model reduction. This simplification not only gives a basis for decreas-
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levels of energy released in the exothermic heat-reaction, HT . Following Table 2, HT =

275 [kJ/kg] corresponds to the level of energy release measured in the DSC scans.

ing computation time, but it also limits the number of input values that need to
come from material characterisation. Since the case study presented in this paper
involved the coupled physics of flow, heat-transfer, and cure, the model needed
extensive input data to characterise the process conditions and material behaviour.
In Fig. 10, Table 3, and the following paragraphs, we reflect on the implications
of simplifying the model by decoupling physics. To do this, in Table 3, we eval-
uated the L2- and L∞-norms of the errors between the calculated and measured
temperatures for different model reductions:

Terror,L2 =

√√√
1

Npoints

Npoints∑

i

(Ti,exp − Ti,sim)2, Terror,L∞ = max
i

∣∣∣Ti,exp − Ti,sim
∣∣∣

(13)

To evaluate the error norms in Eq. (13), Npoints = 1000 points in the centre and
near the edge of the profile were used. Accordingly, Ti,exp and Ti,sim refer to the
measured and calculated temperatures, respectively, at the points.

1. Assuming constant viscosity: The flow model couples to heat-transfer and
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cure through the resin velocities (Eqs. (1+6)) as well as the temperature-
and cure-depended viscosity (Eq. (7)). In addition to the material testing
that is needed to characterise the chemorheological behaviour of the resin
system, the non-constant viscosity introduces a strong nonlinearity to the
model (Sec. 2.3). If the viscosity can be assumed constant, the heat-transfer
and cure-analysis can be conducted in a subsequent segregated step to the
flow analysis.

As a constant viscosity, we chose µ = 1 Pa·s, since this reflected the vis-
cosity of the resin system at the inlet temperature and at a low cure degree
(Fig. 12). For this approximation, Fig. 10(a) illustrates that similar pressure
profiles were achieved1. As the snippet in Fig. 10(a) shows, the flow front
position remained unaffected at the edge of the profile, but it was moved
4.4 cm downstream in the centre of the profile. Fig. 10(b-c) demonstrates
that this simplification yielded good estimates of temperature and degree-
of-cure, as the L2 and L∞ error norms remained close to the full model
(within -1.6 and 21%, Table 3).

2. Omitting the calculation of resin flow: Since the studies in e.g. [24, 25, 26]
successfully considered resin flow to be decoupled from heat-transfer and
cure, it is important to investigate whether a similar assumption can be
applied to the case study in this paper. Therefore, in this example, we con-
sidered the profile as fully saturated upon entering the die and the resin
velocity to follow the profile-advancing pulling speed. Since the flow sim-
ulation now does not enter as input for the heat-transfer and cure anal-
ysis, boundary conditions that are the direct effect of the interaction be-
tween flow, temperature, and resin cure cannot be modelled. This applies
to the mismatch between the initial fibre and resin temperatures, as well
as the resin’s inlet temperature. Therefore, the temperature of the impreg-
nated profile at the die-entrance, Ten, appears as a new boundary condition.
Here, the inlet temperature of the resin and the initial fibre temperature,
Ten = Tin = 25◦C and Ten = Ti f = 55.5◦C, were chosen as two limiting
cases, and a weighted average, taking the fibre volume fraction, densities,
and heat capacities into account, was selected as an intermediate case of the
two, Ten = Tavg = 43.4◦C.

Results denoted as ”TC” in Fig. 10 demonstrates that the three cases mostly
resulted in different responses in terms of temperature and degree-of-cure.

1Since the viscosity was assumed constant, the pressure gradient at the die exit was set to zero,
n · ∇p = 0, to achieve ur = u f . Thereby, the pressure remained constant towards the die-exit, as
opposed to the full model where it decreased to atmospheric pressure.
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4. Conclusion

When the edge of the profile was near the heaters of the pultrusion die
(after x1 = 0.8 m), all approaches yielded similar results that were good
approximations of the experimental measurements. Between x1 = 0 and
x1 = 0.8 m, however, the three approaches showed different results. While
the convective cooling of the dry fibre material before the die-entrance and
the temperature drop near the resin inlet were well-captured by the cou-
pled models, these events did not appear in the temperature history of the
decoupled models. Since the through-thickness convection cannot be in-
cluded without a flow analysis, the mechanisms that govern temperature
and degree-of-cure near the resin inlet cannot be modelled. This was also
reflected by the L2- and L∞-error norms that increased for all results in the
decoupled cases (between 2.5 and 563.7%, see Table 3). The best decou-
pled approximation was found by choosing the entrance temperature from
the weighted average, Ten = Tavg = 43.4◦C, which was reflected by mod-
erate increases of the L2 and L∞-error norms (between 63.5 and 82.0%).

It is worth noticing that the discussed simplifications yielded a reduction in
the computation time of approximately 80%. However, we recommend always
conducting similar analyses to justify that the process parameters, profile geome-
try, as well as the chemorheological and cure kinetic behaviour of the resin system
allow for equivalent simplifications.

4 Conclusion

This study concerned analysis of the material flow in a resin-injection pultru-
sion process. The scope was to develop and validate a state-of-the-art numerical
framework for the simulation of non-isothermal flow (i.e. a coupled thermal-flow-
chemical analysis) of a thermoset resin-injection pultrusion process.

We summarise some key features of the numerical framework as well as find-
ings and conclusions of the case study:

• The flow, thermal, and species (degree-of-cure) equations were solved in a
stationary finite element framework, and the flow front was modelled using
a new arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach;

• In-line temperature measurements from an industrial line provided the em-
pirical evidence, validating the numerical framework;

• The heating configuration, the exothermic reaction, and the strongly con-
vective flow near inlets resulted in phase transitions that were both concave
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and convex-shaped. This curing behaviour is different from the established
literature which commonly describes curing being initiated from die-walls,
resulting in the concave phase-transitions;

• The strong convection near inlets, together with the initial mismatch be-
tween the fibre and resin temperatures, underlined the importance of con-
sidering non-isothermal flow in thermoset RIP processes. However, for the
problem at hand, we found that choosing a constant viscosity that reflected
a low cure degree at the inlet temperature yielded a good approximation of
the fully coupled model (the L2 and L∞ error norms changed between -1.6
and 21%).

A topic for future research could be to investigate how fibre-compaction or
non-constant material properties affect the material flow. In addition, in-line mea-
surements of other metrics, for example, the resin pressure or degree-of-cure,
could provide further empirical evidence for future process models. Finally, we
suggest that future work could consider more complex profiles, both in terms of
their geometrical shape as well as the layup of fibre material.
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Appendix A Material characterisation

Appendix A.1 Cure-kinetics

The cure kinetics of the pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin system was char-
acterised with DSC experiments. A Mettler Toledo DSC822e was utilised to mea-
sure the heat flow during the cure reaction. First, dynamic scans were performed
from 25 to 200 ◦C with a heating ramp of 5, 7.5, and 10 ◦C/min. The average total
heat of reaction was measured to be 275 J/g with a standard deviation of 8.3 J/g.
The cure kinetics parameters were fitted to isothermal measurements that were
performed at 70, 90, 110, 120, and 130 ◦C. The degree-of-cure evolution through
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4. Conclusion

the tests was obtained using the relation:

α (t) =
1

HT

∫ t

0

(
dH
dt

)
dt (14)

where H is the heat flow and t is time. The resin system tested in this study did
not show any additional peak and did not exhibit any inhibition time, which meant
it could be described using a typical autocatalytic cure kinetic equation with an
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence (cf. Eq. (3)).

Following Khoun et al. [45], the activation energy was calculated from the
slope of log(Rα) at low degree-of-cure (α = 0.1). The remaining parameters were
determined using a weighted non-linear least square regression analysis. Table
2 summarises the parameters and Fig. 11 demonstrates the measured and fitted
curing kinetics.

Appendix A.2 Chemorheology

An Anton Paar Physica MCR 501 rheometer was used to measure rheological
properties of the pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin system. Oscillatory tests
with parallel plates were conducted using �25 mm disposable aluminium plates.
The cavity thickness between plates was set to 1 mm. The rheological mea-
surements started from room temperature and stopped when reaching 200 ◦C or
104 Pa·s (complex viscosity). The three different heating ramps of 2.5, 5, and
7.5 ◦C/min used in the DSC scans were applied such the measured viscosity evo-
lution could easily be correlated to temperature and degree-of-cure. The tests
were performed at a constant 5% strain amplitude and 1 Hz frequency.

To fit the chemorheological model developed by Kim and Macosko [32] (cf.
Eq. (8)), the degree-of-cure at gelation, αg, needed to be determined. Gelation
was set to occur when the storage modulus (G′) crossed the loss modulus (G′′),
which is indicated in Fig. 12(a). The degree-of-cure at gelation was estimated to
be 78.6, 77.7, and 75.2%, for the 2.5, 5, and 7.5 ◦C/min heating ramps, respec-
tively. The complex viscosity measurements were fitted to the viscosity model
(Eq.(8)) using a weighted non-linear least square regression analysis. Table 2
summarises the parameters and Fig. 12(b) demonstrate the measured and fitted
complex viscosity.
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Figure 11: (a) Cure-rate as a function of degree-of-cure. (b) experimental and best-fit of
the evolution of degree-of-cure.

Appendix A.3 Permeability

Six samples of glass fibre rovings were tested in a permeability cell designed for
radial impregnation tests2. [47]. Since this setup was designed for characteri-
sation of fabrics and mats, the glass fibre rovings were prepared into a ply-like
sample. This step was carried out by drawing approximately 50 rovings between
two perforated plates and applying a small amount of a powder soluble (FILCO
661MG020, Coim) to the edges of the samples. A detailed description of the
sample preparation method is given in Sandberg et al. [4]. The experiments were
conducted at a constant injection rate and repeated for volume fractions in the in-
terval V f ∈ [0.32; 0.43] [-]. Subsequently, the permeabilities were estimated from

2Please note that this permeability cell was used in a recent benchmark exercise by May et al.
[46]
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heating ramps. (b) Evolution of the measured and fitted complex viscosity values for
different heating ramps.

the pressure histories following Chan and Hwang [48].
From the permeability measurements, functions were fitted using least-squares

analysis based on the permeability model by Gebart [33] (Eq. (9)). Table 2 sum-
marises the parameters and Fig. 13 depicts the experimental data and fitted func-
tions.

Appendix B Derivation Lagrange multipliers for
modelling the heater units

The finite element solution of Eq. (1) concerns minimising a functional, ΠT , re-
lated to the temperature field. This functional was augmented with a term that
holds a constraint equation (the current temperature vs the target temperature at
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the sensor location) and a Lagrange multiplier (the power level of the heater unit,
Phi):

Π̃T = ΠT +

nh∑

i

Phi(T |pi − Thi) (15)

where T |pi is the probed temperature at the location of the temperature sensor and
Th,i is the target temperature. In the case study, summation was applied for the
three heaters, nh = 3 (cf. Fig. 1). It is noted when the probed temperature reaches
the target temperature, the term holding the Lagrange multiplier vanishes. In this
sense, when the constraint is fulfilled, nothing is added to the functional.

At equilibrium, the functional takes a minimum value, for which the first
derivate with respect to the temperature must be zero:

δΠ̃T = δΠT +

nh∑

i

δPhi(T |pi − Thi) +

nh∑

i

∫

S hi

δT Phi dS (16)

In Eq. (16) it can be seen that the Lagrange multipliers, Phi , enters as a Neumann-
type boundary (flux), which in essence corresponds to the heat flux or power of
heater i on the surface area, S hi .
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4. Conclusion

Appendix C Derivation of penalty constraint for finding
the stationary flow front location

The functional to be minimised for the finite element solution of the pressure
equation in Eq. (11) was augmented with a term that penalises violation of the
target value of the normal velocity (ur · n = 0) at the flow front, S FF :

Π̃X1 = ΠX1 + αpen

∫

S FF

(ur · n − 0)2 dS (17)

At equilibrium, the functional takes a mimimum value, for which the first derivate
with respect to the mesh movement must be zero:

δΠ̃X1 = δΠX1 + αpen

∫

S FF

2δX1(ur · n − 0) dS (18)

Essentially, the condition is enforced as a Neumann-type boundary condition
(flux) at the flow front location.

If the penalty factor is sufficiently large, the penalty term in Eq. (17) must
be satisfied if the functional is to be minimised. However, if the penalty factor
is too large, the state matrices may become ill-conditioned, impossible to solve,
or both. To cope with this, the flow problem (Eqs. (7-10)) was in an initial step
solved isolated in which the penalty factor was gradually increased. For each new
increment, the old successive solution was used as an initial guess for the new
increment. The maximum penalty factor was set to apen,max = 109, as penalty
factors exceeding this value did not decrease the constraint violation (Fig. 14).
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Resin-injection pultrusion (RIP) processes utilise a high injection pres-
sure (sometimes up to 30 bars) to ensure resin impregnation. In this paper,
we derive the governing equations and present a novel numerical frame-
work for analyses of flow-induced fibre compaction in RIP. Based on tem-
perature measurements and material characterisation of the fibre reinforce-
ment (compaction behaviour and permeability), we analyse the effects of
flow-induced fibre compaction on nonisothermal material flow in an indus-
trial RIP process. We found that fibre compaction induced a resin-rich area
near the inlet, which reduced flow resistance and facilitated resin impregna-
tion. Furthermore, the results showed that the compaction response of the
fibre material remained largely unaffected by the magnitude of the injection
pressure.

1 Introduction

Pultrusion is a low-cost and high-output process used to manufacture fibre-reinfor-
ced polymer (FRP) composite profiles with a constant cross section. Pultrusion is
a compound word of ”pull” and ”extrusion”, and similar to extrusion, pultrusion
is a continuous process. According to Starr [1], this property is rather unique,
since pultrusion is the only truly continuous processing technique for the mould-
ing of reinforced plastics. Pultrusion is an industry-leading FRP manufacturing
technology in terms of cost, and it is gaining popularity. In 2017, pultrusion only
represented 4.7% of the European FRP market (0.055 of 1.118 million tonnes),
but the accumulated production output of pultruded products that year experi-
enced the fastest growth across the European FRP industry (+6%) [2].

In RIP processes, the fibre material is pulled through an impregnation cham-
ber directly followed by a heating die. During impregnation, the resin system
(the polymer) saturates the fibre reinforcement, and the heating is applied to ac-
celerate polymerisation during cure. To achieve a high production output, the
resin-system is typically injected at a high injection pressure, ranging between 5
and 30 bar [1]. For direct and texturised glass fibre rovings, which are typical
fibre reinforcements in RIP processes, we have shown in a material characteri-
sation study (Sandberg et al. [3]) that the fibre volume fraction varies approxi-
mately 20% within this pressure range. It is well-known that several aspects of
the material flow in composite manufacture are closely related to the fibre volume
fraction. This includes the permeability of the fibre reinforcements, the exother-
mic heat reaction of the resin system, the effective thermal conductivities, any
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process-induced stress and deformation state, as well as the effective elastic prop-
erties of the pultruded part after complete cure. Therefore, the hypothesis of this
work is that the material flow in RIP is affected by flow-induced fibre compaction.

1.1 Modelling the pultrusion process, an overview

Numerical modelling of pultrusion processes has been an active research topic for
approximately 35 years. Since Han et al.’s original work in 1986 [4], researchers
have been able to predict the build-up in temperature as well as cure degree us-
ing coupled thermo-chemical numerical models. These studied have considered
various thermosets [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and thermoplastics [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] resin
systems, as well as natural reinforcements and non-oil based resin alternatives
[15, 16, 17]. For RIP [18], some researchers have focused on the resin flow
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], while others have also included heat-transfer and cure
with different model couplings [25, 26, 27, 8, 9]. In recent years, researchers have
also studied process-induced stress and deformation in experiments and coupled
thermo-chemical-mechanical simulations [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].

1.2 Fibre-compaction in FRP composite manufacturing: material
characterisation and applications

Effects of fibre-compaction on material flow have already been studied for several
composite manufacturing technologies. The aspects of the underlying methodolo-
gies and theory are generally seen as well-established, which is reflected by the
extensive literature on the topic. In early studies, Gutowski and Dillon [35] and
Cai and Gutowski [36] showed that the stress-strain response of fibrous materi-
als (unsaturated or saturated with a liquid resin) is nonlinear. For unidirectional
fibres, the authors in [35, 36] showed that the compliance of a fibre bed (i.e.
the network of fibres in a layup that forms a skeleton-like structure) is associ-
ated with the waviness and contact points of individual fibres. Researchers have
also shown that a fibre-bed exhibits both inelastic and time-dependent behaviour
when deformed. This has been demonstrated using compression tests in univer-
sal testing machines, where fibre beds have exhibited, for example, irreversible
deformation [37, 38, 39], viscoelastic effects [40, 41, 42], inter-ply friction [43],
and cyclic softening [44, 45]. Researchers have also shown that when the fibre
bed is saturated with a test fluid, for example, a silicone oil, the compliance of the
fibre bed increases since the liquid lubricates the fibre network [42, 45].

The basis for flow-induced fibre compaction is sometimes referred to as Ter-
azaghi’s principle (Terazaghi [46]), which is adapted from soil mechanics. For
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1. Introduction

a fibrous (porous) material that is saturated with a single-phase fluid, Terzaghi’s
Principle describes that a total stress state is split between the fibre bed and resin
pressure. Terazaghi’s principle together with a suitable constitutive law of the
fibre-bed have led to a number of theoretical models and experimental observa-
tions on flow-induced fibre compaction [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. In vacuum-
assisted resin transfer moulding (VARTM), for example, the processing speeds
are slow, but fibre compaction still takes place. This is because VARTM utilises
a flexible vacuum bag as top mould, meaning the fibre material is unloaded and
expands as it becomes saturated [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. Another example is compres-
sion resin transfer molding (CRTM) [59, 60, 61]). CRTM is a short cycle-time
manufacturing technology, where the processing steps are to a high degree gov-
erned by flow-induced fibre compaction. In CRTM, the resin system is injected
into a partially closed mould that contains the dry fibre material. The mould is
then closed, and resin impregnation takes place in the through-thickness direction
of the fibre material. The mould cavity is set to the desired part thickness, and
with the application of heat and pressure, which is referred to as consolidation,
impregnation, compaction, and curing take place. Other relevant applications that
involve flow-induced fibre compaction include resin-film infusion [62], thermo-
forming [63], and thermostamping [64].

1.3 Flow-induced fibre compaction in RIP

There have already been some early efforts to analyse the effects of flow-induced
fibre compaction in RIP processes. These efforts have included theoretical pa-
rameter studies on effects of varying the fibre volume fraction, the design of the
impregnation chamber [65, 66], as well as effects associated with the profile-
advancing pulling speed [67] and resin viscosity [68]. These studies, however,
have not followed the methodology in the established literature discussed in Sec.
1.2. For example, the referred studies assumed that the resin pressure is the only
factor that governs fibre compaction, and they did not employ Terazaghi’s princi-
ple [46] to distinguish between the stress in the fibre bed and the resin pressure.
Furthermore, the associated change in local fibre volume fraction was not in-
cluded in their mass conservation equations, and the authors indicated that the
fibre material may detach from the die walls of the pultrusion die, but they do not
consider the pre-compaction state of the fibre material.
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1.4 Scope and outline

The scope of this work is to model flow-induced fibre compaction in an industrial
RIP process to analyse the associated effects on resin flow, heat-transfer and cure.
At the same time, we derive and solve the governing equations, while addressing
the deficiencies discussed in Sec. 1.3.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2, the case study
of an industrial pultrusion line is presented, and the governing equations are de-
rived. This section also presents details about the experimental work that was
conducted to characterise the permeability and compaction behaviour of the fibre
material. Sec. 3 presents results from the numerical work, in which effects of
flow-induced fibre compaction are analysed for different inlet pressures. In addi-
tion, this section seeks to relate the obtained results to temperature measurements
from the industrial pultrusion line in the case study. Finally, Sec. 4 summarises
the conclusions of the paper.

2 Method

2.1 Case study

The case study considered pultrusion of a thick (80× 80 mm2) polyurethane ther-
moset profile reinforced with approximately 700 TEX 10,000 glass fibre rovings.
The simulation model was composed of the pultrusion die, as well as the dry and
saturated fibres that were split by the flow front. The case study was adapted from
Sandberg et al. [9], where resin flow, heat-transfer, and cure were considered, but
fibre compaction neglected. Fig. 1 depicts a cut-view of the case study and de-
scribe geometry and process conditions. Table 2 (in Appendix A) summarises the
material parameters and other process conditions .

2.2 Governing equations and the numerical framework

The process model was considered at steady state, and the flow front was mod-
elled using an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach following Sec. 2.2.4 and
Appendix C in [9]. In the framework, the origo of the spatial coordinate system
was fixed to the entrance of the die. In the following sections, we elaborate on
the equations that govern flow-induced fibre compaction. Accordingly, the equa-
tions for heat-transfer and resin cure that were presented in Sandberg et al. [9] are
summarised.
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2.2.1 Resin flow

Similar to [9], we considered the dry fibre material to be saturated by a single-
phase fluid. This was reflected by an assumption of a sharp transition between the
saturated and dry fibres, or in other words, the zone right behind the flow front
was considered to be fully saturated. This assumption is often referred to as a
”slug-flow” approach (see, e.g., Michaud [69]). The assumption is in particular
poor for reinforcements that exhibit dual-phase or multiphase flow, which is, for
example, the case for woven or non-crimp fabrics that have a bimodal distribution
of fibres and pore space [69]. In the case study, the fibre layup was composed of
single rovings, which allows for a dense packing with virtually no intra-roving
pore space. While this does not provide unconditional evidence that flow in a
layup of rovings can be characterised as slug-flow for any process configuration,
our arguments support the assumption of a sharp flow front that is already widely
applied in the literature about impregnation flow in RIP (also for woven, non-
crimp, and other technical fabrics [25, 70, 26, 71, 20, 21, 22]).

Eq. (1) presents Darcy’s law that applies to the resin velocity, (vr)i, relative to
the fibre velocity, (v f )i, for the flow of a single-phase fluid in a compliant porous
medium [72, 50, 73]:

(vr)i − (v f )i =
Ki j

µ(1 − V f )
p, j (1)

where Ki j is the permeability tensor of the fibre reinforcement, µ is the viscosity
of the resin system, and p is the resin pressure. In this paper, the resin viscosity
was assumed to remain constant at µ = 1 Pa·s, which we documented in [9]
yielded a good estimation of the material flow. Please note that throughout the
paper, both ( ),i and ∂( )/∂xi will be used to denote partial differentiation wrt. the
i-coordinate, and repeated indices imply summation. In tensor equations, indices
i, j, k, and l may take values 1, 2, and 3, following a 3D Cartesian coordinate
system.

2.2.2 Mass conservation of the fibre material and resin system

Mass conservation of the fibre and resin implies that divergence of the velocity
field must be in balance with the change of fibre volume fraction and porosity:

V̇ f + V f
(
(v f )i

)
,i

= 0 (2)

d(1 − V f )
dt

+ (1 − V f )((vr)i),i = 0 (3)
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2. Method

Eqs. (2-3) represent the Lagrangian approach, where the rate of change of a phys-
ical quantity, (̇ ) = d( )/dt , is associated with a material point in space. Since fluid
flow generally involves large bulk motion, fluid mechanics typically instead re-
lies on Eulerian approaches that relate the rate of change to a fixed point in space.
Here, a rate of change of a physical quantity that moves with velocity, vi, along a
streamline is found by using the material derivative:

(̇ )i = ( )i,t + vk( )i,k (4)

where ( ),t denotes partial differentiation wrt. time. Utilising the material deriva-
tive to obtain the Eulerian formulation, Eqs. (2-3) can be rewritten:

(V f ),t +
(
V f (v f )i

)
,i

= 0 (5)

(1 − V f ),t +
(
(1 − V f )(vr)i

)
,i

= 0 (6)

Since (1 − V f ),t = (−V f ),t, Eqs. (5-6) can be combined into a single conservation
equation:

(
V f (v f )i

)
,i

+
(
(1 − V f )(vr)i

)
,i

= 0 (7)

This derivation implies that the density of the resin and fibres remain constant, but
it allows the fibre volume fraction to change. By inserting Darcy’s law, Eq. (1),
into the mass conservation equation, Eq. (7), a second-order partial differential
equation is obtained for the pressure equation:

(v f )i,i =

(
Ki j

µ
p, j

)

,i
(8)

which corresponds to Eq. (5) in Hubert et al. [50]. Alternatively, one may utilise
Eq. (2) and replace (v f )i,i = −V̇ f /V f to obtain Eq. (9) in Simacek and Advani
[22].

The undeformed configuration moves in the x1-direction with the profile-
advancing pulling speed, vpull. Thereby, in this configuration, the streamlines are
all parallel to the x1-axis and attain the velocity, vpull. By utilising the material
derivative in Eq. (4), the fibre velocities may be related to the fibre displacements,
(u f )i, in the Eulerian frame:

(v f )1 = vpull + vpull
∂(u f )1

∂x1
, (v f )2 = vpull

∂(u f )2

∂x1
, (v f )3 = vpull

∂(u f )3

∂x1
(9)

Since we seek stationary solutions, the temporal term in the material derivative,
Eq. (4), was set to zero.
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2.2.3 Stress equilibrium and constitutive behaviour of the fibre bed

Stress equilibrium of a fibre material that is saturated with unsolidified resin was
established by splitting the total stress of the system into the fibre stress, (σ f )i j,
and the resin pressure:

σi j = (σ f )i j − δi j p (10)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta (δi j = 1 when i = j, otherwise δi j = 0). As dis-
cussed in the introduction, this relationship is referred to as Terazaghi’s principle
[46].

At stress equilibrium, the stress tensor, Eq. (10), must be divergence-free:
(
(σ f )i j − δi j p

)
, j

= 0 (11)

In Eq. (11), mass inertia was neglected. This approach reflects slow processing
speeds, which is already part of the assumptions and simplifications of Darcy’s
law. Please note that Eq. (11) applies to both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches
when mass inertia is neglected.

The stress state of the fibre bed was related to the strain state through a con-
stitutive relation:

(σ f )i j = (L f )i jkl(ε f )kl + (σ f 0)i j (12)

where (σ f 0)i j is the pre-stress in the fibre material upon entering the pultrusion
die. This term is discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. Referring to Eq. (12) again, (L f )i jkl is
the stiffness tensor of the fibre bed, and the strain tensor, (ε f )kl, was approximated
by a small strain theory (Cauchy’s strain):

(ε f )i j =
1
2

(
(u f )i, j + (u f ) j,i

)
(13)

From the strain state, the fibre volume fraction may be updated based on the
volumetric expansion of the fibre material:

V f =
V f 0

1 + (ε f )ii
(14)

where V f 0 is the fibre volume fraction upon entering the pultrusion die.
When populating the stiffness tensor in Eq. (12), the constitutive behaviour

of the fibre bed must be taken into account. As discussed in Sec. 1.2, modelling
the constitutive behaviour of the fibre bed involves nonlinear, time-dependent,
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and irreversible material behaviour [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
In the referred works, however, the developed constitutive models, as well as the
experimental characterisation methodologies, have not been expanded to multi-
axial stress states. A one-dimensional model reduction is insufficient to model
the material flow in the RIP, but it is out of the scope of this paper to develop and
validate new multiaxial constitutive relations for the deformation of fibre-beds.
Acknowledging these deficiencies, we employ a simple orthotropic and linear
model following Hubert et al. [50], Haghshenas et al. [74], and Niaki et al. [75]:



σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ13
σ23


f

=



E1 0 0 0 0 0
E2 0 0 0 0

E2 0 0 0
G12 0 0

sym. G12 0
G23


f



ε11
ε22
ε33

2ε12
2ε13
2ε23


f

(15)

where the elastic constants (E1, E2, G12, G23) in the stiffness tensor, (L f )i jkl, must
be estimated using a micromechanics model, empirical relation, or experimental
characterisation. In Section 2.3.2, we discuss how to estimate stiffness moduli
based on compaction testing.

2.2.4 Heat transfer and resin cure

The energy equation that govern heat transfer in the pultrusion die and the profile
(saturated as well as unsaturated parts), was modelled by a steady state convection-
diffusion-reaction equation [9]:

∂

∂xi

(
(KT )i j

∂T
∂x j

)
+

(
(1 − V f )ρrcpr(vr)i + V fρ f cp f (v f )i

)∂T
∂xi

= S T (16)

where the convective term (the 2nd-term) was split into contribution from the resin
velocity, (vr)i, and the fibre velocity, (v f )i. In Eq. (16), (KT )i j is the thermal
conductivity tensor, T is the temperature, S T is the source term that holds the
energy released in the exothermic cure reaction, ρ is the density, and cp is the
heat capacity. Please note that the subscripts for the resin and fibres, ( )r and
( ) f , applies to ρ and cp. The source term, as well as the entries of the thermal
conductivity tensor, are introduced in Table 2.
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The cure reaction and transport of cure degree by the bulk velocity of the resin
was modelled by a steady-state convection-reaction equation1:

(1 − V f )(vr)i
∂α

∂xi
= (1 − V f )Rr (17)

where the reaction rate, Rr, which was determined using differential scanning
calometri (DSC, see [9, 76]), is given in Table 2.

2.3 Material models and experimental characterisation

2.3.1 Permeability

We prepared samples for permeability characterisation of single rovings by using
a special rack developed in Sandberg et al. [3]. Here, rovings were drawn back
and forth between two perforated plates. Subsequently, a powder soluble (FILCO
661MG020, Coim) was applied to the edges of the sample, and the edges were
heated and clamped. This preparation method gave ply-like samples that could be
tested in a conventional permeability cell designed for fabric and mats [3]. Please
note that this permeability cell was developed by the authors in Louis et al. [77]
and was used in a recent international benchmark exercise by May et al. [78].

Six samples were tested at different volume fractions. From the test results,
equivalent fibre radii in the Gebart relations [79] were estimated to obtain a rela-
tionship between the principal permeabilities and the fibre volume fraction:

K11 =
8
53

(1 − V f )3

V2
f

R2
11,eq, K22 =

16

9π
√

6



√
Va

V f
− 1



5
2

R2
22,eq (18)

where K11 is the permeability along the fibre direction and K22 = K33 denotes
the direction perpendicular to the fibres. Off-diagonal terms in the permeability
tensor were set to zero. In Eq. (18), Va is the theoretical maximum fibre packing
of hexagonal stacking of cylinders, Va = π/(2

√
3). The best-fit equivalent fibre

radii, R11,eq and R22,eq, are listed in Table 2 and Fig. 2.

1The conservation equations in Eqs. (16) and (17) are typically written with a divergence-term
that includes the superficial velocity in the convective term. This is particuarly relevant when V f is
non-constant, but it is inrelevant at steady state following this derivation: The convective term in
Eq. (17) can be expanded: ∂

∂xi

(
(1 − V f )(vr)iα

)
= ∂

∂xi

(
(1 − V f )(vr)i

)
α + (1 − V f )(ur)i

∂α
∂xi

.
where the second term is zero at steady state (see Eq. (6)). Hence, it is clear that either approach
yields the same formulation at steady state.
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Figure 2: Experimental permeability results for the principal permeabilities, K1 and K2,
with best-fit relations obtained using Eq. (18).

2.3.2 Compaction behaivour

The compaction behaviour of the fibre material tranversal to the fibre direction
was characterised by testing the ply-like samples (cf. Sec. 2.3.1) in a universal
testing machine (see Fig. 3). We tested five virgin samples and fitted an exponen-
tial function that characterises the stress response wrt. fibre volume fraction (see
the snippet in Fig. 3):

σ33 = −As exp
(
BsV f

)
(19)

where As and Bs are fitting coefficients. The best-fit coefficients are listed in Table
2. In the universal testing machine, the volume fraction was estimated from the
clearance between the testing plates. The wet compaction behaviour was also
tested by submerging the fibre material into a test fluid (as shown in Fig. 2 in
[80]). Here, since the samples were prepared without any back-threading or cross-
stitching, the results were inconclusive; the motion of the testing plates initiated
in-plane flow that separated the individual rovings of the sample. Consequently,
we choose to rely on the assumption that we do not have to distinguish between
the wet and dry compaction behaviours (see, e.g. [73]).

To linearise the constitutive behaviour in Eq. (19), so it can be used in the
framework described in Sec. 2.2.3, we choose a reference strain state that reflects
the transversal compaction state of the fibre material once it had entered the pul-
trusion die. In other words, (ε f )i j = 0 reflects V f = V f 0 = 0.44 in the case study.
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As the fibre material deforms inside the pultrusion die, the relationship between
the strain and fibre volume fraction is found by use of the volumetric strain:

V f =
V f 0

1 + (ε f )ii
(20)

Finally, the linear transversal stiffness moduli of the fibre material were estimated
from a first-order Taylor expansion of Eq. (19). To obtain E3, for example, the
Taylor expansion is conducted near ε33 = 0:

σ33 = −As exp
(
BsV f 0

)
︸              ︷︷              ︸

(σ f 0)33

+ As exp
(
BsV f 0

)
BsV f 0︸                    ︷︷                    ︸

E3

ε33 + higher order terms (21)

where Eq. (20) was used as the relationship between strain and fibre volume frac-
tion. Here, other strain entries were set to zero while evaluating Eq. (19) for ε33.
This approach reflects the assumption that there is no expansion or contraction
in directions that are perpendicular to the direction of loading. This assumption
reflects early reportings by, e.g. Cai and Gutowski [36], as well as our own vi-
sual observations while conducting the compaction experiments. As visualised
in Fig. 3, the Taylor expansion in Eq. (21) yielded a coefficient for the stiffness
modulus, E3 (the slope), as well as the pre-stress, (σ f 0)33 (the intercept). In the
numerical model, since the fibre layup was transversal isotropic, we set E2 = E3
and (σ f 0)22 = (σ f 0)33. Other entries in the pre-stress tensor, (σ f 0)i j, were set to
zero.

For the coefficients listed in Table 2, the estimate yielded an apparant stiffness
of E2 = 7.2 · 106 Pa and a pre-stress of (σ f 0)33 = −0.95 · 106 Pa, representing the
compaction beahviour near V f = V f 0 = 0.44. Similar to Hubert et al. [50] (and
following recent studies [74, 75]), the longitudinal modulus, E1, was estimated
from an arithmetic mean, which yielded E1 = 30 · 109 Pa. Accordingly, the in-
plane and transversal shear stiffness moduli, G12 and G13 were set to half of the
transversal stiffness modulus. Finally, it is noted that contact between the fibre
material and die-walls was considered to be friction-free.

2.4 Experimential measurements on an industrial pultrusion line

To the authors’ knowledge, methods to measure and monitor the resin flow in RIP
processes are still very elemental. In published research papers, the resin flow has
been associated with experimental measurements of, for example, inlet pressure,
flow front position, temperature, or saturation degree (residual porosity in the
final profile) [14, 9]. While it would provide valuable empirical data for the many
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Figure 3: The measured and fitted stress response in the compaction test. The figure
shows the stress response as a function of the strain state. Accordingly, the snippet illus-
trates the stress-state as a function of fibre volume fraction. The red line illustrates the
linearisation of the compaction behaviour near V f = 0.44. Here, the slope corresponds to
the apparent stiffness, and the intercept with the y-axis is the pre-stress.

flow simulations that have been published about RIP (e.g. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24]), methods for inline measurements of the through-thickness resin pressure,
for example, are yet to be reported. This paper is no exemption; we have not been
able to come up with a new method to measure the inline pressure, or for that
sake, the associated fibre volume fraction or transversal fibre deformation.

In Sandberg et al. [9], we did, however, conduct several experiments where the
inline, through-thickness temperature was measured by passing thermo-couples
into the fibre layup. For the reference pulling speed listed in Table 2, these ex-
periments were conducted twice with a thermocouple located at the centre and
one close to the edge of the profile. As the results in Sandberg et al. [9] clearly
showed, temperatures were closely related to resin-flow through convection. Con-
sequently, these measurements do to a high degree reflect the resin flow (hence
also fibre compaction).

2.5 Numerical framework

The governing equations were discretised and solved using the continuous Galerkin
finite element method in the commercial simulation software COMSOL Multi-
physics [81]. We used second-order elements for the solution of the resin pres-
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sure and fibre deformation (Eqs. (8) and (11)) and first-order for the temperature
and degree of cure (Eqs. (16) and (17)). For the solution of Eq. (11), serendip-
ity elements were used. We utilised COMSOL’s streamline and crosswind dif-
fusion schemes to stabilise the convective terms in the Eqs. (16) and (17). In
the model, we calculated the temperature and degree-of-cure in a subsequent,
segregated step to the resin flow and fibre compaction. This one-way coupling
reflected the assumption of constant viscosity, which meant that the temperature
and degree-of-cure did not ”couple back” to the resin flow and fibre deforma-
tion. The computation times lasted 15-25 minutes on a workstation PC (6-core
i7-8300K @3.7 GHz with 64 GB ram) when a mesh containing approximately
250K degrees-of-freedom was used.

3 Results

3.1 Reponses in temperature, degree-of-cure, and resin presure

While it was the topic of our in-depth analyses in Sandberg et al. [9], we provide
some context for this section by discussing the general responses of resin pressure,
temperature, and degree of cure. Taking the reference configuration as presented
in Fig. 1 and Table 2, the stationary fields are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Here,
Fig. 4 shows the resin pressure field in 3D, and Fig. 5 illustrates the development
of resin pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure at the centre and near the edge
of the profile.

With the applied process conditions, the profile achieves complete impreg-
nation; the flow front occupies the full cross-section of the profile, and the edge
of the front (towards the die-walls) remains approximately 3 cm upstream of the
resin inlet. At the resin inlet, the resin pressure reached the injection pressure of
pin = 10 bar, and towards the exit, it settled at approximately 6.3 bar (cf. Fig. 4
”with compaction”).

Towards the pultrusion die, the temperature near the edge of the profile fell
due to convective cooling towards the ambient surroundings (Fig. 5). Once the
profile reached the flow front, the temperature rose rapidly, and near the resin
inlet, a significant temperature drop was observed. The temperature rise was as-
sociated with the exothermic heat generation, and near the inlet, the temperature
drop was caused by the strong through-thickness convection due to the resin en-
tering with low temperature (with Tin = 25◦C). It is also worth noticing that the
temperature at the centre of the profile rose at a faster rate compared to the edges,
which was also reflected in the observed cure degree (Fig. 5). This inside-out
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dominated curing was caused by the thermal insulation of the profile itself and
the strong exothermic heat-generation of the resin system.

3.2 Reponse in fibre stress, fibre volume fraction, and
permeabilities

Fig. 5 illustrates how the fibre stress (the (σ f )33-component) and the fibre volume
fraction developed at the centre and near the edges of the profile. Accordingly,
Table 1 (cf. ”10 bar”), illustrates in 2D these variables near the resin inlet, as well
as the resulting permeability (K33).

Following the derivations in Sec. 2.2.3, stress equilibrium applies to the sum
of resin pressure and fibre stress. Therefore, as the resin pressure increased to-
wards the inlet (positive gradient), the fibre stress increased as well (please note
the sign convection in Eqs. (10) and (11)). Accordingly, following the fibre stress,
the fibre volume fraction decreased near the resin inlet and increased at the centre
of the profile.

The fibre volume fraction is an important factor in resin flow, since it directly
affects the velocity (Eq. (1)) and permeability (Eq. (18)). As the fibre volume frac-
tion decreased near the inlet, this zone became more permeable (approximately
30%, cf. ”10 bar” in Table 1). Consequently, the resistance for flow decreases,
which allows for easier resin injection. As such, one can say that fibre com-
paction, in fact, facilitates resin impregnation, and when not taken into account,
the impregnation flow is underestimated. This was also reflected by the flow front
shifting ≈3 cm downstream (at the centre, cf. ”10 bar” in Fig. 7), and the resin
pressure towards the die-exit decreasing ≈24% (from 6.3 to 4.8 bar, cf. Fig. 5)
once fibre compaction was neglected.

The effects of including fibre compaction had minimal influence on the tem-
perature and degree-of-cure. Here, the responses reflected that the flow front was
shifted upstream once fibre compaction was included.

3.3 Reflections on experimental temperature measurements

In Fig. 5, we have plotted the temperature against the experimental inline mea-
surements that were conducted at an industrial pultrusion line. Since the inclusion
of fibre compaction had a minimal effect on the temperature and degree-of-cure
fields (cf. the discussion in Sec. 3.2), the conclusions from Sandberg et al. [9]
remained unchanged; the development in temperature appeared well-captured by
the numerical framework, but the initial temperature rise was underestimated.
Following our discussion in Sandberg et al. [9], there can be numerous sources
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Die entrance
<latexit sha1_base64="B38w+LASBD4pth496YaPIP4Jk5o=">AAACFHicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduQovgqiR1ocuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMb9uhk8mQmYgl9De61Q9xJ27d+x3+gJM2iGkPDBzOuffO4fiSM6Ud59sqbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs7YK44hii4Y8jLo+UciZwJZmmmNXRkgCn2PHn96lfucZI8VC8aRnEr2AjAUbMUq0kfr3DG0UOiKC4qBcdWrOEvYmcTNShQzNQfmnPwxpHJgDlBOleq 4jtZeQSDPKcV7qxwoloVMyxp6hggSovGSZeW5fGmVoj8LIPKHtpfp/IyGBUrPAN5MB0RO17qXin1fKuXIyU4yqXIBEM/P7WiY9uvUSJmSsUdBVpFHMbR3aaVV2fv8lzanmpiV3vZNN0q7X3Oua+1ivNipZX0W4gApcgQs30IAHaEILKEhYwCu8WQvr3fqwPlejBSvbOYccrK9fwtqfWQ==</latexit>

Die exit
<latexit sha1_base64="DXMuWZIK0th2L1zoCYLf2pZTVy0=">AAACEHicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD/VY0IPHCvYH2lA22y/t0s0mZDfSEvoSveqDeBOvvoHP4QuYtEFMO7AwzHzDDuMEgittmt9GYWd3b/+geFg6Oj45PSufX3SUH4UM28wXfthzqELBJbY11wJ7QYjUcwR2nel96ndfMFTcl896HqDt0bHkLmdUJ1LvgSPBGdfDctWsmSuQbWJlpAoZWsPyz2Dks8hDqZmgSvUtM9B2TEPNmcBFaRApDCib0jH2Eyqph8qOV30X5DpRRsT1w+RJTVbq/0RMPaXmnpNcelRP1KaXin9eKecGk7niTOUKxJonv2900u6dHXMZRBolW1dyI0G0T9KZSD4/S3uqRbKStbnJNunUa9ZtzXqqV5uVbK8iXEEFbsCCBjThEVrQBgYClvAKb8bSeDc+jM/1acHIMpeQg/H1C4SinZs=</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pressure [bar]

Figure 4: The stationary pressure field (with fibre compaction included) for the process
conditions listed in Fig. 1 and Table 2.

for this deviation, for example, difficulties related to characterising the highly re-
active cure behaviour of the resin system, numerical diffusion, or the process not
fully reaching steady state.

Optimally, the inclusion of fibre compaction would have improved the cor-
relation between the experimental and numerical results. As it was hypothesised
in Sandberg et al. [9], fibre compaction did introduce an area with low fibre vol-
ume fraction, and in such resin-rich areas, the reaction rate and heat-generation
of the resin increases due to the lower thermal mass of the fibre material (volume-
averaged). The area was, however, found to be small and concentrated near the
resin inlet, rendering a minimal impact on the results. On the other hand, the
inclusion of fibre compaction could have increased the deviation from the ex-
perimental results. For example, if the build-up of temperature was reduced, or
alternatively, if the experimental behaviour was suddenly overestimated. Clearly,
this was not the case, and with the already discussed possible sources of devia-
tion, it is important to report that our findings and conclusion from Sandberg et al.
[9] remained intact when fibre compaction was taken into account.
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Figure 5: Stationary solutions at the centre and near the edge of the profile. The figure
illustrates the solutions with and without fibre compaction.
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3. Results

3.4 Parameter study on injection pressure

To further investigate the effects of fibre compaction, parameters studies were
conducted. Here, we found it relevant to examine the effects of the injection
pressure, since this parameter governs resin flow. In this relation, we evaluated
effects related to the resin pressure towards the die-exit, the shape of the flow
front, as well as the fibre contact pressure towards the die-walls.

3.4.1 Resin pressure towards the die-exit

In Fig. 6, the pressure at the centre and near the edge of the profile are plotted
for injection pressures ranging from 10 to 30 bar. This range reflected the pro-
cess parameters of the industrial pultrusion line (10 bar) and the upper limit of
typical pultrusion lines (30 bar, according to Starr [1]). The simulation results
showed that while the resin pressure towards the die-exit increased according to
the applied injection pressure, the associated effects of including fibre compaction
was decreased. As discussed in Sec. 3.2, with the reference injection pressure of
pin = 10 bar, the resin pressure towards the die exit decreased ≈24% when fibre
compaction was neglected. For the highest injection pressure of 30 bar, the resin
pressure towards die-exit was only reduced by 2.6% (from 26.9 to 26.2 bar).

3.4.2 Shape of the flow front

The stationary flow front location, being directly related to the resin velocity, was
affected by the increase in injection pressure. Similar to the observations in, e.g.,
Sandberg et al. [23], the associated overpressure in the pultrusion die shifted the
flow front upstream (Fig. 7). For injection pressures pin > 10 bar, the apex of
the flow front was deeper when fibre compaction was considered (in the sense
that impregnation took place over a longer distance). This behaviour matched the
altered permeabilities and fibre volume fraction when compaction was included
(cf. Table 1), since the flow resistance was reduced near the edges of the profile
and increased near the centre. While the same conclusions could not be drawn for
pin = 10 bar, it is worth noticing that the flow front was far downstream in that
case. As the flow front moves downstream, the apex will become significantly
deeper right before it changes topology and splits (see, for example, Fig. 3 in
[23]). Consequently, it is reasonable to see the behaviour for pin = 10 bar being
related to the position of the flow front relative to the inlet, rather than effects of
including compaction.
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Figure 6: The resin pressure inside the pultrusion die with and without fibre compaction.
The figure illustrates the pressure profiles at different levels of injection pressure.
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3. Results

3.4.3 Fibre volume fraction and fibre stress, and the possibility of fibre
detachtment from the die-walls

It is also relevant to examine the possibility of having the fibre material detaching
from the die-walls, which was indicated as a possible scenario in the early work
by [65, 66, 67, 68]. Detachment is actually very important to analyse, since it will
lead to an open channel between the fibre material and die-wall. Such a channel
is in liquid composite moulding processes referred to as a ”race track”, and as the
name implies, a race track offers a path for resin flow where the resistance is low.
As demonstrated in, e.g., Bickerton and Advani [82], race-tracking can drastically
affect the resin flow and flow front position.

Table 1 illustrates that increasing the injection pressure had limited effect on
fibre stress, fibre volume fraction, and the associated permeability; while the in-
creased injection pressure moved the flow front upstream, thereby affecting a
larger zone, the extremes (for example, the smallest and largest observed fibre
volume fraction), remained largely unaffected by the increased injection pressure.
When looking at the fibre contact pressure normal towards the die walls (Fig. 8),
the same behaviour was observed. Referring to the figure, (σ f )i jnin j < 0 implies
that the fibre material was pushing towards the die-walls (ni being the surface
normal). From Fig. 8, it was clear that increasing the injection pressure, does not
increase the possibility of fibre detachment.

One can say that it is a surprising observation that resin pressure had limited
effects on the fibre stress, fibre volume fraction, as well as the contact pressure
normal to the die-walls. By intuition, one would think that increasing the in-
jection pressure (i.e. the applied force) would lead to a more deformation (fibre
compaction). Nevertheless, this physical response can be explained by looking at
the overall conservation of the fibre material and the resin that enters and exits the
pultrusion die. As long as there is no overflow of resin (no backflow out of the
pultrusion die) and the profile achieves full saturation, the amount of fibre mate-
rial and resin that enters and exits the die is unaffected by the injection pressure.
In fact, only the fibre volume fraction and the profile-advancing pulling speed
may alter this balance, otherwise, the influx of resin will remain the same. From
Darcy’s law, Eq. (1), we know that the influx of resin is related to the resin pres-
sure gradient, and as we derived from stress equilibrium and Terazaghi’s principle
(Eqs. 10-11), the pressure gradient governs load transfer between the resin system
and fibre material. Accordingly, as long as the influx of resin remains unchanged,
we will see only limited effects on fibre compaction, which explains the observed
weak correlation to the injection pressure.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel numerical framework for analyses of flow-
induced fibre compaction in resin-injection pultrusion (RIP) processes. We high-
light the following findings and conclusions of using the numerical framework
and the parameter studies presented in the paper:

• Near the resin inlet, flow-induced fibre compaction decreased the fibre vol-
ume fraction, and accordingly, it was increased in the centre of the profile;

• While the apex of the flow front appeared deeper with fibre compaction
included, we found that fibre compaction facilitates resin flow due to in-
creased permeability near the injection points;

• Since the influx of resin governs flow-induced fibre compaction, the fibre
stress and the associated fibre volume fraction remained largely unaffected
by the magnitude of the injection pressure. As we argued, this must remain
true as long as the profile is fully saturated, and there is no resin overflow.

Since only a simple, linear elastic model was employed to characterise the con-
stitutive behaviour of the fibre material, future research could explore the use
of appropriate irreversible, saturation- and time-dependent multi-axial constitu-
tive laws. Also, further parametric studies on, for example, resin viscosity, fibre
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4. Conclusions

volume fraction, as well as the profile-advancing pulling speed, would help to
increase the understanding of flow-induced fibre compaction in RIP.

Appendix A - Material models and parameters

Table 2: Material models, parameters and process conditions employed in the study

Process parameters (see also Fig. 1)
V f 0 = 0.44 [-] Fibre volume fraction upon die-

entrance
vpull = 0.182 m/min Pulling speed
pin = 10 bar Inlet pressure (absolute)
Thi = 100, 170, 140 ◦C Set-temperatures of heaters (from

left to right in Fig. 1)
Ti f ,Tin = 55, 25 ◦C Start temp. of fibres and inlet tem-

perature
Tamb,Tco = 23, 30 ◦C Temperature of ambient surround-

ings and cooler unit

Heat transfer properties (Sec. 2.2.4) (provided by material supplier)
ρr, ρ f = 1150, 2560 kg/m3 Densities
cpr, cp f = 1150, 1150 J/(kg·K) Specific heat capacities
(KT )r, (KT ) f , (KT )d = 0.167, 1.04, 40 W/(m·K) Heat conductivities of the resin, fi-

bres, and die

Cure kineticts and heat-generation (Sec. 2.2.4 cont.)
Rr = A0 exp(−Ea/(RT ))αm(1 − α)n Cure rate in Eq. (17) (R is the uni-

versal gas constant)
S T = (1 − V f )ρrHT Rr Source term in the energy equation,

Eq. (16)
with:
A0 = 22648 s−1 Pre-exponentional factor
Ea = 41275 J/mol Activation energy
HT = 275 · 103 J/kg Total heat of reaction
m, n = 0.489, 3.102 [-] Reaction exponents

Permeability and compaction beahviour of fibre reinforcement, (Secs. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)
R1,2,eq = 21.8, 20.7 µm Equivalent fibre radii in Eq. (18)
As = 781.45 Pa, Bs = 16.13 [-] Fitting coef. for the compaction be-

haviour, Eqs. (19) and (21)
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Abstract

Process-induced stress and deformation are critical factors when en-
suring product quality and structural integrity of composite profiles manu-
factured using thermoset pultrusion processes. In this paper, we present a
new steady-state 3D-Eulerian numerical framework that enables 9-35 times
faster computations compared to the current state-of-the-art quasi-static 3D-
methods. In addition, we show how process-induced effects from the profile-
advancing pulling force and an initial compressive stress state can be mod-
elled. We demonstrate in theoretical parameter studies that the pulling force
advances die-detachment and reduces die-swelling, while the initial com-
pressive stress state has the opposite but a more pronounced effect.

1 Introduction

Pultrusion is an efficient, cost-effective, and high-output manufacturing technol-
ogy to mass-produce fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite profiles with a
constant cross section [1, 2, 3]. Pultruded profiles benefit from having a high
and consistent product quality and the processing steps generate almost no waste,
since there is no required use of consumables such as vacuum bags, flow media,
etc. While pultrusion only represented 4.7% of the European FRP composite mar-
ket in 2017 (0.055 of 1.118 million tonnes), it was the fastest-growing sector wrt.
production output (+6%) [4]. A descriptive illustration of the pultrusion process
is given in Fig. 1 (in Sec. 2).

In thermoset pultrusion processes, a low-cost and fast-cure resin system is
critical to achieving a high production output at a reasonable cost. These much-
desired properties are enabled by a strong exothermic cure reaction and a powerful
heating configuration, which in turn comes with the cost of chemical shrinkage
and thermal gradients in the composite part. If these effects are not controlled,
the composite part may not achieve the desired product quality due to process-
induced defects such as curing-cracks or shape distortions (warpage). Therefore,
engineers seek to analyse the effect of process-induced stress and deformation in
early design stages by use of simulation models.
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Nomenclature

α Degree of cure
αth

i j , α
ch
i j Thermal and chemical

shrinkage expansion coef.
apen Penalty factor
εi j, ε

pr
i j , ε

ch
i j , ε

th
i j Strain tensor (total,

process, chemical, and ther-
mal)

εch
r Isotropic chemical shrinkage

strain
Er Resin modulus
Fp, f‖ Pulling force and surface

traction parallel to the pultru-
sion direction

Γc Variable in contact formula-
tion

Ki j Effective thermal conductiv-
ity tensor

LD Length of die
Li jkl Stiffness tensor
ni, si Surface normal and its or-

thogonal
Rα, S T Reaction rate and exothermic

heat generation
ρcp Volumetric heat capacity of

composite
σi j Stress tensor
σ⊥ Initial stress state perpendic-

ular to the pulling direction
t Time
T,Tg Temperatue and glass-

transition temperature
Tamb,Tc,Th,Tin at glass-transition,

ambient surroundings,
cooler, heaters, and inlet

ui Displacement
vi, vpull Velocity and pulling speed

(in x1)
V f Volume fraction
V,Vsh Volume and volumetric

shrinkage
xi, x1,st Spatial coordinate, and x1-

location of the entrance to the
simulation domain

˙( ) Rate-measure

1.1 Litterature

1.1.1 Thermo-chemical-mechanical (TCM) modelling of composite
manufacturing processes

The process-induced strains that give rise to stress and deformation during pro-
cessing are associated with the thermal and cure history that the composite part
experiences during the processing steps. While the constitutive mechanical be-
haviour of the fibre reinforcement is considered to remain constant within normal
process conditions, phase changes of a thermoset resin system must be described
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with an appropriate constitutive model.
The ”cure-hardening instantaneously linear elastic” (CHILE) approach intro-

duced by White and Hahn [5] and Bogetti and Gillespie [6] is a simplified ap-
proach to describe the constitutive mechanical behaviour of a fibre-reinforced
polymer composite during processing. The CHILE model is an incremental lin-
ear elastic model in which the elastic modulus of the resin system changes in-
stantaneously with curing. CHILE models can be enriched with a temperature-
dependent term that describes thermal-softening of the resin system [7]. CHILE
models are sometimes referred to as pseudo-viscoelastic models, as the instan-
taneous modulus reflects the time span or frequency it was measured at. Com-
pared to true viscoelastic models, CHILE models are incapable of predicting
time-dependent constitutive mechanical behaviour of composite parts during pro-
cessing [8, 9, 10]. Nonetheless, the numerical framework in this paper is based on
the CHILE approach as it remains popular in the composite industry and research
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] (pultrusion processes included) due to its reasonable
simplicity in implementation and material characterisation. We refer to Baran
et al. [10] for an extensive review of TCM modelling of composite manufacturing
processes.

1.1.2 TCM modelling of pultrusion processes

Heat-transfer analysis, which is the starting point for a TCM model, has been
conducted numerically and experimentally of pultrusion processes by several re-
searchers in literature. Examples can be found for the conventional resin-bath
pultrusion processes (RBP) [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], resin-injection pultrusion
processes [24, 25, 26, 27, 28], pultrusion of thermoplastic pre-impregnated mate-
rials [29, 30], and out-of-die UV-cured pultrusion processes [31, 32, 33].

TCM modelling of pultrusion processes was first introduced by Baran et al.
in 2013. The idea behind Baran et al. [14]’s original work was to use the thermal
and cure history that a 2D-cross section of the profiles sees during the process as
input to the subsequent mechanical analysis (Table 1(a)). This approach allows
one to perform a segregated quasi-static transient mechanical analysis by using
a conventional TCM framework in the Lagrangian frame (the cross-section that
follows a material point of the profile) [6, 7], while the thermo-chemical analysis
is carried out in an Eulerian frame (the full profile, as in conventional thermo-
chemical methods [18, 19, 20, 21]). The original work in Baran et al. [14] relied
on 2D plane strain assumptions, but it has later been extended to 3D [15] by
replacing the cross section with a 3D part of the profile (Table 1(b)).

Baran et al. [14]’s original work has been the basis for several theoretical
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and experimental investigations on how process-induced stress and deformation
in pultrusion processes are affected by the process conditions for a number of
different profiles, resin systems, and fibre layups. Besides a square bar that served
as a case study in [14, 15], researchers have studied process-induced stress and
deformation of pultruded L-shaped and rectangular hollow profiles (Baran et al.
[34, 16]), aerodynamic NACA airfoil profiles for vertical axis wind turbine blades
(Baran et al. [17]), and thick composite rods (Safonov et al. [35]). In the referred
work, [34, 16, 35], the authors reported process-induced deformations and cracks
observed from industrially pultruded profiles, and recently, residual stresses in
pultruded profiles have been investigated by use of digital-image-correlation and
hole-drilling experiments by Yuksel et al. [36, 37].

Table 1: Methodologies behind the current state-of-the-art 2D-3D and 3D-3D TCM mod-
els (a-b) that couple the Eulerian and Lagrangian methods. Figs. (a-b) illustrate how the
coupling between the Eulerian and Lagrangian frames works by letting a cross section
or part of the profile (Lagrangian frame) travel through the temperature- and cure-history
(Eulerian frame) with velocity, vpull. Fig. (c) illustrate the main principle behind this pa-
per in which displacements rates are determined in the Eulerian frame and accumulated
along streamlines of the material flow. Figs. (a-c) depicts one-quarter of the stationary
temperature field in a thermoset pultrusion process, where the symmetry about the x1, x2-
and x1, x3-planes has been exploited.

(a) 3D Eulerian-2D
Lagrangian method,

Baran et al. [14]

(b) 3D Eulerian-3D
Lagrangian method,

Baran et al. [15]

(c) 3D Eulerian method,
this paper

1.1.3 Steady-state mechanical modelling

Baran et al. [14]’s original work laid the groundwork for TCM simulation of
pultrusion. The initial approach, however, relied on interpolation between two
separate domains and it was limited to a reduction of the actual 3D displacement
field. While Baran et al. expanded the original method to 3D in [15], we will
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demonstrate in this paper that the needed intermediate time stepping in a quasi-
static analysis results in an inefficient approach for iterating towards a stationary
solution in 3D.

To overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, one has to determine the process-
induced stress and deformation in the same Eulerian frame as the temperature and
cure degree fields. While Eulerian approaches are typically seen as reserved for
fluid mechanics rather than solid mechanics, other researchers have already ben-
efited from utilising similar methods to model process-induced stress and strain
in a variety of continuous manufacturing processes. These examples include fric-
tion stir welding (Bastier et al. [38], Arora et al. [39]), plate rolling (Nielsen et al.
[40]), wire drawing (Juul et al. [41]), etc. Modelling pultrusion, being a con-
tinuous manufacturing process, can also benefit from using a similar approach.
Instead of iterating towards a stationary solution through time-stepping in a La-
grangian quasi-static analysis (Baran et al. [14, 15]), process-induced stress and
deformation can be calculated everywhere at once by utilising a stationary Eule-
rian approach. As we will demonstrate in this paper, a fully Eulerian approach
allows for 3D analysis of process-induced stress and deformation in pultrusion
processes at a fraction of the computational cost of the established Eulerian-
Lagrangian methods.

1.2 Scope and overview

The scope of this paper is to present a new numerical framework that is based
on a steady-state Eulerian formulation to model process-induced stress and de-
formation in pultrusion processes. In the paper, we further expand the framework
to consider: i) surface tractions introduced by contact towards the pultrusion die
that contribute to the pulling force; and ii) an initial compressive stress state per-
pendicular to the pulling direction from, e.g. the bulk compaction of the fibre
material needed to achieve the desired volume fraction or a resin pressure state
induced during resin impregnation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 starts by describing the proposed
numerical framework that is outlined in Table 2. The numerical framework is val-
idated using data from the literature in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarises
the conclusions of the paper.

2 Method

The case study in this paper was based on the original experimental work by
Chachad et al. [42] that also served as the basis for Baran et al. [14, 15]. The
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case study concerned pultrusion of a square orthotropic composite epoxy profile
that was reinforced with unidirectional glass fibres. The profile was drawn at a
speed of vpull = 20 cm/min and pre-impregnated in a resin bath before entering
the pultrusion die. Fig. 1 illustrates this configuration and summarises process
conditions. The following subsections detail the solution steps of the numerical
framework that are listed in Table 2.

2.1 Material derivative and streamlines

When using a conventional Lagrangian formulation, which is the basis of the
state-of-the-art mechanical models in Baran et al. [14, 15], incremental changes
such as process-induced deformation, strain, and stress rates are associated with a
material point of the profile. In an Eulerian formulation, which is the basis of the
new approach in this paper, incremental changes are associated with the spatial
variation along a streamline. These rates are described by use of the material
derivative (Eq. (1)) that relates the rate of change of a physical quantity moving
along a streamline with velocity vi:

(̇ ) =
∂( )
∂t

+ vi
∂( )
∂xi

= ( ),t + vi( ),i (1)

Note that throughout the paper, repeated indices imply summation and we employ
both ( ),i and ∂( )/∂xi to denote partial differentiation. Since we seek stationary
solutions, temporal terms, ∂( )/∂t = ( ),t = 0, are omitted.

When a model of a pultrusion process is restricted to a number of conditions
that reflect conventional pultrusion processes, the velocity components and the
associated streamlines that compose the material derivative are readily available.
This is the case when all streamlines follow the x1-axis (as indicated in Fig. 2),
and only the profile-advancing pulling speed contribute to the velocity v1 = vpull

given that:

• the pultrusion die is straight. Alternatively, any process-induced stress and
deformation that may take place in a non-straight part of the die are negli-
gible (e.g. through a section where the die tapers);

• in resin-injection pultrusion processes, any process-induced stress and de-
formation that takes place near inlet ports are negligible due to the low
conversation state of the resin;

• any process-induced deformation can be described by small strain theory
(Cauchy’s strain/stress) and equations are solved in the undeformed config-
uration.
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2.2 Thermo-chemical model

Stationary equilibrium in the Eulerian frame for the conservation of energy and
species (degree of cure) implies:

∂

∂xi

(
Ki j

∂T
∂x j

)
+ vpullρcp

∂T
∂x1

= S T , vpull
∂α

∂x1
= Rα (2)

where T is the temperature and α is the degree of cure. Ki j and ρcp are effective
thermal conductivity tensor and thermal capacities, respectively. The cure-rate,
Rα, is temperature- and cure-dependent, and the heat generated in the exothermic
reaction, S T , is proportional to the cure-rate. These relationships, together with
relevant material data, are summarised in Table 3 (Appendix A). The convective
term (e.g. the 2nd term in Eq. 2) entered when applying the material derivative
(Eq. 1) to the temporal term (Ṫ = vpull ∂T /∂x1 , etc.).

2.2.1 Process-induced strain rates

The process-induced strain rate was considered as an additive decomposition of
the thermal expansion and chemical shrinkage that the resin system exhibits dur-
ing cross-linking: ε̇ pr

i j = ε̇ch
i j + ε̇th

i j . The rate of process-induced thermal expansion
is related to the rate of temperature change, and the effective thermal expansion
coefficients (αth

i j , Table 3) of the composite part:

ε̇th
i j = αth

i j Ṫ = αth
i j vpull

∂T
∂x1

(3)

In Eq. (3), the material derivate (Eq. (1)) was inserted to obtain the spatial gradient
of the temperature (Ṫ = vpull ∂T /∂x1 ). The process-induced strain rate introduced
by chemical shrinkage is related to the cure rate:

ε̇ch
r =

3
√

1 + Vshα̇ − 1 =
3
√

1 + Vshvpull ∂α/∂x1 − 1, ε̇ch
i j = αch

i j ε̇
ch
r (4)

where the material derivative was utilised to obtain the spatial gradient of the
degree of cure and Vsh is the volumetric shrinkage of the resin after complete cure.
The coefficients, αch

i j , relating the isotropic resin shrinkage and the anisotropic
shrinkage, are listed in Table 3.

2.3 Mechanical model

The stress rates, σ̇i j, are related to the strain and displacement rates through a
conventional constitutive relation:

σ̇i j = Li jkl(ε̇kl − ε̇ pr
kl ), ε̇i j =

1
2

(u̇i, j + u̇ j,i) (5)
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where the elastic part of the strain rate tensor was found via an additive decom-
position of the total strain rate and the process-induced strain rates ε̇e

kl = ε̇kl − ε̇ pr
kl .

The entries of the instantaneous stiffness tensor, Li jkl, were based on the self-
consistent field micromechanics (SCFM) for an orthotropic layup by Bogetti and
Gillespie [6]. The instantaneous resin modulus was described with an enhanced
CHILE model that included thermal softening [7, 14, 15]. Finally, the evolution
of glass temperature, Tg, was described with a Di Benedetto equation [43]. These
relationships are summarised in Table 3.

Force equilibrium was based on stress rates rather than total stress since the
numerical framework was based on the incremental constitutive CHILE model:

σ̇i j, j = 0 (6)

In Eq. (6), body forces and mass inertia were omitted. It is important to note that
the operations needed to establish and solve Eq. (6) are not in any way different
from the equilibrium equation of total stresses that is solved in commercial FEM
programs.

2.3.1 Streamline integration

Rate-measures must be accumulated along streamlines to obtain the total mea-
sures of process-induced stress, strain, or deformation. This operation can be
resembled by the integral (cf. Table 1(c)), which, for example, yields for the
thermal-induced strains:

εth
i j =

1
vpull

∫ x1

x1,st

ε̇th
i j dx (7)

The solution to this integral was obtained by solving a convective-type equation
where the strain rate entered as source term similar to the energy and species
equations (Eq. (2)):

vpull

∂εth
i j

∂x1
= ε̇th

i j (8)

2.3.2 Mechanical contact towards the die walls

If the process-induced chemical shrinkage exceeds the thermal expansion, the
profile may detach from the die walls. This condition poses an inequality con-
straint that must be treated with an appropriate mechanical contact formulation.
Even though most commercial software packages come with options to address
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this elementary contact condition, built-in functions may prove unsuitable or in-
compatible due to the intermediate step of streamline integration (Sec. 2.3.1)
needed to obtain the total displacements from Eqs. (5-6). When this is the case,
we suggest enforcing the contact condition using a simple variation of the active-
set strategy (see e.g. Wriggers and Zavarise [44]) which is detailed in Appendix
B and used throughout the paper. Please note that when not otherwise stated, the
contact condition was considered adhesion- and friction-free corresponding to the
assumptions in Baran et al. [14, 15].

2.4 Possible extensions

Although a simulation framework that is based on the solution steps listed in
Table 2 and detailed in Secs. 2-2.3.2 is capable of simulating all the features of the
original work by Baran et al. [14, 15], the following three subsections describe
possible extensions that reflect additional physics that take place in pultrusion
processes. These extensions also exemplify some of the additional modelling
possibilities when the mechanical response is not limited to a 2D reduction of the
displacement field.

2.4.1 Release of free stresses upon die-exit

For a boundary with a surface normal, ni, stress equilibrium in solid mechan-
ics implies that σi jn jni = 0 when no surface tractions are applied (no force/flux
leaves or enter a free and undisturbed surface, see e.g. Fig. 1 in Heller et al. [45]).
In conventional solid mechanics problems solved with finite elemements meth-
ods, this constraint automatically enters as a so-called natural or non-essential
boundary condition (see e.g. Cook et al. [46]). However, since this work was
based on the equilibrium of stress rates (Eq. 6), it was needed to enforce this
constraint as a boundary condition to the stress rates. Therefore, when the pro-
file pushes towards the die walls, this boundary condition ”releases” the corre-
sponding stress state upon exiting the die. We found that adding a Neumann-type
boundary condition (flux) on free surfaces that penalises normal stress as a man-
ageable way to implement this constraint1:

σ̇i jnin j = apenσi jnin j (on free surfaces of the profile outside the die) (9)

As with any penalty approach, the penalty factor, apen, must be set to an
appropriate level that correctly enforces the desired boundary condition. A too-

1In Sandberg et al. [28], Appendix C, we derive how a penalty term enters as a Neumann-type
boundary condition.
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small penalty factor may not sufficiently enforce the desired constraint, and a too-
large factor may result in state matrices becoming ill-conditioned or the solution
unstable. A parameter study (Fig. 2) revealed that a penalty factor between 2 and
20 was the optimal choice for the process conditions in the case study. Through-
out the remainder of this paper, apen was set to 10. As Fig. 2 indicates, the result of
this boundary condition is that the profile may swell and expand upon exiting the
die. This post-die response reflects the well-known phenomenon ”die-swell” or
”extrudate-swell” that is commonly observed in polymer extrusion processes with
and without fibre-reinforcement (e.g. Ganvir et al. [47], Heller et al. [45]). Please
note that the die-swell is the result of releasing compressive stress (σi jnin j < 0)
upon die-exit. Releasing a tensile stress state would result in rapid contraction
upon die-exit, but this cannot take place when the contact towards the die walls is
considered adhesion-free (cf. Sec. 2.3.2).
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Figure 2: Example of how the constraint violation for σ33 (at the top of the profile)
after the exit of the die is affected by the penalty factor, αpen. The Snippets (a-d) depict
the vertical displacement, u3 inside and outside the die (marked dark grey and white,
respectively) as free stresses are released. As it can be seen in the figure, a penalty factor
that is too small does not fully release the free stresses (a-b), while a too high penalty
factor introduces oscillations in the solution near the die-exit (d).

2.4.2 Pulling-force induced tractions from profile to die wall contact

As the raw material is drawn through the die, bulk compaction, viscous drag,
and mechanical sliding friction towards the die walls build up a resistance force
that must be overcome to advance the profile. This force is the ”pulling force”
(Fp in Fig. 1) that is applied to the profile to control the output rate (pulling
speed) of the production. While the magnitude of the pulling force depends on
the profile dimensions, material system, and process conditions, the capacity of
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industrial pulling mechanisms is reported to range from 3 to 24 tonnes (or ap-
proximately 30 to 240 kN) [1]. An applied load of this magnitude contributes
to the process-induced strain and stress state in the profile, and this is relevant
to examine. Although it is outside the scope of this paper to define the various
contributions to the pulling force (see e.g. [48, 49, 1, 50, 3]), we discuss how
to include pulling-induced surface traction parallel to the pulling direction in the
equilibrium equation for the stress rates (Eq. 6).

The traction induced by contact to the pultrusion die ( f‖ in Fig. 1) must be
enforced as a rate-measure:

σ̇i jsin j = vpull
∂ f‖
∂x1

(on the outer surface of the profile inside the die) (10)

where si = (1, 0, 0) is a vector along the pulling direction and parallel to the outer
surfaces of the profile. The rate-measure of f‖ was obtained by utilising the ma-
terial derivative in Eq. (1). Outside the pultrusion die, there is no surface traction,
f‖ = 0. Since this condition, together with the chemorheological behaviour of the
resin system, can introduce a discontinuity in f‖, we found that it was necessary
to approximate the spatial derivative in Eq. (10) by using the shape functions of
the finite element framework.

2.4.3 Inclusion of an initial compressive stress state perpendicular to the
pulling direction

In pultrusion processes, the resin system normally saturates the fibre reinforce-
ment at an overpressure. The overpressure is achieved by tapering a section of
the pultrusion die, or by resin injection at elevated pressure. The resin pressure
typically ranges between 5 to 30 bar (0.5 to 3 MPa) [1]. In addition to the resin
pressure, bulk compaction of the fibre material introduces a stress state when it en-
ters the pultrusion die. For reference, based on the through-thickness compaction
tests by Sandberg et al. [51], a compaction pressure of approximately 7.5 bar
(0.75 MPa) is needed to achieve the volume fraction of the test case (V f = 0.639,
cf. Table 3).

It must be noted that the initial stress states of the resin system and fibre ma-
terial are, of course, affected by the subsequent processing steps. For example,
the resin pressure decreases as it flows through the fibre material, and stress-
relaxation will take place during solidification. Similarly, the fibre material ex-
hibits time-dependent stress-relaxation, also when the resin system lubricates it.
While researchers have developed fully coupled flow-stress models of composite
processing [52, 53, 54], we will only use a sequential approach where a fraction
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of the resin pressure and fibre stress is assumed to enter as an initial condition
to the subsequent stress analysis. Here, only an initial stress state perpendicular
to the pulling direction will be considered, since it is reasonable to neglect the
pressure contribution in the x1-direction because of the high axial stiffness of the
profile.

To apply the stress state perpendicular to the pulling direction, σ⊥, at the en-
trance of the simulation domain, it entered as a boundary condition in the stream-
line integration scheme (Eqs. (7-8)). Thereby, to obtain the total accumulated
stress components, σ22 and σ33, one must set (exemplified for σ22):

vpull
∂σ22

∂x1
= σ̇22 (σ22 = σ⊥ at x = xst) (11)

It is noted that σ⊥ must not violate stress equilibrium (i.e. the equivalent of Eq.
6) when enforced using this approach.

2.5 Solution strategy

The governing equations were solved with the continuous Galerkin finite element
method in the commercial simulation software package, COMSOL Multiphy-
sics R©[55]. We employed second-order elements for the solution of displacements
and displacements rates (for Eq. (6), serendipity elements were used), and for
the remaining equations, first-order elements were used. Convective terms were
stabilised using COMSOL’s built-in streamline and crosswind diffusion schemes.
Throughout the model, numerical integration with 2 × 2 × 2 gauss-points was
utilised. The mesh-discretisation is depicted in Fig. 3.

The model utilised three segregated solution steps in accordance with Table
2. Step 1 consisted of calculating the stationary temperature and degree of cure
fields (T and α, respectively, in Eq. (2)). From T and α, the resin modulus, the
associated stiffness tensor (Er and Li jkl, respectively, in Appendix B), and the
process-induced strain rates (ε̇ch

i j and ε̇th
i j in Eqs. (3-4)) were determined and used

as input in Step 2 to calculate the displacements rates (u̇i in Eq. (6)). In the
case that die-detachment was considered, Step 2 included an intermediate step
where the total transversal displacements, u2 and u3, were used as input in the
iterative contact formulation (Sec. 2.3.2 and Appendix B). If the release of free
stresses after the die-exit was considered, the transversal stress components, σ22
and σ33, needed to be calculated together with the displacement rates, u̇i, to en-
force stress-release upon die-exit (Sec. 2.4.1). In post-processing, Step 3, desired
rate-variables were accumulated along streamlines to interpret results (Sec. 2.3).
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Figure 3: The mesh-discretisation near the pultrusion die. The snippets illustrate the
through-thickness element distribution and mesh refinement near the exit of the die. The
simulation model included approximately one metre before and nine metres after the
pultrusion die that is not shown in the figure.

3 Results

3.1 Stationary fields and validation of the numerical framework

Stationary solutions of temperature, degree of cure, as well as process-induced
strain, stress, and deformation are depicted in Figs. 4 and 6a. Results from Baran
et al. [14, 15] are highlighted with a black-dotted line to validate the numerical
framework. While these figures confirmed that the numerical framework was able
to reach the same results from [14, 15], we discuss the different responses in the
following paragraphs to provide context for the remainder of the paper.

As the profile entered the pultrusion die, the top of the profile quickly ap-
proached the set-temperature of the heater units (Fig. 4). Approximately three-
fourths into the die, the temperature at the centre of the profile exceeded the top.
This temperature increase was caused by the low thermal conductivity of the pro-
file itself as well as the strong exothermic heat reaction of the resin system. Upon
exiting the die, the profile was cooled by convective heat transfer to the ambient
surroundings. At distances 0.69 and 0.87 metres after the die-exit (top and centre,
respectively), the temperature dropped below Tg, meaning the resin had reached
its glassy state.

Following the rise in temperature and degree of cure, process-induced strains
started to accumulate. In the x1-direction, almost no contraction due to chemical
shrinkage was obtained (εch

11 in Fig. 4). This response was expected since only the
resin system contributes to the chemical shrinkage, and the structural response of
the composite profile in the x1-direction (the fibre direction) was dominated by
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the high stiffness of the fibre material. Compared to the x1-direction, the process-
induced strains in the x2 and x3-directions (transversal to the fibre direction) were
approximately ten times higher.

Due to the through-thickness temperature gradient in the profile, the elevated
temperature at the top introduced a local compressive σ11-component. As a re-
sult, to achieve net stress equilibrium in the x1-direction, a tensile σ11-component
developed in the centre of the profile. While this relationship between tensile and
compressive stresses switched for approximately two meters after the die-exit as
the profile solidified, it remained towards the end of the process.

The die-walls constrained expansion of the profile in the x2 and x3-directions.
Since the thermal expansion exceeded the chemical shrinkage inside the die, this
confinement resulted in compressive stress components, σ22 and σ33 (-0.2 MPa
or approximately 2 bar), at the centre and top of the profile. Towards the exit of
the die, a tensile σ22 component was observed at the top of the profile.

Finally, in accordance with Baran et al. [14], approximately 28 mm before the
die-exit, the corner of the profile detached from the die walls (see Snippet (II) in
Fig. 6a).

3.2 Computation times

The elapsed time for the computation of the case study in Sec. 3.1 and the other
examples throughout the paper lasted less than five minutes for a mesh containing
20000 elements (6-core i7-8300K @3.7 GHz with 64 GB ram). To benchmark the
performance of the new numerical framework against the Eulerian-Lagrangian
approaches in Baran et al. [14, 15], the computations were repeated with mesh
resolutions from 8,000 to 33,000. See Fig. 5.

As Fig. 5 illustrates, the new numerical framework was 9 − 35× faster than
the 3D Eulerian-3D Lagrangian method based on Baran et al. [15]. While no
direct comparison can be drawn to the 2D Eulerian-3D Lagrangian method (Baran
et al. [14]) since its mechanical response was based on a 2D-reduction of the
displacement field, it is worth mentioning that computations were actually 1.5 −
3× faster than the new numerical framework presented in this paper. Thus, it
is evident that the 2D Eulerian-3D Lagrangian method remains as an attractive
approach due to its computational efficiency.

The new Eulerian numerical framework achieves this attractive computational
efficiency since a steady-state analysis needs no intermediate time-steps. While
the quasi-static Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches took approximately 100 inter-
mediate steps to reach the stationary solution, the new numerical framework only
needed three to four iterations related to enforcing the contact condition towards
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the die walls (Appendix B). We do, however, acknowledge that intermediate time
steps are in fact of interest when investigating transient solutions during start-
up or time-dependent process-conditions. As such, there is not the same basis
for achieving a similar speed-up by utilising an Eulerian formulation in transient
analyses.
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Figure 5: Elapsed computation times on a workstation PC (6-core i7-8300K @3.7 GHz
with 64 GB ram) for several mesh resolutions (8,000 to 33,000 elements). In the figure,
3D Eulerian-2D Lagrangian refers to computations using the original method by Baran
et al. [14] and 3D Eulerian-3D Lagrangian is using the 3D extension in Baran et al. [15].
The exponents to Ne indicate the slope of the exponential fits. The multiples in the figure
are approximate.

3.3 Extensions

3.3.1 Release of free stresses after die-exit

The snippet in Fig. 4 shows that a compressive σ33-component towards the die
walls remained throughout the pultrusion die. This behaviour indicated that the
profile pushed against the die walls, and as a result, we observed a rapid expansion
at the top and sides of the profile after the die-exit (see Snippet (I) in Fig. 6a and
the deformed cross-sectional shapes in Fig. 6b). The expansion also materialised
in a positive bulk response upon die-exit (Fig. 6b). In polymer extrusion processes
with and without fibre-reinforcement, this post-die response is commonly referred
to as ”die-swelling” or ”extrudate swell”2, but it has, to the authors’ knowledge,
not yet been reported for pultrusion processes. While this post-die response only

2For example, Fig. 1 in Heller et al. [45] illustrates that the die-swelling is associated with
enforcing the normal stress component towards the free surface, σi jnin j = 0
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took place when the stress release was considered, we were able to reach the
same conclusions when adaptive time-stepping and a nonlinear Newton-Raphson
solver were used in our implementation of the original quasi-static 3D Eulerian-
2D Lagrangian framework by Baran et al. [14] (see the dash-dotted line in Snippet
(I), Fig. 6).

3.3.2 Effects of process-induced tractions from die wall contact

In this example, a pulling force between approximately 0 and 10 tonnes (Fp =

0 . . . 100 kN) was assumed to materialise in an evenly distributed traction, f‖,
over the contact area towards the die walls. As discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, this range
reflects the reported capacity of low to medium-sized industrial pulling mecha-
nisms, according to Starr [1].

As a natural consequence of the pulling force, the σ11-component started to
build up as the profile advanced through the pultrusion die (Fig. 7a). The magni-
tude of σ11 reflected the applied pulling force distributed over the cross-sectional
area of the profile. Likewise, the shear stress near the die walls corresponded
to the evenly distributed traction, f‖ (Snippet (I) in Fig. 7a). The pulling force
also induced axial extension of the profile. This extension resulted in transversal
contraction due to the effective Poison’s ratio of the profile. As a consequence,
we observed that the detachment from the die walls in the corner was advanced
approximately 20 mm when the pulling force was increased (Snippet (I) in Fig.
7b). Moreover, the die-swelling at the top of the profile was reduced by approx-
imately 2 µm (Snippet (II) in Fig. 7b). While the magnitudes of these reported
effects were limited, they would be more pronounced for a profile with a lower
degree of mechanical anisotropy (wrt. the effective Poison’s ratios for the 1, 2 and
1, 3-directions).

3.3.3 Effects of an initial compressive stress state perpendicular to the
pulling direction

In this example, the profile response includes a small fraction of the resin pressure
and bulk fibre compaction as an initial stress state perpendicular to the pulling di-
rection, σ⊥. Based on the discussed magnitudes in Sec. 2.4.3, a parameter study
of σ⊥ = 0 . . . 0.2 MPa was conducted. Please note that this is only a theoreti-
cal consideration since an integrated flow-stress model is needed to calculate the
effective load transfer from the impregnation flow and fibre compaction. It is out-
side the scope to integrate these capabilities into this new numerical framework,
so we refer to Niaki et al. [52, 53, 54] for more information about the topic.
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Figure 6: (a) Process-induced deformation probed at the top and corner of the profile.
The dash-dotted line in Snippet (I) depicts the obtained displacement in the x3-direction
we obtained from the 3D Eulerian-2D Lagrangian method with a total stress formulation
from Baran et al. [14]. Snippet (II) reveals the detachment point, which matched the
reported value in [14] (0.88 m). (b) Cross-sectional averaged volumetric strain (repeated
indices imply εii = ε11+ε22+ε33). The snippet of the cross-sectional averaged longitudinal
and transverse strain components show that only the ε11-component contributed to the
cross-sectional averaged volumetric strain inside the die. Fig. (b) also shows the cross-
sectional deformation at five selected locations (magnified ×50) with and without the
release of free stresses.
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Figure 7: The effects of tractions towards the die walls induced by a pulling-force be-
tween approximately 0 and 10 tonnes (Fp = 0 . . . 100 kN): (a) The longitudinal stress
components, σ11. The snippet illustrates the through-thickness distribution of shear
stress, σ13, half-way into the die, x1 = LD/2; (b) Vertical displacement at the top, u3,
and horizontal displacement at the corner, u2, of the profile.
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The σ22 and σ33-components increased inside the pultrusion die in accor-
dance with the initial stress state perpendicular to the pulling direction (see the
snippet (I) in Fig. 8a). Consequently, the detachment point from the die walls
was delayed (snippet Fig. 8b) and the die-swelling at the top increased (≈ 0.1
mm, Fig. 8b for σ⊥ = 0.2 MPa). In fact, die-swelling at the corner of the profile
was observed for all the different initial stress states considered, and the profile
always remained pushed against the die walls throughout the process.

Since the resin modules first developed at the sides and corners of the profile
(see Er in the snippet in Fig. 4), the increased initial stress state was carried by
the circumference of the profile after the die-exit. Consequently, we observed
limited effects on the deformation at the corner of the profile (u2 in Fig. 8b), but
a significant increase wrt. to the transversal stress component at the top of the
profile (σ22 in Fig. 8a). In the centre of the profile, the resin modulus was low
upon die-exit. This softness of the profile core permitted lateral displacement of
the sides of the profile, which meant that the stress state had a pronounced effect
on the observed die-swelling (u3 in Fig. 8b).

3.4 Closing remarks

The compressive strength of a polymer reinforced with unidirectional fibres is sig-
nificantly lower than its tensile strength. The compressive strength is also highly
dependent on the shear strength of the polymer (Budiansky and Fleck [56]), which
means that the compressive σ11-components in Figs. 4 and 7(a) must be exces-
sively overestimated when the resin is its liquid stage. Since the compressive
σ11-component dropped when the pulling force was considered (Fig. 7(a)), we
suggest always considering the pulling force in 3D analysis to achieve more real-
istic results.

The CHILE model in the case study (Table 3) included three stages (two con-
stant moduli with one intermediate linear phase). Other studies that have utilised
CHILE models in pultrusion processes have included an additional intermedi-
ate stage to characterise an exponential rise in stiffness during the liquid and gel
phases [34, 57]. However, since CHILE is an incremental linear elastic model,
the approximation of the true viscoelastic behaviour of the resin system during its
liquid and gel phases can never be fully captured. The aforementioned points are
essential to note as the reported stress build-up inside the pultrusion die occurred
before glass-transitioning. Therefore, the die-detachment and die-swelling phe-
nomena are highly subject to the simplifications of the constitutive model. Further
research utilising viscoelastic constitutive models that are proven accurate above
the glass-transitioning temperature are needed to study these phenomena in depth.
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Figure 8: Effects on an initial stress state perpendicular to the pulling direction, σ⊥: (a)
Transversal stress components, σ22 and σ33; (b) Vertical displacement at the top, u3, and
horizontal displacement at the corner, u2, of the profile.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new steady-state 3D-Eulerian numerical framework
for the analysis of process-induced stress and deformation in thermoset pultru-
sion processes. We highlight the following conclusions of using the numerical
framework and findings of the parameter studies in the paper:

• Compared to the existing 3D state-of-the-art methods, we showed that com-
putations using our new approach was between 9-35× faster in the exam-
ples presented;

• While the existing literature has reported the possibility of having the pro-
file detaching from the die, we found that compressive stress towards the
die-exit can result in die-swelling, which is a commonly reported phe-
nomenon in e.g. polymer extrusion processes;

• A parameter study revealed that the pulling force advanced the detachment
point from the die walls and decreased die-swelling. On the other hand,
an initial stress state associated with bulk fibre compaction or impregnation
flow had a more pronounced but oppositive effect.

Since the die-detachment and die-swell took place before the glass-transition tem-
perature was reached in the case study, a topic for future research could be to
apply constitutive models that are more suitable for capturing viscoelastic effects
in the liquid and gel phases of the resin system.
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Appendix A - Material models and parameters

Table 3: Material models and parameters. All references are available in Baran et al. [14].

Physics, component or feature

Thermal properties (Eq. (2)) K11 [W/(m K)] K22,33 [W/(m K)] cp [J/(kg K)] ρ [kg/m3]
Composite (lumped for V f = 0.639) 0.9053 1.04 797.27 2090.7
Die 40 40 460 7833

Cure kinetics (Eq. (2)) A0 [1/s] Ea [J/mol] m [-] n [-]
Rα = A0exp

( −Ea
RT

)
(1 − α)n f (α,T ) [1/s] 1.9 · 104 43.5 · 103 0.489 3.102

with temperature- and cure-dependent diffusion factor: f (α,T ) = 1/(1 + exp[30(α − (1.5 + 0.0055T ))]) [-]

Heat reaction (source term in Eq. (2)) ρr [kg/m3] Ht [J/kg]
S T = (1 − V f )ρrHtRα 1260 275 · 103

Resin modulus TC1 ,TC2 [◦C] T ∗ [◦C] E0
r , E

∞
r [MPa]

Er =



E0
r T ∗ < TC1

E0
r + (T ∗ − TC1)/(TC2 − TC1)(E∞r − E0

r ) TC1 ≤ T ∗ ≤ TC2

E∞r T ∗ > TC2

−45.7, −12 T ∗ = Tg − T 3.447, 3447

Resin glass temperature (Di Benedetto equation) Tg0 [◦C] Tg∞ [◦C] λ [-]
Tg−Tg0

Tg∞−Tg0
= λα

1−(1−λ)α 0 195 0.4

Constitutive relations E [MPa] ν [-] G [MPa] α [1/K]
Glass (fibre reinforcement, ( ) f , isotropic) 73.08 · 103 0.22 29.92 · 103 5.04 · 10−6

Epoxy (resin, ( )r, isotropic) Er 0.35 Er/(2(1 + νr)) 5.76 · 10−5

Composite (V f = 0.639)1 See App. A in Bogetti and Gillespie [6]
for E11,G12, ν12...

ε̇11

ε̇22

ε̇33

2ε̇12

2ε̇13

2ε̇23



=



1/E11 ν12/E11 ν13/E11 0 0 0
1/E22 ν23/E22 0 0 0

1/E33 0 0 0
1/(G12) 0 0

sym. 1/(G13) 0
1/(G23)





σ̇11

σ̇22

σ̇33

σ̇12

σ̇13

σ̇23



Eff. expansion coefs. of the composite2 α11 α22, α33

Chemical contraction coef., αch
i j

Er (1−V f )
E f V f −Er (1−V f )

(1 − νr)(1 − V f )
−(ν f V f + νr(1 − V f ))αch

11

Thermal expansion coef., αth
i j

α f E f V f +αr Er (1−V f ))
E f V f +Er (1−V f )

(α f + ν fα f )V f + (αr + νrαr)(1 − V f )
−
(
ν f V f + νr(1 − V f )

)
αth

11
with α f = 5.04 · 10−6 [1/K], αr = 57.6 · 10−6 [1/K] (T < Tg), αr = 2.5 · 57.6 · 10−6 [1/K] (T > Tg)
1For brevity, the constitutive relation is given as the compliance tensor instead of the stiffness tensor, Li jkl (its
inverse). The entries, E11, G12, ν12, ..., were estimated based on the self-consistent field mechanics methods
(SCFM) by Bogetti and Gillespie [6] for transversely orthotropic laminates
2 Off-diagonal terms are zero (thermal/chemical)
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Appendix B - Active set contact formulation

The active set contact formulation is an iterative approach in which contact is de-
fined using a local variable, Γc, on contact surfaces. In this work, when Γc = 1,
the displacement rate was set to zero. The variable was updated iteratively as
it was checked if the profile penetrated (uini > 0) or adhered (σi jnin j > 0) to
the die-walls. If any of these conditions were fulfilled, the local value of the ac-
tive set variable was set to zero from this point and downstream, Γc = 0. If Γc

did not change throughout an iteration, convergence was assumed. Fig. 9 sum-
marises these operations. Throughout the examples in this paper, convergence
was achieved within 3-4 iterations.
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